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Deputy shot while serving warrant
Marshall County officer was struck,
Paris fugitive also hit in fire exchange

BRANDI WILLIAMStedger & Times photo

SENTRY UNIT ... A Murray Police Department cruiser sits by the entrance to Dalton Road in
Calloway County where a shooting took place early Wednesday morning.

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
A Marshall County Deputy
Sheriff and a Paris. Tenn. man were
both shot this morning as law
enforcement officers were serving
warrants.
Shot were Dep. Ray Chumbler
and Larry J. Mobley,one of the fugitives who were being served probation violation warrants from Henry
County Tenn.
According to the Marshall
County Sheriff's release, its Tactical
Response Team and Calloway
County- Sheriff's Department officers were serving the Henry warrants around the Blood River community between Pottertown and
New Concord off Ky. 280. The suspects had faced drug charges several
weeks ago and were being served on
violations of their probation.
"From what I know, as the
Special Response Team made entry.
one of the suspects opened fire,"

Hazel revs up for weekend
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
-Staff- Writer
The city of Hazel is revving its
engines in preparation for the 10th
annual Antique Motorbike and
Motorscooter Show this weekend.
Motorbike and motorscooter
enthusiasts from 13 states will be
lining the streets of the south
Calloway County town for the
chance of winning prizes.
Kenny and Sylvia Thomas of
the Mid-South Classic Motorbike
and Motorscooter Club said they
think of all the bike shows they put
on, the Hazel show is the most popular because of all the antique
stores.
-There's probably more wives
to show up at this meet so they can
go to the stores," Kenny Thomas
said.
The restored bikes and scooters
will be judged according to class
and will each have a chance at the
People's Choice trophy. Hazel
mayor Dan Farris will also pick his
favorite bike for the Mayor's
Choice Award.
Those who enter will also get a
chance to participate in the 25-mile
ride and the stationary speed race.
Thomas said the bikes are fitted on
a contraption that measures speed
and velocity of the bike, without
the bikes moving.
"It is just like riding on the highway," he said.
There will also be a drawing for
a color TV for those who pay to get
into the bike show,
He said the motorscooters are
the most popular of the vehicles
that are at the show.
"The Cushman Scooters, we
have more of a following with
those," Thomas said. "Most of
these guys are in their mid-50s,60s
and had these when they were a
kid.
"Either that or they couldn't

VROOM, VROOM! ... Bike and
scooter enthusiasts from
some 13 states will gather in
Hazel for the 10th annual
Antique
Motorbike
and
Motorscooter Show. Pictured
above are some of the interested fans looking over some
of the scooters, while, at
right, some
out-of-state
enthusiasts show off their
scooters.The event gets
rolling Friday.
have one when they were a kid, so
they bought one when they got
older," he added.
Thomas said the group is mostly
non-profit and any money made
goes directly to the bike show.

it is a lot of work: he Naid.
"We don't really make any money
off it."
He said when they do make
money, they try to do something
meaningful with it.

sually, if we make any
money, we give it back to the community. But usually we only end up
breaking even." Sylvia Thomas
said.

said Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott. -The deputy from Marshall
County was struck in the shoulder
with a shotgun blast."
Chumbler was also struck in the
right arm and the other special
response team officer returned fire
and hit Mobley,57. Both were transported to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital according to the Marshall
County Sheriff's Department.
Information on bothmézisConditions were not available at press
time, but Scott said he understood
the injuries were not too serious.
-Nothing life threatening from
my understanding," Scott said.
Another fugitive. Jeffery L.
Mobley, 39. Paris, Tenn. was apprehended without incident and lodged
in the Calloway Detention Center.
Scott said when the warrants
were issued, the units were warned
that the individuals weie armed and
dangerous.
"1 can say that it is suspected that

From what I know,
as the Special Response
Team made entry, one of
the suspects opened fire.
The deputy from
Marshall County was
struck ... by a shotgun
blast.

py

—Stan Scott
Calloway County
Sheriff
there were drugs in the resident...c
and we are obtaining a search warrant.- he said.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department will continue investigating possible drug charges.
An investigation of the shooting
is continuing by the Kentucky State
Police.
Further charges are pending due
to the shooting. Scott added.

Playhouse, Main
Street ask fiscal
court for funds
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
for what we can do and should do."
Staff Writer
he said.
two different groups approached
Elkins also brought up. what he
the fiscal court Tuesday night considers, a change in direction on
requesting funds.
the project.
Playhouse in the Park treasurer
"I thought when this whole thing
Mary Jo Farris said the group is eli- started it was going to be a historical
gible for a 20 percent matching grant renovation: Elkins said. -Has there
for restoration of the Playhouse. been a change in that?"
Peebles said, as far as facades go.
Farris said she has a tentative promise of $7,500 from the city, although it is difficult to do a historical
that is not near the $20,000 amount restoration because all the buildings
they need.
were built at different times in histoThe court members said her ry.
request would be considered.
He said the construction is slated
Murray Main Street President to finish at the end of June and have
Marc Peebles approached the board all the downtown done by July 4.
to increase the annual amount of "Weather has been a problem. ob•i- •
money Main Street receives from ously." Peebles said.
the county. For the past three years,
He also assured that Maple and
the group has received $10,000 from 5th streets will not be made in onethe city and $10,000 from the coun- way traffic.
ty. Now, they are hoping to up that
"I don't think there has been any
amount to $20,000.
proposal to make it one-way.Peebles said that in 1999, the Peebles said.
work on the Main Street Project
The court said they would conallowed Murray to be named a sider the funding request.
Silver City by Gov. Paul Patton
In other business, the court
among three classifications — approved the paperwork on the reso"bronze, silver and gold." Peebles lution to refund and reissue revenue
said that to keep its status this year, bonds for Murray-Calloway County
Murray has to move forward to the Hospital.
"gold" classification, which will
In April. representatives from
make the program eligible for more Hilliard-Lyons in Louisville and the
grants.
hospital approached the court on
Peebles stated that many of the reissuing the hospital's 1992 bind at
grants will be used to restore the the end of May to get at a lower
courthouse. The courthouse has interest rate. The reissue could save
already received $201,000 for some the hospital $273,000.
exterior and interior renovations.
"I think the resolution is in order
However, Judge-Executive Larry and should be approved if the court
Elkins is still unsure to what exactly is so inclined," County Attorney
at the courthouse will be renovated. Randy Hutchens said.
"We keep getting changes everyday

•See
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Navy sub
catches
fire, crew
rescued
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Navy research submarine caught
fire and was taking on water off the
coast of California, defense officials
said today.
All 43 people on board were rescued with only a few minor injuries,
a Navy spokeswoman said.
The submarine Dolphin reported
fire and flooding at 11:30 p.m.
Pacific Time Tuesday as it was
operating about 100 miles off the
coast of San Diego.
The crew was evacuated by
small boat to the McGav.'. another
Navy vessel in the vicinity at the
time and was on its way to San
Diego Wednesday morning.
Two crew members who fell in
the water during the rescue were
recovered by.' U.S. Coast Guard helicopter.
The frigate USS Thach is sailing
alongside Dolphin to assess the submarine's condition and the possibility of towing it.
The cause of the fire is undet
investigatiOn. • Officials-in
Washington said it was unclear
whether the fire was stilt burning.
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PoliceLogs

Historic Loss

Murray Police Department
5-20-02
• Damage to a Coke machine at the city park was made
• An accident without injuries was reported on Northwood Dr.
— Information is obtained from reports, citations
and logs from the respective departments

New Yorkers not
fazed by new
threat warning

By DONNA DE LA CRUZ
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — FBI
reports of potential terrorist attacks
against New York and some of its
most popular attractions had law
enforcement on high alert, but New
Yorkers seemed to be taking the
warnings in stride.
"You can't stop your life, espeBOB DICKERSON The Kentucky Post AP Photo
SO MUCH FOR RESTORATION ... Firemen watch to side of the of the Odd Fellows Hall colcially in New York," said 30-yearold Queens resident George
lapse in Covington, Ky. early Tuesday. The fire was reported about 5:30 a.m. EDT. The
Guzman, sitting on a bench in busy
building was one of the centerpieces of plans to restore Covington's central business dismidtown Manhattan."You just can't
trict.
he scared. If that was the case,' the
streets would be empty."
The FBI warned city officials
Tuesday it had received uncorroborated information that terrorists
have niiide ThreaM against New
and landmarks, including the Statue
of Liberty and the Brooklyn Bridge.
Police Commissioner Raymond
By KIMBERLY HEFLING
Coin given to him by an Army gen- to think about the wings during each
Kelly
characterized the information
Associated Press Writer
eral in exchange for the metal flight
mission but was inspired by them
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP)— wings.
when the crew would take off or as "general threats," but patrols
were increased at some popular
Airline flight wings pinned above
He described the aviators as land.
From Front
the heart of an elite Army aviator heroes who have helped resume "to
Baker volunteered to wear the sites, including the statue and
Meanwhile, the court also during more than 20 air missions in a high degree our American way of. wings after Mike Low wrote a letter bridge.
A law enforcement official
to the Army asking for "some solapproved a resolution to support a Afghanistan were returned Tuesday life."
speaking
on condition of anonymity
to
the
father
of
an
Sara
airline
Low,
attendant
28,
of
Batesville.
Ark.,
dier,
sonic good man or woman- to
grant application for the Murraykilled in the Sept. II terrorist was a flight attendant on American carry them in battle, describing the said the information came from an
Calloway County Transit Authority.
Airlines flight I I. The plane she w as ss ings as being of "sturdy metal. unidentified detainee who spoke
"All this is saying is if we have to attacks.
"You
go
into
on
harm's
way'
was hijacked by terrorists and having resisted a lot ton tears and with the FBI.
and
you
we will match to keep the transit
"While the FBI has no informarisk
your
companions
and
you
flown
do
into the north tower of the sweaty palms, w ithout tarnishing.authority going." Elkins said.
, The wings originally. belonged to tion as to the time, date or method
"This is definitely a program we things for us that give us assurance." World Trade Center.
Mike Low, the father of slain flight
, "I can't hold back the tears.- Sara Low's roommate. Karyn of attack, out of an abundance of
need to save.attendant Sara Low, said during a Baker. 27. a flight engineer, said fol- Ramsey. Ramsey, who was present caution, information has been transceremony honoring the aviator. lowing the ceremony.
Tuesday. gave the wings to Mike mitted to law enforcement in New
York," said a statement from the
Staff Sgt. Mark Baker. and the rest
Baker. who would not reveal the Low after Sara Low's death.
of the 160th Special Operations location of the missions, said he and
Sara Low li‘ed with.Ramsey. of FBI's Washington press office.
Aviation Regiment. "Once the gov- the rest of his crews faced enemy. Arlington. Texas, less than a year
The warning came one day
ernment had the resolve to give you
fire "almost every time we went up" after moving to Boston with the goal before the start of Fleet Week, an
your mission, you performed the as they flew special operations com- of working on international flights.
annual celebration expected to draw
mission excellently."
mandos in and out of enemy territoThe "Night Stalkers- of the 6,000 naval personnel to the city
Low on Tuesday.. placed a photo ry and flew in supplies in "the most 160th ss as one of the first units through the Memorial Day weekof his daughter on, a,chain around extreme weather and terrain.deploy ed to fight in Operation end.
' Baker's neck along with a- Military
Baker sakf he was often too busy - Enduring Freedom.
It also -comes -about -a week

Flight attendant's wings return to
father after serving in war mission

•Funds ...

YOUR VOTE COUNTS.
VOTEIN MAY FOR
YOUR ELECTED
OFFICIALS

AP Photo

NUCLEAR THREATS? ... On
Capitol Hill, Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld testifies
before
a
Senate
Appropriations subcommittee
Tuesday that terrorists are
sure to eventually acquire
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons. This comes as a
new threat has supposedly
been made against New York.
before the city plans to end search
and recovery work at the site of the
World Trade Center, where more
than 2,800 people died in the Sept.
11 attacks.
Kelly said the NYPD was prepared for "any eventuality.""We are
taking all necessary precautions and
are communicating with the appropriate law enforcement agencies on
both the state and-federal levels."

Dear Voters,
I want to clear up some confusion, as many of you get ready to cast your votes in the May
Primary election. Because the Calloway District Yudge race is being contested- by only two people
and is non-partisan, you willNOTfind my name on Tuesday's ballot. Kentucky election law automaticaffy places my opponent and me into the GeneralErection. You wiffhave the opportunity to
votefor me on November 5th.
Please sfww your supportfor a candidate ofyour choice Tuesday, then votefor Jeanne Carroll,candidatefor Calloway District Yudge, on Wovember 5th!
Tiankyoufor your support,
Yeanne Carroll
Paid for by Jeanne Carroll, Frank Julian Treasurer
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Clarifications
A name was inadvertently omitted from a cutline on Tuesday's front
page photo of Calloway County
Middle
Schoolers going
to
Washington D.C.
The name left off was Austin
Mathis.
The Senior Night for Muray High
School will be May 30 with the time
set for 7 p.m. A listing in the Ledger
& Times graduation tab had 6:30
p.m.
MURRAY

I
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InTennessee
Anti-tax protesters expected
at Capitol today
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— Hundreds of anti-tax protesters prepared to
demonstrate Wednesday outside the Capitol as lawmakers faced a possible
vote on House Speaker Jimmy Naifeh's income tax plan. Security is much
tighter than it was last summer when protesters broke three windows including one at the governor's office — after troopers locked them outside
the Capitol when it appeared lawmakers might vote on an income tax.
On Tuesday. proponents of tax reform gathered at the Capitol complex,
saying Tennessee can ill afford to fall farther behind in areas such as education and health care.
"Our legislators are facing a choice between two possible paths," Brian
Miller, executive director of Tennesseans for Fair Taxation, told a group of
about 45 people. Many carried signs with slogans such as "Better Education
Better Jobs" and "We Don't Want Third World Status."
Miller described one path filled with teacher layoffs, closed parks and
health care cuts and another with equity. justice and a tax system in which
"everyone pays their fair share."
Naffeh. a Democrat from Covington, proposes a 4.5 percent flat-rate
income tax that would raise between $1.1 billion and $1.2 billion. He needs
50 votes in the 99-member House to pass his plan. which also would remove
the sales tax from food and nonprescription drugs, and eliminate the sales
tax on articles of clothing that cost less than $100 a piece.
Naifeh also planned to add tobacco and liquor tax increases to his income
tax plan to broaden political support for it.

House vote on income tax
could come today
NASHVILLE. Tenn. AP -- A s the House neared a possible vote today
on a 4.5 percent flat rate income tax, the bill gained momentum with the support of black legislators and the failure of other tax plans to emerge as alternatives. The 14-member Legislative Black Caucus agreed to support the
income tax despite earlier threats that it wouldn't unless a minority seat was
created on the Tennessee Regulatory Authority board.
A competing bill to expand the sales tax to cover professional services
and exempted items was shelved by its sponsors, Republican •Reps. Bob
McKee and Chris Newton, because they were short the votes needed to pass
it. They said they had about 40 votes, almost evenly divided between
Republicans and Democrats.
The services tax bill could resurface if the income tax fails. Newton said.
"Who knows what's going to happen in the next week or two?'' Newton
said. "It's always an option we could revisit if everything else goes south."

Justice Department says it will file
voting rights lawsuits from
2000 presidential election
WASHINGTON (AP)— The government will file three lawsuits against
Florida counties alleging voting rights violations resulting from the bitterly
disputed 2000 presidential election, a Justice Department official said
Tuesday. Two other lawsuits also will be filed, in Missouri and Tennessee,
by the department's civil rights division, Assistant Attorney General Ralph
Boyd told the Senate Judiciary Committee.
The lawsuits will allege different treatment of minority voters, improper
purging of voter rolls, "motor voter" registration violations and failure to
provide access to disabled voters, said Boyd, who told senators he had
authorized the filing of the lawsuits.
Other charges, he said, include failing to allow voters with limited proficiency in English to have assistance at the polls and.failing to provide bilingual assistance.

T(ites Nt-Repeats
Men, Women & Childirn's
Consignment Clothes diAccessories
Top Brands
Formals, Weddings & Maternity
Plus Sizes
Owner - Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
4270) 762-0207

the facts

VOTE LAX
.r4it

Entail: neatrepeats@'apett.net
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Audit says 9 in 10 abuse
reports on disabled not
referred to law officers
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API — A
state agency that helps to oversee
services for mentally retarded and
disabled adults refers only about one
in 10 reports of abuse or neglect to
law enforcement authorities, the
state auditor said in a report
Tuesday.
The agency, the Cabinet for
Families and Children, said the
report "focused on form over substance" and that Auditor Ed Hatchett
misunderstood the cabinet's role.
The program, Supports for
Community Living, is to help people with retardation or other serious
physical disabilities to live outside
institutions. It is funded through
Medicaid, a state-federal insurance
program.
Families and Children is responsible for the program's recipients.
Another agency, the Cabinet for
Health Services, runs Medicaid and

has daily contact with group home den law cntorcement." the audit
operators and other contractors. The said. "This practice ignores the
report said communication between statutory mandate" for Families and
the cabinets is poor.
Children to notify authorities every
Hatchett's report, a performance time it receives a report, the audit
audit, covered nearly four years of said.
the program — from September
In a written response to Hatchett.
1997 through May 2001. It said Families
and Children Secretary
auditors examined records of 210 Viola
Miller said the audit failed to
"major incidents" during the period,
make important distinctions, such as
88 of which were passed along to
incidents
of property damage. "an
Families and Children by its sister
issue
far
outside
this cabinet's juriscabinet.
diction.Families and Children investigatThe audit "focused on form over
ed 40 of the cases and referred 19 to
substance
without suggesting ways
police and prosecutors, according to
to improve the quality of life for
the audit.
"Families and Children employ- SCL participants." Miller's letter
ees said that reports ... are not said.
The cabinet screens each referral,
referred to law enforcement unless
an investigation is conducted," the passing along to police and prosecutors any with "some indication of
audit said.
The agency "unilaterally decided criminal conduct. To do otherwise is
it would not refer every report, not consistent with the law and is
asserting that would lessen the unnecessarily and unduly burdenimportance of referrals and overbur- some." the letter said.

RACER CLASSIC
6-Person Scramble
Friday, June 7th
Limited Tee Times Available
Lunch Provided By Outback Steakhouse
Meet the Coaches & MSU Athletic Staff
WIN GREAT PRIZES!

Taa
RACERS

Sponsored by Pepsi Fri
Nuir
Call 762-6800 For More In

To The Citizens of Murray & Calloway County:
I am William -Bill" Marcum. I am 49 years old and
I want to be your next Sheriff, With my 27 years in
law enforcement. I feel I am qualified to be the
Sheriff of Calloway County.

Paid for by the Candidate Steve Lax

Insurance...
Protect the ones you love
and your peace of mind
Give your family
security as well
as memories

Call Andy
today for
your free quote

- 270-753-4703

Leaving 9
your job •

In meeting the law enforcement needs of the communities. I want to:
...enhance the 24 hour patrol of our County
...drug enforcement with focus on prevention, education and K-9 program
...expand resource officers role in the schools to include drug education
and crime prevention

Don't forget to take your
retirement plan with you.

FARM
BUREAU

As Sheriff. I will provide leadership by remaining close to the daily essential activities and goals of the department and to the people who perform
them. My goal is to have a staff that is well trained and knowledgeable that
will allow them to function well in a highly visible environment. The department will be managed effectively to meet the law enforcement needs of the
communities and do this in a positive, professional manner that will generate respect and trust.

INSURANCE
SOUTHERN FARM BUREAU
LIFE INSURANCE CO
Andy Dunn
1702 Hwy 121 N Bypass
Murray, Ky.
IPA0304

_
•
wth your
Consider :
Edward Jone:-..)1L.1!ecE;L:
IRA

Together we can our

plan
your

•

rt:

,Aintl< as

I believe, over my 27 years of law enforcement experience. I have established a reputation of honesty and integrity and I will let my record stand
for itself. I will work hard to provide a Sheriff's Department that meets the
needs of the County and grows with our future needs.

.

Call or stop by today to
schedule a complimentary
retirement plan review.

4"4110161..

Please RE-ELECT

MARCIA

BRANDON

YOUR MAGISTRATE
OF DISTRICT #3
Check the records''
Brandon is the kind of MagiNtrot.•
District #3 needs.
Paid for hy the condidate. Marcia Brand.,

My platform is to provide experience and leadership to the Sheriff's Department. My experience
and commitment to the community will allow me to
provide the office of Sheriff with an experienced
professional that cares about the people of Murray
and Calloway County and the quality of life we
have.

In all things. I will faithfully and impartially execute the duties of the office
of Sheriff according to the best of my ability, skill and judgment.

Please

EdwardJones
Elect

I"to•ts trig itiiii%'dual Investors Since 1871

www.edwardjones.com
Member SIPC
Eric Punniston
St.
Nturra. KY 42071

600 Main

IMF

All2CUM

cALLOWAY CO. SHERIFF

753-74411
Paid for by William E Marcum
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Lessons from
the recent past
NEW YORK — It is eight
months since that terrible day, and
while the memory of the eve
remains strong, the pain a outrage associated
with the day
seem to be fading for those not
related to the
dead.
We stand in
limbo between
that horror and a
possible future
assault.
James
Cal's
Pavitt, CIA
Thoughts
By Cal Thomas Deputy Director
for Operations,
Syndicated
predicts there
Columnist
will he another
major terrorist
attack by Islamic insurgents on
"It's not a question of if, it's a
-question of when." Pavitt told the
Middle East Newsline
(www.nienewsline.com).
The Bush administration claims
it's doing everything it can to protect us. Yet, what kind of defense is
there against people motivated by
the type of religious hatred broadcast May 10 on official Saudi government television?
In a 28-minute live sermon May
10 from the mosque in Medina.
Shaykh Hasan Al al-Shaykh (cq)
said."0 God. strengthen Muslims
everywhere. 0 God, destroy the
Jews and their supporters. 0 God.
destroy the Zionists and their supporters. 0 God, use your power
against them.0 God, grant victory
to the faithful... 0 God, deal with
the Jews and their supporters, for
they are within your power."
President Bush and his administration assure-us-the Saudis are our
friends. If so. what would our enemies sound like?
Eight, months ago, we lost more
than lives and property. We lost
some of our confidence in the
strength and promise of America —
an appreciation for what makes us
unique in the world today and in
world history.
The Circle Line tour of
Manhattan is a good place to rekindle the patriotic fire that once
burned in so many American hearts.
Past Ellis Island we cruise, where
Dave, the guide. reminds the 200plus people on board that between
1892 and 1924. 22 million passengers and ships' crews came here,
hoping to become Americans.
Some of the hijackers who flew
those planes on Sept. 11 passed
over Ellis Island on the way to the
World Trade Center. They might
have caught a glimpse of the island,
but unlike those millions of immigrants, they.. did not come with hope
in their hearts. but with hate and

evil intentions.
The loudspeakers on the boat
deliver a bagpipe version of
"Amazing Grace" as we near
"Ground Zero." Passengers maintain respectful silence. Dave bows
his head and puts his hand over his
heart.
On around lower Manhattan we
go. heading toward the New York
Naval Shipyard (unofficially known
as the Brooklyn Navy Yard).
Here were built Robert Fulton's
steamboat, the ill-fated Maine, and
some of World War II's greatest
battle ships, including the USS
Arizona(now part of the Pearl
Harbor memorial in Honolulu) and
the USS Missouri, aboard which
Japan signed the surrender documents.
The USS Intrepid was refitted
here in 1956-after World War IT
service and later served off Vietnam
and as a recovery ship for American
astronauts. It's now a museum
anchored in New York Harbor.
Dave reminds us that Gen.
George Washington lost New York
City to the British in the last
months of 1776 and that 5.000 revolutionary soldiers stood firm, giving Washington time to retreat so
he might fight. and win, another
day.
I end the tour with a new sense
of love and appreciation for my .
country and the many who fought
and died to give me the privilege of
being an American.
I also realize how reluctant we
have been to teach our children
what makes America unique in the
world and why so many loathe —
and are jealous of — the freedoms
we enjoy. This is 4 land of freedom.
711ifoleranToPpres-sotchate free-410mand reject liberty of conscience
because it deprives them of power
over others.
The hijackers of Sept. 11 came
from a region of political and religious oppression. Our forebears
gave their lives so that others might
be free of such things.
The Bush administration wants
to enact policies to take advantage
of the outpouring of patriotism
ignited by Sept. 11. The administration believes love of country should
be taught to schoolchildren.
. Why did we ever stop teaching
kids to love this country? Was it
because of the misguided notion
that a few might be offended?
We've seen the result of that kind
of twisted thinking. If Americans
don't love America, who will?
Perhaps all schoolchildren
should begin their American love
affair with the New York City
Harbor Tour.
Ask for Dave.

Got Something To Say?
"Letters may be submitted by fax at
270-753-1927 or by mail to 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071.
Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number!
For questions, call Eric Walker at 753-1916,-ext.
21.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's
name, address and telephone number so we
may contact you if there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between
250-350 words TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or rejection.
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We agree to disagree
FRANKFORT. Ky. --- Earlier this month.
after eight days of a special session dedicated
to passing a budget, the House and Senate
came to the decision that no decision could he
reached — at least for now.
Leaders from both sides
did agree to continue meeting in the weeks ahead to
try to hammer out a Compromise.

If one is not reached by
July
1. the ho;:inning of_the .
_
fiscal year. Gov. Patton has
said he will govern the state
Frankfort using the budget he proFocus
posed and the House adoptBy Rep. Buddy ed this special session..
It
Buckingham
largely contains much of
D-Murray
what the legislators said
they wanted when the budget was originally voted on by each chamber
during the 2002 Regular Session.
In essence, this means that the government
will not shut down, as the federal government
threatened to do during the mid-1990s when
Congress and the president could not come to
terms.
Gov. Patton's administration will make
sure there is no interruption in the programs

and services we depend upon. especially the
essential ones.
As many of you know, this disagreement
between the House and Senate is not really
about money. In fact, the stumbling block
accounts for only about a nickel of every
$100 the state spends.
It may seem odd that such a small amount
could hold up a $35 billion budget. but Senate
leaders chose to take this approach in the last
days of the regular session.
, Instead of filing legislation modifying_ the
10-year-old campaign finance law that dictates how the governor's race is run, they
opted instead to remove its funding, effectively killing it. Since the .House and Gov. Patton
could not go along with that plan, the result
was the current budget impasse.
The hope was that a special session would
give legislators the time they needed to reach
a consensus. When it became clear that it
would take much longer than eight days, legislators voted to postpone the process.
While no one claims this law is perfect. it
nonetheless has played a pivotal role in the
last two races for governor. Candidates could
focus more on the issues and less on the need
to constantly raise money.
There were more public dates and less

false or misleading advertisements on radio or
TV. The overall cost of the election went
down by half, and voter participation went up.
Opponents of the system argue that this
was somehow a failure, even though the
process became cleaner and leaner and, in
1995, led to one of the closest gubernatorial
races in Kentucky history.
Because of the impact it has on all of us,
the office of governor is the most important
job in Kentucky; no other position even
comes close. With that in mind, it only makes
sense to create a level playing field so that the
best candidate — not just the richest — has a
true opportunity to lead us.
It is a small investment that can lead to
huge dividends. We do not need to return to
the days when candidates felt beholden to
large contributors.
Although we are no longer in session, I
hope you will continue contacting me through
the year with your views on issues important
to our district or the state. My address is
Room 3291, Capitol Annex, 700 Capitol •
Avenue, Frankfort, KY 40601. You can also
leave a message, toll-free, at 1-800-372-7181
or, for the deaf or hard-of-hearing, 1-800-8960305.
I look forward to hearing from you.

An update from Senate President
Uncertain budget forecast,
projected shortfall reasons to
end taxpayer funding of
political campaigns
By DAVID WILLIAMS
FRANKFORT. Ky. — A recent
Associated Press news article(May
IS, 2002) reporting a revenue shortfall for the end of the current fiscal
year is a perfect example of why
Kentucky should not spend an
unlimited amount of taxpayers'
money on political campaigns.
State budget director Jim
Ramsey said it is a "near certainty"
that actual revenue will not equal
the projections on June 30, the end
of the fiscal year.
Tens of millions of dollars from
the state:s so-called "rainy day
fund" will likely be used to cover
the shortage and balance the books.
This fund has already been raided
twice this fiscal year — to balance
the budget — and has been severely depleted.
This week's news reinforces
how important it is to spend every
single tax dollar wisely.
.Over the next couple of weeks.
legislators working on the budget
will continue their discussions. I
feel confident that a budget will be
produced before the fiscal year
ends at the end of June.
Furthermore, at this juncture.

funding to continue all state services is not in danger. State government will not shut down. Services
will not be interrupted. The elderly
will he cared for and our schools
will have the most qualified and
competent teachers in the classroom n this fall.
Senate Democrats know too that
the hard-working people of
Kentucky do not want their tax dollars used to finance political campaign.
During the recently concluded
special legislative session, all 18
Democratic members of the
Kentucky State Senate joined with
Senate Republicans and voted for
the Senate budget proposal that did
not include one penny of tax dollars
for political campaigns.
The overwhelming bipartisan
vote is a reflection of the opinions
of real Kentuckians. Citizens from
across this great Commonwealth,
Republicans and Democrats, do not
want their tax dollars spent to
finance political campaigns.
Recently, the Democratic party
attacked Senate Republicans on this
issue, saying the reason we do not
want to squander tens of millions of

taxpayers' dollars is "for their own
narrow interests."
The "narrow interests" Senate
Republicans have in mind is every
single man, woman and child in
Kentucky.
The tens of millions — some
estimates are as high as $30 million
— of taxpayers' dollars spent to
fund political campaigns could be
used for education, health care,
police and fire protection, or other
services. We should be spending
our tax dollars in those areas — not

handing out welfare to politicians.
I encourage you to call the legislative hotline at 1-800-372-7181
to express your opinion on whether
your hard-earned tax money should
be spent to finance political campaigns.
You can also voice your opinion
on taxpayer funding of politicla
campaigns via e-mail. The e-mail
address for the governor is governor@mail.state.ky.us and the e-mail
address for legislators is legislators2002@lrc.state.ky.us.

Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
.1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
web: www.senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181
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Mr. Dwayne HIN

Deaths
Mrs. Lillian Scott Hughes
Mrs. Lillian Scott Hughes, 70.
Murray, died Tuesday, May 21,
2002, at 7:32
p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Born June 12.
1931 in Trigg
County, she was a
member of the
Baptist faith.
She was preHughes ceded in death by
parents.
her
Plomer and Fannie Page Scott; and
three sisters, Janie Thurman, Dollie
Colson and Etheline Ahart.
Mrs. Hughes is survived by her
husband. Clifford Hughes of
Murray, whom she married in June
of 1954; one son. Tony Hughes.
Murray; three daughters, Janice
Easley and husband Max. Murray.
Margie 'Jeannie' Brandon and husband Bobby, Murray, and Patty
Johnson and husband Freddy.
Murray; two brothers, Jack Scott
and wife Doretta. Dexter, and Bobby
Scott, Murray; one sister. Irene
Mitchison, Murray; nine grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be
Thursday. May 23. at 1 p.m. at
Pleasant Hill Cemetery in Land
Between the Lakes.
Visitation is from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
today. May 22.at Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

Mr. Dwayne Hill, 40, Buchanan,
died Tuesday, May 21,2002. at 2:55
p.m. at his home.
He was a member of New Life
Christian Center and was selfemployed in construction.
He was preceded in death by his
father, Frank Hill.
Mr. Hill is survived by his wife.
Debbie Robertson Hill, Buchanan,
Tenn.; mother. Willie Mae Powell
Taylor. Benton; one step-son, Jacob
Canup, Benton; five sisters, Melinda
Clark and husband Ben, Ledbetter,
Lisa Peck, Paducah. Nancy Parker.
Paducah, Connie Cruz, Houston,
Texas and Donna Young, Empire,

Mr. Rupert E. Wyatt

Mr. Rupert E. Wyatt, 74,
Paducah, died Monday. May 20,
2002, at 11:20 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah.
A member of Masonic Lodge 369
in 1Vlayfield, he was a graduate -of
Murray State University, a retired
operational supervisor at Union
Carbide and a U.S. Army Veteran.
He was preceded in death by his
parents, Leonard Virgil Wyatt Sr.
and Genella Overby Wyatt; and one
daughter, Jennifer Renee Linn.
Mr. Wyatt is survived by his wife,
Martha Ann Watkins Wyatt,
Melissa
daughter,
Paducah;
McNabb. Paducah; sister, Nancy
Sawyer. Mayfield; brother Leonard
Virgil Wyatt Jr., Reidland; three
grandchildren, Forrest McNabb.
Paducah, Tammy Renee Linn,
Murray, and Leanna Shae Linn,
Murray; two nieces and two
nephews.
will be
Funeral services
Thursday. May 23, at I p.m. at
Milner & Orr Funeral Home in
Paducah. Dr. Rick Dye with assistance by Rev. Stan Reid will officiate. Burial is to follow at Symsonia
Cemetery.
Visitation is from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
today. May 22, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be
made in the form of donations to the
American Cancer Society, 3140
Parisa Drive. Paducah, Ky. 42003;
or Lone Oak United Methodist
Church's Building Fund, 3835 Old
Mrs. Wannetta
45 Highway, Paducah,-Ky.
42001: or Lone OA First Baptist
Weatherbee
Building Fund. P.O. Box 7207,
Mrs. Wannetta Weatherbee. 74,
Ky. 42002.
Paducah,
Mayfield, died Tuesday. May 21.
Jackson
2002, at 8:10 a.m. at
Mr. Clarence 'John'
Purchase Medical Center in
Mayfield.
Collins
A member of the Mayfield
Mr. Clarence 'John' Collins, 79,
Moose Lodge, she was preceded in
Michigan, firmerly of Calloway
death by her husband, David County, died Monday. May 20,
Weatherbee; parents. Emil and 2002. at McPherson Hospital in
Margaret Schultz: and sister. Betty
Michigan.
Chavis Hayden.
Born March 3. 1923 in Calloway
Mrs. Weatherbee is survived by County, he was employed as a mainsix sons, David Weatherbee. Detroit, tenance worker for Livonia Public
Weatherbee, Schools for 28 years, worked with
Donald
Mich.,
Mayfield. Danny Weatherbee. the youth program at Livonia
Weatherbee. Schools, coached Little League in
Tim
Eddyv i Ile,
Mayfield, Raymond Weatherbee, Howell, Mich., was an avid fisherMetropolis. Ill., and Patrick man and hunter.
Weatherbee. Murray: three daughHe was preceded in death by his
ters, Violet Weatherbee, Mayfield. parents. William and Muriel Collins,
Mary Ball. N.C., and Tina four sisters and one brother.
Weatherbee Snyder. Brooklyn,
Mr. Collins is survived by his
Mich.: one sister, DorothylFifield, wife, Muriel Collins, Howell, Mich;
Grants Pass. Org.: 27, grandchildren daughter, Diana Guido, Dearborn
and 28 great-grandchildren.
Heights, Mich.: three sons. Larry
-Funeral services will be Friday. Collins. HOwell, Tini0tWy
May 24. at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Fowlerville, Mich., and Michael
Bym Funeral Home in Mayfield. Collins, Howell, Mich; one sister,
Burial is to follow at Antioch Ethel Farris. Ky.; 12 grandchildren
Cemetery.
and nine great-grandchildren.
Visitation is from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
be
will
Funeral services
Thursday. May 23. at the funeral Thursday. May 23. at 2 p.m. at
home.
MacDonald's Funeral Home in
Michigan. Rev. Howard Soehl will
officiate and burial i to follow at
Lakeside Cemetery in Michigan.
Mrs. Dorothy Harrison
Visitation is today. May 22,from,
Mrs. Dorothy Harrison. 81,
2-4 p.m. and 6-8 p.m. at the funeral
Nashville, died Tuesday. May 21.
home.
2002. at 8:20 p.m, at Westview
Memorial contributions can be
Nursing Home.
sent to American Lung Association
A member of the Baptist faith.
she was preceded in death by her or American Diabetes Association in
parents, Mathew Boyd Mays and care of MacDonalds Funeral Home.
Willie Houston Mays.
Mrs. Harrison is survived by two
daughters. Robbie Hale and husband
Jimmy. Murray, and Delores Dodge
and husband Dick. Dallas. Texas:
five grandchildren, Tiffany Hale,
Murray, Jason Hale, Herrin, Ill.,
Brad Hale. Ashland. Ky.. Jackie
Townsend. Houston. Texas. and
Karen Dunlop, Dallas, Texas: and
three great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Friday.
May 24. at 1 p.m. at National
Cemetery in Nashville. Tenn. Rev.
Sammy Cunningham will officiate.
No visitation is scheduled.
Murray-Calloway Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.
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A whole set of unique decorating tools
including oversized color swatches, trend
and technique brochures. coordinating
palette cards and more!
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SAVE
33%
on all in-stock
wallpaper and borders.
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What's Your Bank
Done For You Lately?

WITCH
IVIES?
Quick, what's the name of your bank? Have trouble remembering?
It's no wonder with all the banks that have sold out or
changed their names! But there's one bank that
doesn't have an identity crisis-The Murray Bank.
We're committed to strong community banking;
with a solid name that says we're proud to be your
neighbor. If you're tired of all the changes at your

83.16 - 0.29
61.57 - 0.04
29.24 + 0.17
22.48 + 0.50
4.68 - 0.05
19.77 - 0.08
30.22 - 0.18
57.75 - 0.05
52.98 + 0.79
24.05 + 0.13
51.54 + 0.48
16.22 + 0.32
26.58 + 0.13
55.80 + 0.16
49.78 + 0.01
23.89 - 0.22
16.92 - 0.01
56.46 - 0.14
1.52 + 0.10
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270-753-3366
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Stock Market Report Porr,easarns

Murray, KY 42071

Bryce
Alexander
Master
Mattingly, 8-days-olcl, Murray, died
Tuesday. May 21, 2002, at II a.m. at
Vanderbilt University Hospital in
Nashville.
Born May 13. 2002, he is survived by his parents. Matt and
Christy Bell Mattingly. Murray; one
brother, Logan Mattingly, Murray;
maternal grandparents, Dwain and
Debbie Bell, Murray; paternal
grandparents. Tom and Jennifer
Mattingly. Louisville; and five
great-grandparents. J.B. and Alice

Bell, Murray, Meredith Krozer. Port
Charloue,fla., Cathenne Mattingly,
Louisville, and Genes a Jewell,
Louisville; three uncles and three
aunts.
Graveside services will be
Thursday. May 23, at 11 a.m. at Elm
Grove Cemetery. Rev. Terry Garvin
will officiate.
No public visitation is scheduled.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be
made in the forth of donations to
Ronald McDonald House, 2144
Fairfax Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
37212.

U
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soon
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
60.74 + 0.02 Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
18.56 - 0.02 Intel
AOL Time Warner
12.99 - 0.17 Kroger
AT&T
32.75 + 0.35 Lucent Tech
Bell South
40.12 - 0.02 Mattel
Briggs & Stratton.
Bristol Myers Squibb 40.85 + 0.76 McDonalds
61 15 - 0.29 Merck
Caterpillar
88.03 + 0.20 Microsoft
Chevron Texaco Corp
60.70 + 1.73 J.('. Penney
Daimler Chrysler
18.15 + 0.23 Pepsico, Inc.
Dean Foods
40.08 + 0.31 Pfizer. Inc.
Exxon-Mobil
17.93 + 0.35 Schering-Plough
Ford Motor
11.95 - 0.20 Sears
General Electric
General Motors
66.21 + 0.27 Union Planters
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -47.70 + 0.34 US Bancorp
11 19 - 0.08 UST
Goodrich
22.34 - 0.02 'Wal-Mart
Goodyear
12.56 B 12.75 A Worldcom Inc.
HopFed Banks
'Hithard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square

Ala.: fi ve brothers, Randell Taylor
and wife Heather. Benton. Keith
Taylor and wife Melissa. Benton.
Billy Joe Hill, Murray. Franklin
Hill, Empire. Ala.. and. Gary White.
Indianapolis. Ind., and two grandchildren.
be
will
services
Funeral
Thursday. May 23, at I p.m. at
Murray-Calloway Funeral Home.
Rev. Karen Welch and Rev. Mark
Welch will officiate. Burial is to follow at Holland Famile Cemetery.
Visitation is from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
today. May 22. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be
made in the form of donations to
New Life Memorial Fund.

bank,come home to The Murray Bank.
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Be sure to schedule yourself to give a pint of blood at the community blood drive on Monday, May 27,and put your name in the hat for a
chance to win tickets to the nine Winston Cup Series Races at Nashville
Superspeedway during June, July and August.
The Red Cross Bloodmobile staff will be in the Murray Super WalMart parking lot between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. to accept your donation.
Each processed pint of blood has the potential to be used for three
patients. To be eligible to give blood, donors must be healthy, at least
17-years-old, weigh at least 110 pounds and have not given blood in the
last 56 days. A health review will be conducted to further determine eligibility to give blood.
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Photo provided
A PIECE OF CAKE ... Calloway County High School class officers, from left, Haley Lynn,
Casey Cornelison, Tera Rica Murdock, Kacee Stonecipher and Landon Barrow prepare to slice
into a cake during the school's Prom, which was held recently.

LBL offers Memorial Day weekend activities
The Nature Station at Land Glen of the Nature Station.
Between the Lakes (LBL) National
-LBL has an abundance of aquatRecreation Area will recognize ic habitat to explore because we're
National Wetlands Month with a surrounded by water on three sides
series of water-oriented events and have many small inland lakes,
planned for Memorial Day week- ponds and streams," Glen said.
end.
"We've combined water-related
Wetlands weekend, May 24-27, activities with nature study for a
has become one of LBL's most pop- weekend of fun outdoor adventure,
ular eveqt. according to Amber while learning about our environ-

Individual and Small Business Clients
Personalized and Confidential Service
Retirement and Wealth Building
IRA's, 401k's, Rollovers, Annuities,
SEP's, Profit Sharing Plans
Investments
Mutual Funds, Tax Free Funds, 529 College Fund,
Graduate School, Medical School
Ben T. Hogancamp, Investment Company Principle
Services Offered Through: William E. Hopkins & Assoc.
Member of NASD/SIPC
111111111•11111•11111111111111111

Something Exciting is Happening
at the

URRA
UNTRY CLUB
En., May 24
Sat., May 25
Mon., May 27
Wed., May 29

TGIF at the Club
Pool Opens
Memorial Day Family Bar B Que*
Ladies Day Golf 9:30
9-Hole Scramble 5:30 Tee Off
Dinner Available Afterwards
Thurs., May 30
Men's Day Golf
Fri., May 31
TGIF at the Club
Mon., June 3
Senior Golf League 9:30 a.m.
Open to Public
Tues., June 4
Junior Golf Starts 9:30
Wed.,June 5
Hart Memorial Tournament (Ladies)
9-Hole Scramble Tee Off 5:30
Dinner Available Afterwards
Thurs., June 6
Men's Day Golf
Fri., June 7
Club Dinner*
Social 6 p.m. Dinner 7 p.m.
*Reservations Required Call 753-6113

ment."
Wetlands-themed activities offer
hands-on exploration of habitats,
plants and animals that live there.
The weekend begins on Friday. May
24, and continues through Monday.
May 27, with activities and events
for all ages - Swamp Tromp,Sunrise
& Sunset Canoe Excursions and a
Kids'Campfire - just to name a few.
Friday's Wetlands Weekend
Events include a Marsh Sunset
Canoe Trip from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
The trip allows participants to
explore the waters and marsh areas
of Energy Lake and Crooked Creek
where beavers, osprey and herons
abound.
On Saturday, events include
Shellbacks at 1 p.m, which allows
participants to look at some of
LBL's more common and unusual
turtle species; Swamp Tromp from
2-4:40 p.m., involves the investigation of a unique wetland found in
LBL; and a Sunset Canoe Trip from
6-8:30 p.m., which allows participants to enjoy the beauty of an LBL
sunset as they paddle the waters of
Honker Lake to look and listen for
wildlife.
Sunday's events include a
Sunrise Canoe Trip from 6-8:30
a.m. This trip will allow participants
to enjoy a sunrise breakfast as they
paddle Honker Lake. At II a.m.
there will be Tales of Scales - discover first-hand what snakes are
really about as participants take a
close look at different snakes of
LBL. At 2 p.m. will he Operation
Osprey and from 7-9 p.m. there will
be a Kid's Campfire.
On Monday at If a.m. there will
be a Chorus Line of the summertime
music of frogs and toads and at 2
p.m. will be Eagle Encounters.
Some events require reservations
and fees vary. Reservations may be
made by calling (270) 924-2020.
For more information; call (800)
1_13L-7077 or visit www.lbl.org.
\Ion. &
FREE TANNING SESSION
tk/ the purchase of a haircut
Open Late Bs pp(.
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(270) 753-1682
Southside Shopping Ctr.
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Saleinot;
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KY

Calloway County High School 2002 Project Graduation will take place
Thursday, May 23, starting at 11 p.m..and ending at 6 a.m. Doors will open
at II p.m. and no one will be allowed in after midnight. There is no cost for
the seniors and their registered guests to attend. Waivers signed by the student and a parent must be turned into the school by Wednesday, May 22, or
presented at the door on Thursday night.

MES SBDM to meet
The Murray Elementary School School Based Decision Making Council
will Meet Thursdarfday 23, at5 p.m. in- the guidance office of the school.
All interested persons are urged to attend.

Glory Bound plans meeting
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will meet Thursday, May 23,from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee House, located on Chestnut
Street across the tracks from Ryan's Milk. Featured entertainment will be
the Kentucky Connection out of Hazel. The group will be playing old time
religion gospel. All interested persons are invited to attend.

NARFE Chapter to meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday, May 24, at 12:30 p.m. at Boulder's
Restaurant. Martha M. Smith, first vice president, will be the speaker.
Richard Huddleston, president, urges all members to attend.

MHS to present musical comedy
Murray High School will present the musical comedy "Once Upon a
Mattress" on Friday, May 24, and Saturday, May 25, in the Murray Middle
School auditorium. Both shows begin at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $6 for adults
and $3 for students and will be available at the door.

Relay cookout planned
Marshall County will be holding a Relay for Life cookout on Friday,
May 24, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the Marshall County Courthouse lawn
on Main Street. There will also be a yard sale beginning at 8 a.m. that day.
All proceeds will benefit the American Cancer Society.

Alpha Department to meet
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
May 25, at 9:30 a.m. in the annex of First United Methodist Church. Chuck
Shuffet will provide the program "Famous and Infamous Happenings in
Calloway County History" and Susan O'Neill will give the inspirational
message.

Oaks plans couples golf tournament
Oaks Country Club will hold its annual Belles and Beaux Couples
Tournament May 25 and 26. There are a limited number of spots available
for the 8 a.m. Saturday Shotgun Start. Sunday's round will be flighted by
Saturday scores. The cost is $90 per couple, which includes golf and dinner
on Saturday night. For more information, contact Terry Butler at 753-6454.

MSU AIMS Program planned
The Murray State University Adventures in Math and Science Upward
Bound Program will be participating in the Kentucky Department of
Education Summer Food Service Program from May 27-July 12. Free,
nutritious meals will be served to all camp participants 18 years of age or
younger. For additional information about the AIMS Program, interested
individuals should call 762-5429.

Great Books Club to meet
The Murray Great Books Club will discuss Pirandello's Six Characters
in Search of an Author at the Calloway County Library Meeting Room on
Monday, May 27, at 7 p.m. Bill Phillips will act as discussion leader.
Anyone who has read the selection is invited to attend and participate. For
information on the Great Books Club call 753-1867 or 753-8900.

Cemetery sets aside time for questions

(a rocsfrom Sarloin Sinclulde)

-pc

The Murray High School Band Banquet will be held on Thursday, May
23, at 6:30 p.m., in the Curris Center Ballroom on the campus of Murray
State University. All MHS band members and their families are invited to
attend. Dinner will be followed by an awards ceremony. Meat for the meal
will be furnished. Salads, vegetables, desserts and beverages are to be provided by the families attending. Parents should check with their band students for specific items that they should bring for the potluck meal.

CCHS Project Graduation set

,

314 Main Street — Downtown Murray

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

Red Cross schedules
Monday blood drive

:
.- 2
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Peoples Estate And Investment Senices
Casual dressing for work has just
about become normal attire for most
businesses. In a consumer survey
from Women's Wear Daily more
women were wearing pants to work
more frequently than ever. This survey reveals that nearly two-thirds of
omen wear pants to work at least
V. ice a week, with about 38 percent
wearing pants every day.
This summer with capri's so popular these figures are certainly on the
rise.
The movement to a more casual
work place.has had a significant economic impact. The women's slacks
and pant market accounted for 6.9
billion and continues to increase.
Consumers want to be comfortable
and less structured with their busy
schedules, so the clothing manufacturers have responded with a multitude of choices.
Capri's from just below the knee to
just above the ankle gives us some
different choices in pants. Whatever
length fits your body style and looks
you are right "in the
best on you
know" this summer.
If you are looking for something
new in a white blouse: please come
in to see our linen French cuffs
blouse with a beautiful rose petal button front — very chic.
We have also just received a two
piece linen & cotton blend blouse set:
the over blouse is white eyelet with a
wide collar and French cuffs. Great
for casual or dressy wear.
Martha Kemp won our French
Dressing jeans at our Mother's Day
celebration. If you haven't tried on a
pair you are missing a great fit in
jeans. We have black, denim, sage.
and beige — also capri's in the
French Dressing in several different
colors.
Need a summer purse? We have
some great natural rafia woven bags
— large enough for all your "things."
They could also be used for beach
bags. Summer will surely be here
soon — Memorial Day weekend is
here and time to think of the lake and
swimming pools.
Congratulations
to
Allison
Lancaster who won the silver, crystal
and black beaded bracelet last Friday.
Quote of the Week: "The best vvay
to keep happiness is to share it."
Join us for lunch on Friday between
II and 2 — always good food and
good company — lots of cute and
interesting things to check out. Your
graduating senior would love some
of our jewelry.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report....

*•:••

I

On May 18, John Francis
Leneschmidt, Jr. of Murray was recognized at Columbia International
University's commencement ceremony in Columbia, S.C. for earning
a master of arts degree from CIU's
seminary, Columbia
Biblical
Seminary & School of Missions.
The commencement ceremony
recognized 31 graduate school graduates and 154 seminary graduates.
who finished their degree program's
requirements in either December
2001 or May 2002 or will finish in
August.2002.
Where with the majority of
C1U's graduates go after graduation? What will they. do? According
to a survey of graduating students.
about 94 percent are planning or at
least considering some kind of
vocational Christian ministry and 53
percent are planning or considering
cross-cultural ministry outside their
home countries.

2Vate% tor tite
Sedate to
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Someone will be on hand at Green Plains Cemetery to answer questions
about upkeep on Monday, May 27, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. For more information, contact Buddy L. White at (270)492-8419.

AARP plans meeting
The AARP will meet on Tuesday, May 28, at Boulders Restaurant. The
group will meet for lunch at 11:30 a.m. with a short program at noon. Judy
Moore. director of the Murray Angel Clinic, will be guest speaker.

Shop now thru Saturday afternoon
and save on all acrylicware, garden
lighting, chairs, settees, tables,
rockers...plus lots more!

Merl imports®

CLOSED
SUNDAY & MONDAY
MAY 26TH & 27TH
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Overbey named award winner

Photo provided

A HEALTHY MEETING ... The Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club met Wednesday. May 8, at the Dutch
Essenhaus for the last meeting of the club year. At right,
Karen Olson, program chairman, presented Kimberly DuIton
with the Delta Department Nursing Scholarship for the fall of
2002. DuIton will be a junior nursing student at Murray State
University and carries a 3.68 grade point average. She is a
native of Norris City, Ill. New officers of the Delta Department
for the coming year are Karen Olson, chairman; Martha
Broach, vice chairman; Rosa Crass, secretary; and Alice
Konecke. treasurer.

The United States Achievement
Overbey
Academy recently announced that will
be
Michele Rose Overbey from Almo graduating
has been named an All-American from
Scholar.
Eastwood
The USAA has established the this year as
All-American
Scholar
Award valedictoriProgram to offer deserved recogni- an.
Her
tion to superior students who excel plans are to
in the academic disciplines. The All- attend
American Scholars must earn a 3.3 Murray
or higher grade point average. These State
are awards few students can ever University
hope to attain.
in the fall of
A student at Eastwood Christian 2 0 0 2
Academy, Overbey will appear in majoring in
the All-American Scholar Yearbook, pre-pharwhich is published nationally.
macy.
Overbey
She has also received notification
She is
that she has been accepted for publi- the daughter of Bill and Melissa
cation in "Who's Who Among Overbey of Almo. Her grandparents
American High School Students for are Jackie and Marcile Treas from
2001-02." Only five percent of the Murray and Evelyn Overbey and the
students from the nation's 24,000 late Frank A. Overbey of Murray. A
high schools are honored in Who's great-grandmother is Ruby Treas of
Who each year.
Murray.

Philpot named valedictorian
Madeleine Anabelle Philpot,
daughter of Dr. Tim and Ginger
Philpot. will graduate from Rolla
High School in Rolla, Miss., on
May 26. With a 4.0 grade point
average throughout her high school
career, she is a valedictorian for her
class, a reporter for the National
Honor Society. president of the
Future Medics of America, a
Student Council Representative. a
Fine Arts Club board member, an
alto in three choirs -including RHS
Honor Choir, a Honors Reader and a
member of Rolla First Christian
Church.
Upon graduation. Philpot plans
to attend the University of Missouri
in Rolla. She is the recipient of the
Curator's Scholarship, Bright Flight

Resident graduates Harding
Whitney R. Price, daughter ot
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Price of
Murray, was among the 550 graduating seniors who received diplomas
in commencement exercises at
Harding University on May 11.
Majoring
in
Care
Health
Management, Price received a bachelor of business administration
degree.
The ceremonies were held in the
Ganus Athletic Center with Dr.
Neale Pryor as the commencement
speaker. Pryor. a professor of Bible
and Religion since 1962. has also
served the university for 18 years as
vice president for academic affairs,
a position he retired from last sum-

mer to return to the classroom full
time. This year, Pryor received the
Distinguished Teacher Award for
the thild time, making him one of
the only Ii university faculty to be
honored as a Distinguished
Professor.
President David B. Burks presented the diplomas to the graduates. Price was announced by Dr.
Randall McLeod, dean of the
College of Business Admihistration.
Harding is the largest private university in Arkansas with an enrollment of 5.013 students from 49
states and 58 countries. It also maintains campuses in Australia. Chile,
England. Greece and Italy.

Givens honored at military academy
Cadet Thomas Givens, son of
Mans Johnston of Murray and
grandson of Dr. Telmo and
Georgeanna Galindez of Murray,
recently was awarded the Maroon
Bar at the Missouri's Military
Academy for a perfect disciplinary
record for the past month. In addition. Givens was promoted to sergeant, was listed-on the-merit roll
for is academic and military grades.
and was awarded the Drama Ribbon
for achieving a B average or high in
Drama and demonstrating dedication, pride, acting and/or technical

At the academy. young men in
grades 4 through 12 participate in a
college-preparatory, structured curriculum that consistently sends 90
percent of graduates on to colleges
and universities in the United States
and around the world.
The U.S. Department of
Education has. designated the
Academy as an "Exemplary Private
School." Last year Missouri
Military Academy was again designated by the U.S. Army as a Junior
Reserve Officer Training Corps
"Honor Unite with Distinction."

www.murrayledger.com
your internet source for all the news

Photo provided

A DESERVING AWARD ... Chairman of the Murray Woman's
Club Creative Arts Department. Janet Wallis, center. is pictured with Aaron Bergquist. at left. son of Stephen and
Margaret Bergquist. and Amanda D'Angelo. at right, daughter
of Kevin and Debbie D'Angelo. Both students will be seniors
in the fall and have received a scholarship to attend a summer
at workshop at Murray State University in June. This is a week
of intensive visual art training with qualified art instructors.
Each year the Creative Arts Department sponsors deserving
students from each high school. D'Angelo is a student at
Calloway County High School and Bergquist is a student a
Murray High School.

by Pat Mullins, CE
26 Years Experience - Nationally Certified
8068 Chestnut St. • Murray

Call 753-8856

VOTE
•••••

Billy R. Wyatt

09

Magistrate - District #3
I will be your "hands-on" Magistrate
Paid tor by Bills

• s'_A
4-1.\\- We're Rrs
Cracking Up
Downtown
Visit Downtown
Merchants
May 18th - 25th

Register To Win!
This Great Prize
Outdoor Gas Grill
From Wal-Mart
62 Piece Tool Kit
From Auto Zone

/Nam
breMURRAY

Must be 18
years to
enter
1 entry

per person

The Center for Health &
Wellness is offering a new membership alternative to those who like to
exercise during the mid-day hours.
The membership program, new
Midday Membership. is now available for those who exercise during
the off-peak hours, which include
10 a.m.-3 p.m.. Monday through

Friday and anytime Saturday and
Sunday. Those who sign up for the
program receive a reduced joining
tee and a monthly membership discount.
For more information on this
program or others, contact the
Center for Health & Wellness at
762-!FIT.

YOUR VOTE COUNTS. VOTEIN MAY
FOR YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS

FANTASY TAN
ELECT

4 Day Special May 22, 23, 24 & 25
LATEST THING IN TANNING
THE AIRBRUSHED TAN
FAST, SAFE, SUNLESS

INITIAL BASE TAN SPECIAL

VICKI

$20.00 Reg

Price $35
(2 Applications)
Featured In June Issue of Harper's Bazaar Magazine

46%111111111\,

WILSON

900 COLDWATER RD (INSIDE ATTITUDES)
MURRAY, KY • 270-759-1100

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK

111.1111 911 Wl

Tired of Shaving?
Tired of Tweezing?

ELECTROLYSIS

Scholarship
and
the
U
M
R
Alumni
Scholarship.
She plans to
major
in
chemistry
with a premed emphasis.
Philpot is
the granddaughtef -of
Willie Belle
Philpot
Farless and
Lawrence
and Lou Ann Philpot, all of Murray.
She is the niece of Dr. Frank G.
Gilliam of Si. Louis. Mo.

Center to offer midday membership

2L:J1 I.

Remozv Unwanted Hair Permanently!

Photo provided

SLITHERING
REUNION.. Kindergarten
student Katie Hill, at left,
is happy to see her former pet python, Verdi, at
Murray
the
State
University
Reptile
Festival. The python is
being held by its present
owner. James Hust. The
annual Reptile Festival is
a favorite field trip for
Kathy Nelson's primary
class
of
Southwest
Elementary School,

IF ELECTED

JOHN W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Eye Physician and Surgeon
Ophthalmologist

Specializing In:

ibt will continue to support The Trust For Life Organ Donor
Program
•I will continue to cross-train Deputy Clerk's so they may
be helpful in any situation that may arise
•1 will continue to requisition the Administrative Office of
the Courts for the necessary improvements the Circuit
Clerk's Office needs
.1 will continue to be an Honest. Efficient -Ind Courteous
Circuit Clerk

*No Stitch Cataract Surgery
*Laser For Diabetic Retinopathy and Glaucoma
*Ocular Plastic Surgery
*Botox Injections For Facial Wrinkles
Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 8-12 p.m.
By Appointment

270-753-6272 or 1-800-272-9477
Located across from Roy Stewart Stadiumn
(next to Office Depot)

WHY CHANGE?
You already have the most Experienced and
Knowledgeable Circuit Court Clerk in office.
Please vote on May 28th.

VICKI

WILSON

THE ONLY EXPERIENCED CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
E

.

•

New Patients Welcome

Hickory Woods Resident, Dr. Hunter Hancock,Featured In National Assisted Living Magazine
Hickory Woods
resident,
Dr. Hunter Hancock,
featured in
National Assisted
Living
magazine ranks
Hickory Woods
with "high marks."
Hancock also
stated "I'm
perfectly happy here."

If you agree that active, independent lifestyles are vital to healthy and
productive retirement, then we invite you to live at Hickory Woods
• Spacious Studio, One and Two Bedroom Suites • 3 Meals a Day
• 24 Hour Staff/Security • Housecleaning/Laundry Service
• • Medication Supervision • Personal Care Assistance
• Beauty Shop • Activities/Recreational Programs
• Scheduled Transportation • Arts and Crafts • Library
Nothing else looks or feels like home ..
But. we come close

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

Contact Annita Peeler, Director
84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone:(270)759-8700 • 1-888-231-5014
Fax:(270) 759-8777
An Assisted Living Residence
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Murray Woman's Club wins KFWC honors
The Murray Woman's Club brought home 20 top awards from the state
convention of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs held recently
at the Executive Inn West in Louisville.
Eleven first place awards included four, which were given for the
club's work in conservation, home life, international affairs and public
affairs. The club press book, compiled by Jackie Helm, was first in Class
Ill and the Vintage Rose advertisement won first place in the business
advertising category of Kentucky Clubwoman, the KFWC state magazine.
First place ribbons in arts and crafts Went to Lillian Robertson, GFWC
painting; Carla Rexroat, needlepoint; Lee Furst, patchwork quilt;
Matthew Jordan, student poetry; and Brandon Kipphut, student short
story.
Six second place awards recognized the club's work in recycling, literacy and the arts and the work of two clubwomen, Norma Paschall, natural history photography, and Annie Knight, scenic photography and feature photography.
Three third place winners were the Murray Woman's Club for international affairs-United Nations category; Lee Furst, GFWC wearable art;
and Lillian Robertson, oil painting.
Numerous certificates of appreciation and recognition of participation
were given to the Murray Club. Two of the most significant certificates
were Honorable Mention for the Community Improvement Project -the
underwater cameras - which has been forwarded to the Shell Oil CIP competition. and the Certificate of Recognition from the National
Organization on Disability Programs, which noted the contribution made
by the Murray Woman's Club in determining accessibility to the clubhouse and thereafter constructing a restroom facility on the main floor.
Seven delegates represented Murray at the convention: Mary Ann
Russell, club president; Martha Crafton, first vice president; Pat
Harrington. second vice president; Lois Pharris, immediate past president:

Photo provided

Kentucky Federation of Women's Club delegates included,
from left, Martha Crafton, Pat Harrington, Barbara Brandon,
Lois Pharris and Jackie Helm.
Jackie Helm, press book chairman; Sylvia Sanert, co-chairman of the
Home Department; and Barbara Brandon, retiring Governor of the First
District.

THE VILLAGE CRAFTSMAN'S GUILD
Presents

CRAFTS IN THE VILLAGE
This Weekend:
May 25th & 26th, 2002 • 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Juried Handcrafted Items by Crafters from Ky. & Surrounding States
• Needlework • Woodwork • Dolls • Santas • Leather Work
• Quilts •Jewelry • Furniture • Ceramics & Much More

Food Available • Parking and Admission Free
LOCATION: Kentucky Dam Village State Park • Gilbertsville, KY
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CRAFTSMAN PROMOTING ARTS AND CRAFTS IN THE LOCAL AREA

CRAFTSMAN PROMOTING ARTS AND CRAFTS IN THE LOCAL AREA
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Need an event
announced?
Call 753-1916

Photo provided

A COLORFUL GATHERING ... Southwest Elementary School
art student, Cyndy Reed. shares her plaster mask design
called "Cuddles" with her mom, Becky Reed, at the Murray Art Guild.

Vote For A True Change
Vote For A an Who
Serve & Protect
Vote For Common Sense
and Good Management
I have lived in Calloway
County all of my life. I
am the son of Lubie and
Reba Parrish.

Rob Edd, Dee Dee &
Robert Parrish

Please Vote

fob tdd parrish
for

Jy
2002 BUICK LESABRE
$25.180
$1.600
-500.00
-3.000
-1,000

MSRF
Brandon Discount
AARP
GM Rebate
Qualified Olds Owner

1:14
$34,230
$2,730
-3.000
-1,000
-1,000

MSRP
Brandon DiscounGM Rebate
AARP
Qualified Olds Owner

'Murray
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
-,,ntinuing Education and Academic Outreach

$26,500"

2002 PONTIAC MONTANA

2002 OLDS SILHOUETTE

MSR
Brandon Discount
GM Rebate
Qualified Olds Owner

$28,700
$2,000
-3,000
-1,500
-1,000

MSRP
Brandon Discour
GM Rebate
Qualified Olds Owner
Warranty Cash Option

$22,230"

$21,200"

2002 OLDS BRAVADA

2002 OLDS ALERO

S33,555
$2,500
-1,500
-1,000
-1,000

MSRP
Brandon Discount
Qualified Olds Owner
GM Rebate
Warranty Cash Option

$20.350
$1.200
-2,000
-1,500
-750

MSRP
Brandon Discount
GM Rebate
Qualified Olds Owner
Warranty Cash Option

$27,555"

$114,900°°

2002 OLDS INTRIGUE

2002 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX GT

$24,322
$1,500
-2,000
-1,500
-1,000

MSRP
Brandon Discount
GM Rebate
Qualified Olds Owner
Warranty Cash Option

$18,322"
2002 PONTIAC GRAND AM
$20,775
$1,000
-2,000
-1,000

MSRP
Brandon Discount
GM Rebate
Qualified Olds Owner

516,77500

$24,720
$1,400
-2,000
-1,000

MSRP
Brandon Discount
GM Rebate
Qualified Olds Owner

$20,320"
2002 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE
$43,070
$3,000
-1,000
-2.000

MSRP
Brandon Discount
GM Rebate
Qualified Cadillac Owner

$37,070"

All discounts and rebates end 5/31/02.

BRANDON .LiAli...13s• 9 WORLD
MICK

1

Oitt

Paid for by Treasurer Lubie Parrish

2002 BUICK PARK AVENUE

Si9,080"
$28,030
$1,800
-3,000
-1,000

Calloway County Sheriff

1300 121 N. BY-PASS • MURRAY, KY
(270) 753-5315 -(800)455-5315

(E)

Summer Youth Camps
Robotics Camp for grades 4th-8th

June 10-14

Summer Art Workshop for ages 14-18

June 9-14

Sports Medicine for ages 14-adult

June 10-12

Racer Basketball Day Camp for ages 5-15

June 10-13

Racer Basketball Individual Camp
(day and residential camp)for ages 7-18

June 16-20

Golf Camp for ages 10-18
(day and residential camp)

June 16-21

Summer Challenge Camps
For Rising 5th through Rising 8th grades (Gifted & Talented Campsl

.June 16-21
June 23-28

Trumpet Workshop
For middle and high school trumpet players

June 16-22

Lady Racer Basketball for ages 9-18

June 24-27

Distance Runners for ages 13-18

June 23-28

Purcell Tennis Camp for ages 10-18
(day and residential camp)

June 23-29

Racer Soccer Camp .

July 28-31

114RA/M/0 OISOWSED 4s Foil
"OR MORE /A/F0R4f47701/
OR 70 REC/STER CAtI

>400469-7654 fiter. 3659
DON'T MISS
DRUMS BETWEEN THE RIVERS
PRESENTED BY DRUM CORP INTERNATIONAL
MONDAY. JULY 15• 7 P.M.• STEWART STADIUM

TVA mobile
business unit
coming to
Paris-Henry Co.
PARIS, Tenn. - The ParisHenry County Chamber of Commerce and TVA Economic Development will sponsor Business Development Week June 3-6 at the
Chamber office. A highlight of the
week will be the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Mobile Business Center, a tractor-trailer unit staffed by
TVA and filled with computers and
information related to small business.
Schedule of Events
Business Development Week
Monday,June 3,2002
10 a.m. - Ribbon-cutting, Kickoff Brunch with keynote speaker
Bill Caldwell; Tours
2 p.m. - "Financing Your Business" - Brad Halley, Commercial
Bank; Jack Veazey, Security Bank;
Bruce Reed. Commercial Bank;
Brenda Wynn, First Bank; Jody
Neumair, McKenzie Banking Company
4 p.m. - "Writing A Business
Plan" - Charles Roth, Tennessee
Small Business Development Center, SCORE Representatives
Tuesday, June 4,2002
10 a.m. - "Spreading the Word Successful Advertising for Small
Business" Gaines Hedges, WTPR;
Gary Benton. WMUF and the Peddler; Laura Dougherty, Paris PostIntelligencer
I p.m. - "Customer Service
Training" - Ramay Winchester,
State of Tennessee. Department of
Tourism
Wednesday,June 5,2002
10 a.m. - Minority Business Development
2 p.m. - Developing A Small
Business Incubator - Ron Acree,
SCORE; Ray Whitlow, ParisHenry County Industrial Committee; Tom Payne, Chair for Excellence in Banking, UTM; Steve
Jackson, Chair for Excellence in
Free Enterprise. UTM
Thursday,June 6,2002
10 a.m. - Best Business Practices - Dan Jackson, JC Educational. PHCCC Small Business of
the Month award winners

401 HO
ROLLOVERS
Yes,
We Can Help!
luck

44\
4/4 13044‘

753-4703
1702 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
Murray, KY 42071
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New seminary offers alternative

InBusiness
Finidea joins WPSD-TV
PADUCAH, Ky. — Melissa Finklea, previously the assistant directoOof
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, will join WPSD-TV
as an account executive.
FinkJea will concentrate on advertising sales and marketing in the southern portion of the station's viewing area, including Murray, Paris, Martin
and Union City.
Melissa has been in Kentucky almost three years, moving here from
Memphis with her husband. John, and twq children. She was employed with
Baptist Memorial Health Care Corporation from 1991-1999 in the fields of
sales and marketing, public relations add education programming.

Sivills is new MCCH planning,
marketing director

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has named Catherine Sivills as the
new Director of Planning and Marketing. She has been a member of the
MCCH staff for over five years, working in marketing for
Home Health. the Center for Health & Wellness, and
PrimeLife. As the new director, Sivills' duties include managing all hospital marketing campaigns, directing internal
and external public relations, and assisting the
Administrative Team with the strategic plan by providing
data as related to service lines offered at MCCH.
"I am very pleased that Catherine has accepted this
appointment to this important position," said lssac Coe,
President/CEO of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
%MIS
Sivills is a native of Mt. Vernon, Ill. Sivills graduated
from Murray State University with a BA in advertising and a minor in marketing. She is currently working on her master's degree in public administration with an emphasis in planning and marketing, is a member of Rotary
of Murray, the Murray Woman's Club Sigma Department, Calloway 20/20,
and the First United Methodist Church. She is also the President-elect of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce and was a member of the Leadership
Murray Class of 1998. Sivills is also involved with the Kentucky Society for
Healthcare Public Relations and Marketing, the Premier Hospitals Planning
and Marketing Committee, and the Kentucky Healthcare Strategy Forum.
Sivills is married to Scott Sivills and .has two children;Will (3) and
Jackson(6 months).

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
The
LEXINGTON,
first student has yet to register. The
only full-time faculty position is
unfilled. And the entire school will
squeeze into several third-floor
rooms offered by a Baptist church.
None of those pressing issues is
on Greg Earwood's mind as the pastor-turned-seminary president strolls
into one room. For the moment, he
is wondering what color to paint the
walls.
Within a few months, the Sunday
school room may be filled with students attending the new Baptist
Seminary of Kentucky, a moderate
alternative to the venerable and
increasingly conservative Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville.
"We have plenty of room for a
good beginning," he said, unable to
visualize an appropriate color for
the plain walls.
Earwood seems undaunted by
creating a seminary from scratch.
He professes faith that it will flour-

Ky.(AP) —

ish.
"We feel God's leadership in this,
God's blessing and God's help,"
Earwood said. "Without that, it
won't happen."
The seminary, in the planning
stages since the mid-1990s, will
open Aug. 26. Its inception was a
reaction to the conservative
takeover of the Southern Baptist
Convention, Southern Seminary and
the consolidation of that power.
So far, about 50 people have
expressed interest in attending the
new seminary, and several prospects
have committed. Earwood said. He
hopes the initial class will consist of
25 to 30 students.
The student body will likely
include women aspiring to become
pastors, he said. Women also attend
Southern Seminary, but its president, the Rev. R. Albert Mohler Jr.,
opposes women serving as pastors.
Earwood will hire a half-dozen or
so adjunct professors for the fall
semester. The seminary will offer
master's of divinity degrees.
Earwood — Southern Seminary

Arlap doe> not depsi roads, bodkes of water

alumnus and a former pastor in to pros Ric an ()WWII tot RdplISTs 111
Louisville, Murray and Georgetown this region in 11.2111 ut their shill
Lay. retiLt: Smith_ a Nriike•iiian
— said the faculty at the new semiit,
nary will teach according to tor Southei n "NeW111.11
se111111.1r..•
the
till
new
C0111111C111
herBaptist
traditional
Scripture and
itage. But professors will not be opening lie said enrollment at
required to sign a Baptist doctrinal Southern Seminary is around 2.800.
statement, which limits give-and- and officials hope it w ill surpass
take between teachers and students, 3.000 in the next year.
Southern Seminary, founded in
Earwood said.
"We want an openness in the 1859. is among six seminaries operclassroom where the students hear ated by the Southern Baptist
various perspectives and have an Convention.
The new seminary in Lexington
opportunity to develop their own
is already drawing support from
theological perspective," he said.
Earwood said the new seminary churches. moderate Baptist organican coexist with Southern Seminary, zations and other schools. About 25
each appealing to students with Kentucky churches have offered
compatible viewpoints. He said financial support. Earwood said.
seminaries like his will become a Fund raising has netted more than
lasting necessity because conserva- 5330.0(X) in gifts and pledges sinLe
tives are entrenched in leadership of last August. he said, the seminary •
first-year budget is expected to
the Southern Baptist Convention.
"There are some who have talked about $500.01i0.
Baptist
Cooperatil.C
The
about the pendulum swinging back."
he said. "I am not one of those who Fellowship. a national orgam/ation
l
believe it's going to happen. It's not representing noideraie Baptists.
going to happen in my lifetime. I contribute S15;000 for .cholAr0111).
think their course is set, and we need Earwood said.
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Trevathan joins Murray Pediatrics
Dr. Clegg Austin and Dr. Gina

Betsy Trevathan, ARNP, recently joined
Lilienthal at Murray Pediatrics as a family nurse practitioner. Trevathan
recently received her board certification from the American
Nurses Credentialing Center after passing her written
exams in March.
Trevathan, a native of St. Paul, Minnesota, has lived in
Murray for 15 years with her husband, Steve Trevathan.
M.D., urologist.
Trevathan received her BSN degree from Augustana
College in South Dakota in 1980. She worked in Rochester,
Minnesota for six years at the Mayo Clinic in Pediatric
ICU and Neonatal ICU before moving to Murray.
Trevathan Trevathan received her master's degree from Murray State
University.
Trevathan has four children of her own: John, 17; Sam, 15; Madeline, 12;
and Libby, 9. As a member of the Murray Pediatric Staff, Trevathan does
assessments of the newborns born at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
speaks to the new mothers before they are discharged. Trevathan also does
well child examinations in the office.
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LBL announces
summer events
GOLDEN POND, Ky. - Land
Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area is offering a wide
selection of activities this summer
that celebrate the simple pleasures
of playing outdoors, including an
old-fashioned thumb-pickin music
festival, a traditional Independence
Day celebration, sunset canoe
trips, and even a rodeo competition. As summer vacation planning
gets underway. LBL invites visitors to pick up a 2002 LBL
Summer Calendar at area hotels,
visitor centers, or LBL facilities
and make plans to experience what
nature has to offer here in our own
backyard.
"Our interpretive facilities continue to offer a wealth of highquality outdoor recreation, history,
and nature-oriented programming," said Daphne Sewing, LBL
Education Specialist. "Visitors can
experience something new each
time they come. We're continuing
to offer our most popular events
and have added new ones that
highlight the wonderful natural
and historical resources here at
LBL."
Among the favorite events
returning_ this season is the Pickin'
Party, June 8-9, at The Homeplace.
Live music, great food and a festival atmosphere will prevail. The
Homeplace will also offer the traDay
Independence
ditional
Celebration on July 4. New this
year will be the Expedition: LBL,a.
two-day children's festival, July
13, at the Nature Station and
July14 at The Homeplace.
The Nature Station will offer
guided canoe excursions throughout the summer. These nature-oriented trips, led by a staff interpreter and scheduled at various
times throughout the day and
evening, provide visitors with an
opportunity to see wildlife in viewing hot spots along the LBL shoreline.

Other events returning to the
Nature Station this summer
include: Habitat Helpers Day, June
22; and Hummingbird Fest 2002,
August 3. Other bird watching
events include: the Heron Rookery
Canoe Trip on June 29, an Owl
Prowl Night Hike on July 6, and
Breakfast with the Hummingbirds
on July 27.
The Homeplace has added some
unique historical programs to its
already popular calendar of events,
including: Is there a Doctor in the
House? on June 29, and The Dog
Days of Summer. August 12-16.
LBL will conduct its own
-Passport in Time" project this
summer at the old Center Furnace
site. Archaeologists and volunteers
will excavate small sections or test
10-21.
June
from
unitsInterpreters will be on hand each
day to talk with visitors about the
project and the iron industry. A
variety of programs will be conducted throughout LBL during a
-Time Will Tell" weekend, June
15-16.
Drag boat-racing returns to the
waters near LBL. This season, the
Kentucky Drag Boat Association
Races at Pisgah Bay are scheduled
for June 8-9, July 6-7, and August
10-11. And don't forget the LBL
Primitive Rodeo at Wranglers
.Campground on July 19-20, or the
The
at
"Bison-Tennial"
Homeplace, Nature Station, and
Elk & Bison Prairie on August 24.
LBL encourages visitors to dig
out their sleeping bags, grab a
backpack or two, and install the
bike rack on the car this summer
and experience LBL. Land
Between The Lakes is managed by
the USDA Forest Service, the leading provider of outdoor recreation.
The summer calendar of events is
posted on the LBL website at
www.lbl.org or can be obtained at
no charge by calling 270-924-2000
or 1-800-LBL-7077.
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Louisville's oldest church rededicated
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — As air conditioning.
In addition, workers extended
he stood on the Second Street sidewalk with motorcycles and cars the entrance foyer, redesigned the
roaring behind him, the Rt. Rev. baptistry to incorporate a font datEdwin Gulick Jr., Episcopal bishop ing from 1896. stabilized the roof
of Kentucky, knocked three times and replaced the floor, repaired the
with a mallet and the doors to the steeple and bell tower, and repaintrenovated Christ Church Cathedral ed the interior in subdued hues.
Guiding themes for the project,
opened.
Gulick stepped inside, and after Marsh said, were "simplicity, revbeing welcomed, said, "Let the erence and flexibility."
For example, the church's pews
doors of this house be open to all
were removed and replaced by
who seek to know the Lord."
The congregation replied, "And movable chairs so it would be easimay we be made a sanctuary, ever er to change the seating arrangeready to welcome and receive ments for different events.
Parts of the pews, Richardson
them."
The church dates from 1822, said, were used on the wainscotting
and its age was one of the reasons in the cathedral.
The rededication ceremony two
church leaders cited when they
were talking about the significance weeks ago, attended by about 400
people, started with a parade
of the event.
"It's the rededication of through the cathedral of people carLouisville's oldest house of wor- rying banners that represented most
ship. a call for renewal, if you of 38 churches in the Episcopal
will," said Sam Dorr, the cathe- Diocese of Kentucky. The diocese,
which includes the western half of
dral's director of operations.
Peter Richardson, chief architect the state, has about 10,000 mem•
for the renovation, said the project bers.
Most of the banners were made
started about five years ago and
of fabric in deep blues, reds, whites
cost $2.75 million.
That cost, borne by individual and other colors.
Andre Wilbanks, 16, an
contributors as well as foundations,
includes new lighting, heating and Atherton High School sophomore,

Foundation hosting celebration for Heart Safe Community project
The Community Healthcare Foundation
will be hosting a celebration on Monday, June
3, to recognize all who have assisted the
Foundation with the initial goal for the Heart
Safe Community Project.
The Heart Safe Community Project, initiated by the Foundation, plans to meet its June 1
goal to raise funds for 15 Automated External
Defibrillators (AEDs), which are used to
restore the rhythm of a heart in cardiac arrest.
The Foundation, with the support of representatives from several community organizations
and agencies, began fundraising at the end of

March and has received commitment for several AEDs.
"In many instances, donors who have
donated the full price of an AED have designated the site for placement such as a church,
school, or public facility," said Kathie Pierce,
Executive Director of the Community
Healthcare Foundation. "While other donors
have given a contribution with placement of an
AED to be decided by those connected with
the Heart Safe Community Project. Volunteer
committee members are. working to establish
priority locations where these nondesignated

AEDs should be placed to best serve our community."
Some of the designated gifts include AEDs
for the First United Methodist Church, the
Glendale Church of Christ, the First Baptist
Church, the Miller Memorial Golf Course,
Hazel community, the Regional Special Events
Center, the Curtis Center, Calloway County
Schools, and the Sheriff's Department.
"Designated and non-designated gifts are
still needed, regardless of the size of the gift,
said Ken Winters, Chair of the Development
Council."We are working to place more defib-

David R LutmanIAP Photo/Courier-Journal

CHURCH ... The Rt. Rev. Edwin Gulick Jr., Episcopal bishop of Kentucky, knocks with a mallet on
the doors to the renovated Christ Church Cathedral opened, May 12. 2002, in Louisville, Ky., during a rededication ceremony. The church dates from 1822.
carried the banner for the Church
of Our Merciful Savior in
Louisville.

Pat Osborn, volunteer coordinator.
Participants are encouraged to
pre-register by calling (270) 9242007. However, registration will
also be accepted from 8-9 a.m. at the
Nature Station on the day of the
spruce up. Participants are also
encouraged to bring drinking water
with them.
For more information,contact Pat
Osborn, volunteer coordinator, at 1800-455-5897 or (270) 924-2007
and make plans for a memorable day
in LBL.

Andre said he was pleased when dard-bearer.
"She asked me, and I said yes,"
the Rev. Libby Wade, his pastor,
asked him to be the church's Stan- VsIlbanks said.

Calloway County Jail assists with
bird nest display at LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Several community volunteers put their talents to use in an effort to improve the bird nest displays at LBL's
Woodlands Nature Station.
Phil Hazle, Calloway County Jailer. presented LBL with several new
nesting display boxes built and donated by inmates of the Calloway
County Jail, Kevin Little and Ricky Sutton. The bird boxes will serve as
display cases to illustrate what birds uso the nesting boxes, as well as how
to identify them.
"It has become increasingly hard t recognize what birds belong to
what nest over the past couple of years with our old displays," said John
Pollpeter, interpreter at the Nature Sta on. "We're thrilled to accept the
new displays and look forward to bein able to better track the birds."
According to Pollpeter, bluebirds, t e swallows, chickadees, titmice,
prothonotary warblers, and flying squi els are a few species that will be
focused upon with the new displays.
There are many volunteer o ortunities available at LBL. For
more information on how you can dona your talents, contact Pat Osborn
at the Land Between The Lakes Association at 1-800-455-5897.

By KIMBERLY HEFLING
Associated Press Writer
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Four boxes of cold medicine and a
suspicious store clerk put 27-yearold Suzett Calloway back behind
bars.
Wanted for murder after her son
died from injuries he suffered in an
explosion while, police say, she and
her boyfriend were cooking up
methamphetamines in their home,
Calloway fled Georgia. She eluded
police for several days until she
walked up to a check-out counter at
a Wal-Mart in western Kentucky.
She was carrying four boxes of
Sudafed.
The sales clerk, on the lookout forcustomers buying ingredients that
could be used to make meth. urged a
Wal-Mart security guard to follow
Calloway. After a stop for more
Sudafed at a second retailer,
Calloway was arrested.
She and her boyfriend are in jail
awaiting trial on murder and drug
charges; both have pleaded innocent.
Increasingly, police in several
states are informally turning to
retailers for assistance in catching
meth makers cooking the lucrative
and addictive drug in backyard
sheds, motel rooms and vans.
"Without their help, you can't

hardly do anything about the meth
problem, at the rate it's increasing,"
said Trooper Mark Applin of the
Kentucky State Police.
Some retailers say they participate out of a sense of duty. Others do
it to curb meth-cooking shoplifters
who might buy one box of a cold
medicine, only to steal three others.
Still others worry they will be folded
to keep a buyer's log or face other
burdensome restrictions if they don't
do something to help, said .loe
Lackey, president of the Indina
Grocery and Convenience Store
Association.
Not everyone likes the idea of
police turning to shopkeepers for
help. One -civil rights advocate said
using retailers to report shoppers
could lead to abuse in evidence gathering.
"It's probably not fair to the manufacturer, but what do you do?"
asked Lou Watkins of Baum'sMarket in Boonville, Ind., where the
bulk of the cold medicine is kept
behind the counter.'They steal more
of it than they buy."
Some call meth the poor man's
cocaine because it is a highly addictive stimulant that produces a euphoria similar to cocaine, but lasts
longer — six to eight hours com-

pared to 20 to 60 minutes for
cocaine.
Unlike most illegal drugs, the
products used to make meth are legal
and easily available: cold pills, nail
polish remover, rubbing alcohol, salt
and batteries. The recipe is on the
Internet.
The overhead costs are low:
roughly $100 for a gram, about the
contents of a sugar packet; $400 per
ounce. with payoffs of $2,000 to
$2,500 per ounce.
-The price of gold is about $320
per ounce. It's worth more than gold
on the streets." said Detective Joe
Moran of the Owensboro Police
Department. "When you're fighting
those elements there, the addictiveness of the drug and the ease that the
drug is made, it's a doper's dream."
Nationwide, the number of socalled meth labs seized by the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Administration
increased from 287 in 1994 to 1.837
in 2000, said Joe Long, a DEA
spokesman. That does not include
labs seized by state and local authorities.
Kansas, Missouri, Illinois and
Iowa are just some of the states
where police are noticing an uptick
in the numbers of labs they seize.
In Indiana alone, state police dismantled six meth labs in 1995 and

_ _ -death and the development of-the-stone carv- cemetery in Kentucky,-Winter says.
The Kentucky Cemetery Records Project,
er s art are just some of the examples of social
and cultural history that are found in cemeter- mandated by the General Assembly, started in
1976 as a result of America's bicentennial.
ies."
Kentuckians have located and transcribed
At startup, the database contains records of
approximately 179,000 graves in more than hundreds of thousands of graves in coopera3,200 cemeteries across the Commonwealth. tion with this program. Local historical sociWith this an ongoing project, researchers eties and genealogists — along with homeshould understand that the database does not makers' clubs, extension service organizacontain records for every grave in every tions and individual volunteers — have joined

the _task of recording Kentucky's several million graves.
So far, records from about half of
Kentucky's 120 counties have been entered. A
list of those counties may be found in the
sidebar on the web page.
There are two broad types of information
recorded in the database. First, site surveyors
transcribed all legible information — from
gravestones, including full names, birth and

death dates and inscriptions, as welljnotes
about the condition of some stones or sociated burials.
Second, the database provides more nformation about each cemetery — includjig its
location, whether it is still accepting brials,
when the data was recorded and by 'holm,
and other characteristics such as dencrninational associations.
Thus, web visitors can enter broad starch-

es to_list every grave entered for an entire
county or to find every "Jones" listed in the
whole database. Researchers on a narrower
quest can look for one person in a specified
cemetery.
Society staff will update the database to
include more graves from additional counties
and cemeteries.
Individuals or groups wishing to update
current cemetery listings or to complete sur-

Our &i4Aas no/&en saki./ -bet'oe
ET
Hopkinsville Federal Bank has changed
it's name. We thought is was about time the name
reflected the bank's great heritage. But we haven't
been sold. We're still the same ownership group
YES,

I(V89

ted

/90c

rillators throughout the community and we
need the support from all over Calloway
County."
The Heart Safe Community Project will
immediately begin Phase II of the project.
planning to raise funds for 40 AEDs and to
have at least 300 volunteers trained throughout
the community before the end of 2002. By
continuing to donate to the project. many more
lives can be saved.
For more information, contact Kathie
Pierce. Executive Director of the Community
Healthcare Foundation, at 270-762-1384.

681 in 2001. In Kentucky, that num- plements to three boxes.
ber rose from 268 last year com"It's not about sales." Phillips
pared to just six in 1996.
said. "It's doing what's right."
In street lingo, those who drive
from store to store buying or
If retailers are reporting suspishoplifting meth ingredients are "P cious people to authorities, there is
and B" people — pill and lithium potential for abuse, said John Krull,
battery buyers.
executive director of the Indiana
To cut off the "P and B" people, Civil
in
Liberties
Union
police in Kentucky and Indiana say Indianapolis.
they had to turn to retailers. They
"If you've got a pharmacist who',
distributed fliers listing meth ingre- got a grudge. it creates an opportunidients and asked store operators to ty, obviously," Krull said. "I'm sure
report license plate numbers of sus- the police will tell you they're only
picious-looking customers.
In asking them to be informants, but
Columbus,Ind., a Wal-Mart employ- they're building and compiling eviee in March reported that a customer dence."
had attempted to shoplift three boxes
Carl Johnson, director of govern_ok cold medicine as he. purchased ment relations for Sudafed manufacrubber gloves and coffee filters.
turer Pfizer Inc., said the company
Police searching the 41-year-old supports allowing consumers to buy
man's car found a "meth lab" inside a maximum of three boxes of cold
it —.along with 1,100 cold medicine medicine.
tablets. Columbus police Sgt. Matt
But it does not back placing cold
Myers said.
medicine behind a counter.
-That is one that would not have
"ft's really outrageous that the
been solved if the Wal-Mart employ- illegal activities of these illicit drug
ee had not caught him shoplifting manufacturers and dealers are really
and called it in," Myers said.
turning good medicines into someEmployees at Wal-Mart's 2,700 thing quite the contrary," said Bob
stores are encouraged to help police, Fauteux, a Pfizer spokesman. In the
said Rob Phillips, a spokesman at the process, he said, they are making it
company's Bentonville, Ark., head- increasingly difficult for consumers
quarters. The store limits the sale of with legitimate needs for the prodcold medicines and some diet sup- ucts to purchase them.

Return of summer swimming season
means more shark attacks

History online: Kentucky Historical Society launches website
FR ANK FORT. Xy. — The Kentucky
Historical Society has launched on its web
site — vvww.kyhistory.org — an important
new service: public access to thousands of
Kentucky cemetery records through a new
and sophisticated on-line database.
"Cemeteries can be an important source of
information about a community," says Mary
Winter, special collections branch manager.
"Genealogical information, attitudes toward
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Some retailers reporting meth ingredient buying

Volunteers invited to repair
Hematite Lake Trails June 1
National Trails Day in LBL will
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
Land Between the Lakes National combine some sweat with some fun
Recreation Area has planned a day and accomplishment. Hikers enjoy
of trail repair projects for June I Hematite Lake Trail more than any
other trail in LBL.
from 9 a.m. to noon.
So don't miss the chance to
Volunteers are invited to slip on
their hiking boots and head out to immerse yourself, your family or
Hematite Lake Trail. Experience is group in a day of fun and stewardnot necessary. And in the words of ship. Volunteers are very important
Environmental Education Specialist to public lands, and we welcome
Daphne Sewing,"Trails offer a great anyone who is interested.
This is a wonderful way to learn
way to relax and enjoy the outdoors,
and this is a great opportunity to give ,more about LBL and volunteer
opportunities available here," said
a little back."

WEDNESDAY MAY 22, 2002

veys for cemeteries not yet included, must from the -KHS Catalogs and Databases gatecompile the data on forms provided by the way — http://catalog.kyhistory.org. Or go
Society. E-mail the library reference desk at directly
refdesk@mail.state.ky.us; fax (502) 696- http://catalog.kyhistory.org/help/Cem
3846, or call (502)564-1792, extension 4460, Database Intro.htm.
The Kentucky Historical Society is an
during library operating hours, for more inforof the Education, Arts & Humanities
agency
mation.
To access the Database, follow the link Cabinet. Its headquarters is the Kentucky
— History Center in downtown Frankfort.
page
home
KHS
the
from
http://www.kyhistory.org/ — or launch it

WASHINGTON (AP) — With the return of summer vacation season
millions of Americans will head for the oceans, and the possibility of
shark attacks.
"Like summer thunderstorms, there will be more shark incidents this
summer," Robert E. Hueter of the Mote Marine Laboratory in Sarasota,
Fla., said Tuesday.
Shark attacks have been increasing in recent years in parallel with the
increasing number of people going to the beach, added George H. Burgess
of the Florida Museum of Natural History in Gainesville.
Hueter noted that last summer shark attacks drew widespread attention
after young Jesse Arbogast had an arm bitten off and his uncle wrestled
the shark out of the water in July. Despite all the attention, however, shark
attacks in 2001 were actually down from the previous year.
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Dougherty's arm, bat lead Marshals 9-6
Marshall Co.
captures 4th
District crown

MIKE ONSTROM'Ledger & Times photo

AM I SAFE?. .Murray High's Austin Swain crosses first base as Marshall first baseman
Josh Inglish stretches for the ball. Swain reached on an infield single on the play.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Brad Dougherty went 3-for-4
with two home runs and four RBIs
to support his complete-game pitching bid as Marshall County defeated Murray High 9-6 in the championship game of the Fourth District baseball tournament Tuesday
at Calloway County High School.
Dougherty (8-0), who entered
postseason play with a 1.89 ERA,
struck out eight Tigers while walking two and allowing five earned
runs on eight hits.
His two-run homer to right field
in the bottom of the first opened
the scoring for Marshall (21-8),
and after Murray (17-8) rallied for
a 6-5 lead, Dougherty's solo drive
to lead off the home half of the
fifth knotted the contest and led
to the Marshals' decisive four-rtm
rally.
"(Dougherty's) a good pitcher,
but the trouble is keeping (Marshall)from scoring," said MHS head
coach Cary Miller after his defending district champions were unseated by the Marshals, who took the
regular-season series 8-7 and 125.
"We've scored enough runs to

beat them each time, but they keep
bouncing back and they get more
than we do."
The Tigers looked to strike first
as Austin Swain began the game
with a single and stole second
before moving to third on Nathan
Williams' groundout.
But when Mario Lawrence
walked on a wild pitch for ball
four, Dougherty tagged Swain out
at the plate on the throw from
catcher J.D. Devine.
Meanwhile, Marshall jumped all
over Blake Hoover's fastball as
Hunter Moss laced a one-out double to set up Dougherty's roundtripper and Devine followed with
another double.
Hoover (4-3) turned to his offspeed stuff to strand Devine and
toss a perfect second inning, but
Moss notched his second double
beyond the reach of a diving Kyle
Erwin in left-center field to key
Marshall's two-run third.
Dougherty then slapped an RBI
single up the middle and Devine
(3-for-4) dropped a bloop single
into right before Josh Inglish turned
on a Hoover offering for an RBI
single down the right-field line.
"They're just good hitters, and
you really have to change speeds
and throw your breaking pitches
for strikes because they're good
fastball hitters," Miller said of the
Marshal lineup. "(Hoover) just got
some balls up, and they hit it
hard."

Hoover minimized the damage
as Zach Edwards grounded into
an inning-ending double play, and
his offense got him back in the
game after fanning four times
through the first three innings.
Williams started the rally by
getting plunked, and he later went
all the way to third when Devine's
pick-off attempt went awry.
Lawrence then walked and took
second on a passed ball at Devine's
feet.
Dylan Volp's grounder to second scored Williams and pushed
Lawrence to third, and Ryan Cobb
and Erwin closed the gap to 4-3
with back-to-back RBI doubles.
Marshall answered in the bottom of the fourth as Mark Henson doubled, Nick Nessler was hit
by a pitch and Ian Willoughby's
sacrifice bunt advanced the runners.
Adam York then singled into center field to bring in one run, but
Swain's throw cut down Nessler
at home to maintain the 5-3 margin and Murray's momentum.
Matt Kelleher spearheaded the
charge with a one-out bunt-single
and then swiped second, beating
Dougherty's pickoff move. Swain
kept things going with an infield
single and another stolen base.
Williams' roller to third brought
in Kelleher as Swain took third
on the play, and Lawrence tied
the game with an RBI double into

• See Page 13A
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Thieke looks for consistency in 'Breds play
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For Mike Thieke, the 2002 season
has been somewhat of a guessing game
in determining what kind of team his
Murray State Thoroughbreds have become
after 50 games. Are the youthful
'Breds good enough —
as they ye shown flashes of this spring — to
string together four or
five wins to capture
this week's Ohio Valley Conference BaseThieke
ball Tournament? Or
will their inconsistencies — which have
also been painfully evident — result in
another early exit?
"This has been a club that has fooled
us (coaches) all year." said Thieke, who
is in his ninth season as the MSU skipper. "Sometimes we've played over our
heads, and other times we just can't
seem to get over the hump. But we

ha‘e a lot of confidence in this group."
Although they missed out on a chance
to finish second in the final OVC standings and improve their seeding for the
tournament, the fourth-seeded 'Breds (1931. 10-11 OVC) arguably have as good
a shot as any of the other five learns
heading into their postseason opener
tonight at 7 against No. 3 Austin Peay
State (29-25. 12-9) at Paducah's Brooks
Stadium.
Other first-round games scheduled for
today included an 11 a.m. matchup
between No. 2 Eastern Illinois and fifth
seed Tennessee Tech, followed by top
seed Southeast Missouri State taking on
No. 6 Morehead State.
But to advance in the double-elimination event, Murray will have to find
some answers for an inconsistent offense
that produced 12 runs in the opening
game of last weekend's series at Eastern Illinois. but managed just 13 combined in a doubleheader loss on Saturday.
The 'Breds ranked next-to-last in the
league in hitting during the regular sea-

The Governors did not meet their
noted. "It's a lot more difficult to score
runs once you get to the postseason. expectations, finishing third in the standToday
ings. However, they do pose MSU a
But our guys will play relaxed."
01 — Eastern Illinois vs. Tenn. Tech, 11 a.m.
On the mound, the 'Breds have a sta- more-than-formidable challenge with first02 — SEMO vs. Morehead State, 3 p.m.
03 — Austin Peay vs. Murray State, 7 p.m.
ble of young starting pitchers the MSU team All-OVC pitcher Mike Wed l (9-3,
Thursday
coaching staff is excited about. Howev- 3.96) opposing Perry.
04 — GI loser vs. 02 loser. 11 a.m.
er, the MSU staff has shown its youth
APSU also features first-team catchG5 — GI winner vs 03 loser, 3 p.m.
at times, posting the fifth-best ERA in er Ai. Ellis, who hit .368 with eight
G6 — G2 Winner vs. G3 winner, 7 p.m.
the OVC at 6.59.
home runs and 36 RBIs, and secondson with a .277 team average — just
Sophomore Kyle Perry (5-5,4.79 ERA), team third baseman Michael Johnson,
three points better than last-place Ten- a Marshall County product, is the ace
who hit .317 with 14 doubles, 29 RBIs
nessee-Martin's .274 mark.
of the staff, and was scheduled to take and 25 stolen bases in 31 attempts.
Junior first baseman Brett McCutchan the mound tonight against the GoverMurray and Austin Peay met just once
posted outstanding numbers — a team- nors. Sophomore Jesse Rhoades(3-8, 8.44)
the regular season, with the Govduring
leading .340 average and 37 RBIs — in and freshman Craig Kraus (1-3, 5.40)
two of three games May
winning
ernors
honors.
All-OVC
earning first-team
round out the unit.
Tenn. APSU claimed
Clarksville,
in
4-5
But leadoff hitter and right fielder
"Kyle has pitched above his years in
of the three-game
games
two
first
the
Billy Moore (.277, 14 steals) and sec- the last few weeks, and Jesse has thrown
while
the 'Breds sal7-1,
and
11-7
set,
ond baseman Ronnie Seets (.261) saw well at times," Thieke explained. "I think
their numbers dip this year after both our pitchers are ready for the challenge vaged the series finale 9-8 in 10 innings.
"We felt like we had the opportunihit over .300 last spring. Center fielder ... Everybody just has to step up and
to win two of those three games,"
ty
Garner Byars, a pro prospect, hit .318 perform."
said. "We were ahead 5-2 in the
Thieke
for the season, but saw his average fall
In the tournament opener, the 'Breds
after a late-season slump.
will take on an Austin Peay club that sixth inning of that first game and could"We are concerned about our offense, was picked to finish first in the league n't seal the deal ... The thing we have
but I don't think we're the only ones during a preseason vote by OVC coach- to do against Austin Peay is to match
their intensity level."
that are concerned at this point," Thieke es.
OVC Tournament Schedule

MSU's McCutchan earns A11-01/C first team honors
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH. Ky.. — Murray
State junior first baseman Brett
McCutchan was named to the
2002 All-Ohio Valley Conference
First Team Tuesday While sophomore pitcher Kyle Perry represented the Thoroughbreds on the
league's honorable mention list.
McCutchan led the 'Breds with
a .340 batting average — best

the
among
first
OVC's
basemen
seven
home
runs and 37
RBIs as well as
a .560 slugging
percentage and
a .424 on-base
percentage.
In the field.
McCutchan
the native of
Evansville, Ind. has made just

five errors for a .985 fielding
percentage while hitting .375 in
OVC play.
Perry, a right-hander from Benton, went 5-5 on the mound as
MSU's top starter and finished
the regular season seventh in the
conference with a 4.79 ERA.
He is tied for sixth in the
league in wins and fourth in innings
pitched per game (5.24).
Perry is tied for second in the
OVC with 14 starts and ninth

with a .285 opponent batting aver- the Year.
Fourth-seeded Murray State
age.
Eastern Illinois senior outfielder (19-31) will play No. 3 Austin Peay
Pete Pirman was chosen as the (29-25) in the first round of the
OVC Player of the Year while OVC Tournament today at 7 p.m.
Southeast Missouri senior right- at Brooks Stadium in Paducah.
The six-team double-eliminahander Brad Purcell was selected as OVC Pitcher of the Year. tion tournament began at 11 a.m.
SEMO's Mark Hogan won when No. 2 Eastern Illinois (23Coach of the Year honors while 24) took on defending champion
Tennessee Tech freshman out- and fifth seed Tennessee Tech
fielder/pitcher Cole Helms was (26-25). Top-seeded SEMO (32tabbed as the league's Rookie of 17) was to face No. 6 Morehead

State (29-25) at 3 p.m.
Austin Peay placed junior catcher A.J. Ellis and senior pitcher
Mike Wedl on the All-OVC First
Team and senior third baseman
Michael Johnson on the second
tgam. Second baseman Travis
Beech, shortstop Joseph Peer, outfielder Ben Fuller, first baseman/designated hitter Chris Hyde
and pitcher Tony Mathews were
honorable mention picks.

Simontacchi impresses Cards again Walker, Pierce help
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The last
of the St. Louis Cardinals' standin starters made an impressive hid
to stay in the rotation.
Jason Simontacchi pitched seven
impressive innings as the Cardinals won for the 10th time in 12
games. beating the Houston Astro%
3-1 Tuesday night.
It could be Simontacchi's last
start, with Bud Smith perhaps ready
to be recalled from Triple-A Memphis. Smith has allowed two runs

on three hits in 13 innings after
making his second minor league
start on Tuesday.
Manager Tony La Russa was
noncommittal.
"Enjoy the moment." La Russa
said. "He's definitely done a lot
to get the ball. but Bud pitched
a one-hitter the last time he pitched.,
so it's a good problem to have."
Travis Smith and Josh Pearce
also got starts for the Cardinals
while their rotation was wounded

by injuries to Woody Williams,
Garrett Stephenson and Smith.
Simontacchi (2-0) allowed one
run and five hits in his third career
start, striking out four and walking two and lowering his ERA to
2.37.
The 28-year-old rookie was
pitching on 10 days' rest and held
the heart of the Astros' order —
Jeff Bagwell. Lance Berkman and
Daryle Ward — to a single in
eight at-bats.

Carruth plans transfer to Oklahoma
NORMAN, Okla. (AP) — University of Kentucky basketball player Rashaad Carruth says he's
planning to transfer to the University of Oklahoma.
The 6-foot-5 inch sophomore guard was a
McDonald's high school All-American at Oak Hill
Academy in Virginia before signing with the Wildatt.

He said he's leaving UK because of a disagreement with Wildcat coach Tubby Smith.
Carruth was not recruited by OU, but said he
noticed the team as it advanced in the NCAA
Tournament to the Final Four.
Carruth visited Norman last weekend and played
pick-up games with current OU players and said
he likes the entire team.

Celtics even series
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) — The Boston Celtics did
it with defense on a night when
Paul Pierce and Antoine Walker
weren't all that special on offense.
Stopping the Nets from running and remembering how to
rebound, the Celtics made a defensive stand while taking control in
the third quarter and defeated New
Jersey 93-86 on Tuesday night to
even the Eastern Conference finals
at one game apiece.
Walker scored 26 points but wore
out his right elbow doing so, taking 32 shots and making II. Pierce
added 18 points but also had major
issues with his accuracy, going
only 3-for-20 from the field and
1I-for-20 from the line. .
The rest of the Celtics combined to shoot 18-for-41, with

Kenny Anderson, Eric Williams
and Tony Delk each reaching double figures. But despite their difficulty getting the ball to go in,
the Celtics made life on offense
even tougher for the Nets.
A mind-numbing total of 138
shots were missed in this game,
with Boston shooting 34 percent
from the field and New Jersey
making only 33 percent. In addition, the Celtics missed 13 free
throws and the Nets missed eight.
The key stretch took up most
of the third as the Nets went 16
consecutive possessions without
making a field goal.
Boston had an 18-1 run to turn
a one-point lead into an 18-point
edge, and New Jersey didn't get
closer than five points until the
final 20 seconds.

Antoine Welker

Vikings' Carter retires
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
East Division
ow
I. pct. GB
W
L Pct. GB
30
12 .714
Boston
24
21 533 New York
31
15 .674
1
New York
1
22 511
Florida
23
20
23 465 10 1/2
Baltimore
1 1/2
Atlanta
23
23 500
16
Toronto
27 372 14 1/2
2
Montreal
22
23 489
15
28 349 15 1/2
Tampa Bay
5
Philadelphia
19
26 422
Central Division
Central Division
W
L Pet GS
L Pct. GB
W
Minnesota
26
20 .565
Cincinnati
27
18 600
1
25
21 543
Chicago
24
21 533
3
St Louis
25 444
5 1/2
Cleveland
20
23 477 5 1f2
Houston
21
16
Detroit
27 372 8 1/2
23 477 5 1/2
21
Pittsburgh
16
Kansas City
28 364
9
28 349 11
15
Chicago
15
30 333 12
Milwaukee
West Division
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Pct. GB
29
15 659 —
Seattle
16 644
29
Arizona
26
17 605 2 1/2
1 1/2
Anaheim
17 614
27
San Francisco
19
25 432 10
4
Oakland
25
20 556
Los Angeles
19
25 432 10
7
Texas
22
23 489
San Diego
21
24 467
Colorado
Tuesday's Games
Tuesday's Games
Detroit 5, Cleveland 1
Pittsburgh 12-3. Chicago Cubs 1-4
N.Y. Yankees 4, Toronto 1
Montreal 5, Atlanta 4, 10 innings
Chicago White Sox IL Boston 3
Philadelphia 4, N Y Mets 0
Minnesota 8, Texas 2
Cincinnati 6. Florida 1
Tampa Bay 1, Seattle 0
Milwaukee 8. Los Angeles 6
Anaheim 5, Kansas City 1
St Louis 3, Houston 1
Baltimore. 6, Oakland 4, 14 innings
Colorado 7, San Diego 6
Arizona 9, San Francisco 4
Today's Games
Today's Games
Texas (Rogers 4-2) at Minnesota (Lohse 3Atlanta (Glavine 6-21 at Montreal (Armas
2), 12:05 p.m.
Jr. 5-4), 6_05 p m
Toronto (Halladay 4-1) at N.Y. Yankees (A.
N.Y. Mets (Leiter 5-2) at Ph'Iadeiphia (Adams
Hernandez 0-0), 12:05 p.m.
1-3). 6:05 pm
Baltimore (Maduro 2-2) at Oaklarllt
Florida (Dempster 2-4) at Cincinnat,(Dessens
3-3), 2:35 p.m.
2-3), 6:10 pm
Cleveland (Finley 2-5) at Detroit (Weaver
Los Angeles(Nomo 3-5) at Milwaukee ',Sheets
3-5), 6:05 p.m.
3-3), 705 p.m_
Chicago White Sox (Garland 4-3) at Boston
Pittsburgh (ID Williams 2-4) al Chicago
(F. Castillo 2-4). 6:05 p.m.
Cubs (Prior 0-0), 7.05 p m.
Tampa Bay (Rupe 3-5) at Seattle (Pineiro
Houston (Oswalt 5-2) at St. Louis (Kile 24-0), 9:05 p.m.
3), 7:10 p.m.
Kansas City (Byrd 7-2) at Anaheim (SchOeSan Diego (Lawrence 4-3) at Colorado
neweis 3-4). 9:05 p.m:
(Hampton 2-5), 8:05 p.m:
San Francisco (Schmidt 0-1) at Arizona
(Batista 2-2), 9:05 p.m.

SportsBriefs
Final inspections for the upcoming Soap Box Derby in Murray will be performed May 28-29 from 5-8 p.m. at the former National Scouting Museum
building.
Trial runs down the hill will be held May 31 from 1-5 p.m., with trial runs
for adults at 6 p.m. A block party will be held from 7-9 p.m.
All drivers should report for instruction June 1 at 7:30 a.m with the races
set to begin at 8 a.m.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Cris Carter felt
he had some football left in him. The NFL
apparently didn't — at least at the price he
wanted.
So the 36-year-old receiver retired Tuesday,
ending a decorated and tumultuous career in
which he caught more than 1,000 passes and
scored 129 touchdowns in 15 seasons. He
trails only Jerry Rice in catches and receiving touchdowns.
He leaves without a Super Bowl ring after
failing to join another team following his split
with the Minnesota Vikings. He will join
HBO's "Inside the NFL" show as a co-host.
"I wanted to play football, but I had to be
in the right situation, and I did not want the
opportunity with HBO to pass me by," Carter
said.
Carter voided his Vikings contract before
the start of this year's free agency period
because he wanted to sign with a team closer to winning a Super Bowl.
But he blew his best chance when he tried
to postpone a meeting with the St. Louis Rams
while he was in Cleveland talking to the
Browns. The Cleveland deal fell through, the
Rams refused to reschedule and the Miami
Dolphins passed.
Carter will join Bob Costes, Dan Marino
and Cris Collinsworth in the studio show.
After playing at Ohio State, Carter spent
his first three seasons in Philadelphia, where
he admitted to abusing drugs and alcohol.
The Vikings claimed him off waivers in
1990, and Carter was a standout in Minnesota for more than a decade. He ranks third
behind Rice and James Lofton in receiving
yards (13,833).
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Cris Carter
Before last season, in which offensive lineman Korey Stringer died and the Vikings went
5-11, Carter played in eight consecutive Pro
Bowls.
In 1994, he set a league record for receptions in a season with 122. On Nov. 30, 2000,
against the Detroit Lions, Carter caught a 4yard touchdown pass from Daunte Culpepper
to join Rice as the only players to catch 1,000
passes for a career.

Booster group
won't fund any
more projects
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)—The University
of Kentucky, which had to bail out a booster group that undertook a renovation of its
baseball stadium, will not allow a private
group to run a major project again. a U
official said.
"We will not be doing future proj
this way," Jack Blanton, senior vice president for administration, told a General
Assembly oversight committee Tuesday.
The Wildcat Foundation. made up of
four Lexington businessmen, contracted to
rebuild- Cliff Hagan Stadium. Unlike the
university, the foundation was not required
to seek competitive bidding.
Nor is it likely that construction workers were paid a "prevailing wage," Blanton said. Kentucky law requires workers
on public construction projects costing
$250,000 or more to he paid the prevailing wage of the area.
Under some prodding by the Capital Projects and Bond Oversight Committee, Blanton said the university would ascertain the
wages paid and send a report to Frankfort.
Outside the meeting, Blanton said he did
not know what would happen if. as he suspected. workers had been paid less than
prevailing wages.
Blanton stressed that UK President Lee
T. Todd "inherited" the stadium project
from the previous administration.

Marshals ...
From Page 12A
the left-field corner.
Volp's bouncer to Inglish at first
base plated Lawrence for the goahead run when Inglish's throw
missed Dougherty, who was covering the bag.
"We went into that fifth inning
knowing that we had' to start hitting good pitches," said Miller
of the Tiger comeback against
Dougherty. "We played into his
hands with our poor selection

early, but when we started hitting good pitches. we showed
we're a good hitting team."
But just as soon as Murray
could grasp hold of the lead,
Dougherty snatched it out of the
Tigers' clutches with his tying
blast over the left-field wall.
Devine followed with a single through the middle and Inglish doubled over a leaping Volp
in right, and Edwards' sacrifice
fly to left plated Devine to put

Marshall back on top.
7-6, Nessler and
Ahead
Willoughby provided some insurance with consecutive two-out RBI
singles to knock out Hoover, who
was charged with eight earned
runs on 14 hits with two strikeouts and no walks in 4 2-3
innings.
Zach Baker retired all four
batters he faced in relief for
Murray, but Kelleher's leadoff
single top open the seventh was

the only baserunner Dougherty
allowed the rest of the way.
Both Murray and Marshall will
learn of their fates in next week's
First Region Tournament at Saturday's draw at 10 a.m. at the
truck stop in Reidland.
The -Tigers would face either
Fulton County, Heath or Ballard
Memorial — the champions of
the First. Second and Third districts, respectively — in the first
round Monday at Reagan Field.

The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association is creating a co-ed recreational soccer league for all adults ages 18 and over. Registration will be held
Thursday from 5-8 p.m. at The Trophy Case, and the entry fee is $25 per
person with a guaranteed four-game schedule.
No experience is necessary, but because of the strictly recreational format,
players cannot have had collegiate soccer experience in the last four years.
For more jnformation, call Darra Mitchell Benson at 759-1668
- The Calloway County - High School Boys' Basketball Camp will be held May
28-31 at Jeffrey Gymnasium for boys who will be in grades 1-12 next school
year.
The entry fee is $45 per camper, with players in grades 1-5 attending the
morning session from 8-10:30 a.m. and campers in grades 6-12 participating
from 1-3:30 p.m. Registration will be held 15 minutes before the start of each
session on May 28.
For more information, contact CCHS boys' head basketball coach Terry Birdsong at 762-7374 ext. 109.
Photographs, computer disks and other information provided to The Murray
Ledger & Times sports department may be picked up following publication at
the Ledger office, located at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
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2933 Lone Oak Road, Paducah
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outside the local calling area. Such long distance calls will be charged at SO 20 per minute Minutes are not good for calls made while roaming off the Sprint PCS Nationwide Network,
whether local or long distance. Roaming calls are charged at SO 69 per minute or SO 39 per minute. depending on local market offers Domestic long distance calls made while roaming off
the Sprint PCS Nationwide Network are charged an additional S0.25 per minute All plans subiect to credit approval A $150 early termination fee applies to Spnnt PCS Advantage
Agreement. A non-refundable 534 99 phone activation fee applies Depending on credit, select Affiliate markets may require an initial prepayment for services Depending on credit, a $125
deposit and customer service charges may apply. Offer subiect to withdrawal without notice
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Study: Vigorous exercise lowers cancer death risk
By IRA DREYFUSS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Physically fit
people are less likely to die of cancer,
including cancers related to smoking, even
if they smoke, a study finds.
But other studies indicate the benefit may
come only with vigorous exercise:- lessintense activities. such as brisk walks, won't
be enough.
"Fitness may provide protection against
cancer mortality," said the study in the May
issue of the journal Medicine and Science in
Sports and Exercise.
The researchers followed 25,892 men
ages 30 to 87 who took treadmill tests to
determine the most exercise they could do.
The men were followed for an average of 10
years. In this time, there were 133 deaths
from cancers related to smoking and 202
deaths from other cancers.
The most-fit men had a 55 percent lower
risk of all-cause cancer death than did lowtit men, and moderately fit men had a 38
percent lower risk, said researchers Chong
Do Lee of West Texas A&M University and
Steven N. Blair of the Cooper Institute of

up smoking. The study found that nonsmokers who
were the most physically fit had the lowest
risk of dying of cancer.
The researchers theorized that the heavy
breathing that comes with vigorous activity
clears the lungs of some cancer-causing
chemicals associated with smoking. And fitness may help the body in other ways, such
as improving defensive systems that may
keep tumors from forming, they said.
"This is a seminal study," said Scott
Leischow, chief of the tobacco control
research branch of the National Cancer
Institute. He was not involved in the study.
The study should encourage smokers
who can't — or won't — quit to be at least
good exercisers, he said.
Smokers should check with a doctor
before starting an exercise program, because
smoking can cause otherwise hidden problems such as heart disease, which the stress
of exercise may trigger, Leischow said.
The study could not rule out the possibility that cancer death may simply have come
after the average of 10 years that the
researchers examined. And the researchers
did not tally new diagnoses, so they could

exercise is no substitute for giving

Dallas.
To be moderately fit, a person would
have to run 20 to 40 minutes, three to five
times a week. To be most fit, a person would
have to be at the recreationally competitive
level.
The most-fit men had a 46 percent lower
risk...and moderately fit men had a 34 percent lower risk of cancers unrelated to
smoking. These diseases include cancers of
the colon and prostate. and leukemia, which
affects white blood cells.
The most-fit men had a 66 percent lower
risk and the moderately fit men a 43 percent
lower risk of cancers related to smoking,
such as cancers of the lung and mouth. If the
least-fit smokers had become fit, they would
have reduced their death risk by 13 percent,
a statistical analysis in the study concluded.
The most-fit men were least likely to
smoke, but almost 10 percent of them did, as
did 20 percent of moderately fit men and 33
percent of sedentary men. The most-fit and
moderately fit smokers were still less likely
to die than were the sedentary smokers, Lee
said. "If you are a high-fit smoker, then you
should have a lower risk," Lee said.
Just the same. Lee and other experts say

not tell if exercise prevented cancer or simOn the Net
ply helped the exercisers survive it.
Medicine and Science in Sports
It's possible that the physically fit men
and Exercise: http://www.ms-se.com
simply were better able to benefit from canNational Cancer Institute:
cer treatment, which itself can be ardbous,
http://www.nci nih.govicancer—inforsaid Dr. George Selby of the University of
mation/pdq/
Oklahoma, who was not connected with the
study.
of their maximum aerobic ability — equivaAnother possibility is that the fit men lent to the effort in jogging. And the tests
also were more careful about their own continued for at least 25 minutes.
health and saw doctors more often, so their
One separate study found no reduction in
cancers were diagnosed earlier when the
risk from less-intense activity.
cancer
chance of successful treatment was greater,
at Britain's Royal Free and
Researchers
Selby said.
Medical School folCollege
University
Although Selby counsels people to exer40-59 for an average
ages
men
7,588
lowed
he
he
said
benefits,
health
other
cise for
could not yet tell them that exercise would of almost 19 years.
reduce their risk of dying of cancer.
The British scientists found a reduced
Selby also underscored the importance of risk of all Cancer only with moderately viggiving up smoking. and the sooner, the bet- orous or vigorous activity; there was no benter. Light smokers who quit while young can efit with less work.
reduce their cancer risk by up to 90 percent,
"Sporting activity was essential to
but heavier smokers who quit later in life
significant benefit," said the report,
achieve
may get as little as a 20 percent risk reducin November 2001 in the British
published
said.
tion, he
And even the low-fit men in the study Journal of Cancer. And the more strenuous
were able to put out a lot of effort. In the the activity, the greater was the benefit, the
tests, all the subjects hit at least 85 percent study found.

Treatment may be with dense-boned family
Bone-weakening osteoporosis
BOSTON (AP) — Scientists
studying a family with a strange and affects 10 million Americans —
rare genetic condition that gives most of them women — and leads to
members square jaws and super- more than 1.5 million fractures a
dense bones have pinpointed a pro- year, according to the National
tein that could advance the quest for Institutes of Health.
Researchers at Yale University
better osteoporosis drugs.
Current treatments for osteoporo- focused on a family with the opposis, like calcium and hormones. site problem: bones about twice as
largely focus on preventing bone dense as usual. Their genetic condiloss. But doctors are looking for bet- tion is so rare it is unnamed.
ter ways to actually build bone,
It gives family members square
especially in patients with severe
jaws and bony growths on the roofs
loss.

of their mouths. It does not impair
their daily lives, other than making
it difficult to float.
The condition was discovered in
the family when a middle-aged
member got into a serious traffic
accident.
"They took routine X-rays, and
he had unbelievably dense bones —
no fractures." said Dr. Richard
Lifton. leader of the research team.
The researchers, who reported
their findings in the New England
Journal of Medicine, first found that
the family members all carried a
mutation of a gene known as LRP5.
They were also found to have
unusually high levels of bone-building proteins.

lc Lc[ty_
DON SENF
SHERIFF
"A Changing Tomorrow"
•30 years Public Safety Experience
*22 years Calloway County Resident
*State Trooper, Special Agent, Police Chief
'Certified Executive I International
Association Chiefs of Police Assessment Center
•Retired Kentucky State Police .
Investigator/Bomb Technician
•BA Degree Kentucky Wesleyan College
*Graduate Southern Police Institute, Police
Administration University of Louisville
'Graduate FBI Bomb School
•Advanced Police Technical Training
'Licensed Ky. Blaster/IAAI Fire Investigator
*4,502 Hours of Career Law Enforcement Training

EXPERIENCE COUNTS
REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER

High cholesterol
linked to Alzheimer's

The researchers then located a
specific protein, called Dkk-1, that
appears to act as a brake on the
bone-building chemical process set
in motion by LRP5.
They reasoned that if the Dkk- I
protein could be altered by a drug so
it no longer brakes this bone-building process, osteoporosis patients
could form new bone.
"What's so exciting about this is
it points to a system that seems to
build bones.- said Dr. Karl lnsogna,
a bone specialist on the research
team. "It provides a direct molecular
target."
Already, at least one drug developed for osteoporosis seems to build
bone, but it is not clear exactly how
it works.

L

By LINDSEY-TANNER
AP Medical Writer
CHICAGO(AP)—A study raises the provocative possibility that cholesterol-lowering drugs taken by millions of Americans can also ward off
Alzheimer's disease. The study found that high cholesterol levels appear
to harm the brain and lead to the type of mental decline seen in
Alzheimer's disease. But it also found that older women who took drugs
called statins — sold under such brand names as Lipitor, Zocor and
Mevacor — had less mental impairment than non-users.
"Our results support the hypothesis that statins may prevent
Alzheimer's disease," said Dr. Kristine Yaffe, chief of geriatric psychiatry at San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
However,the study was not designed to test the drugs'effects on mental sharpness, and Yaffe said more work is needed to determine whether
statins really can lower the risk of getting the degenerative brain disease
that affects some 4 million Americans.
The study, published Thursday in the March issue of the Archives of
Neurology. also was limited to data primarily from white women suffering from heart disease. Researchers said it is unclear whether the results
would apply to nonwhite women or men, or anyone without heart disease.
While the study appears to support a link between cholesterol and
Alzheimer's, it is not definitive, said Bill Thies, vice president of medical
and scientific affairs at_the-Alzheimer's Association. - Previous research on cholesterol and Alzheimer's has been mixed.
High cholesterol can narrow the arteries and raise the risk of heart disease. Some researchers think the high cholesterol may also affect brain
arteries and promote the clumping of a protein called beta-amyloid. which
is thought to damage the brain in Alzheimer's.
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YOUR RETIREMENT

Start Your Own Business...
Be Your Own Boss.

SAVINGS NEED A SAFE PEACE

TO GROW TOO.
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Owning a Pizza Inn franchise allows you to control
your own career. For a low initial investment, you
determine the type of concept you'd like to operate Full Service, Delivery/Carryout, Express, or Self Serve
Buffet. Pizza Inn will support you by providing management development programs, in-store training and
marketing support services.
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For more information on

franchise opportunities. call
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305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
270-753-9627
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FOR CORONER
During these last few months, I have made every
effort to visit and talk with as many of you as possible and to listen to what you believe is important and
needed for the Office of Coroner for Calloway County.
I am very thankful for your support and kind hospitality. You have told me that you want a coroner that:
will respond to all calls promptly, possess
mature leadership abilities, will cooperate with
other investigative agencies/experts, will provide
documentation promptly and efficiently to the
families and funeral homes and has experience in
helping families that have experienced the death of a
loved one while having compassion for the families
and friends. Based upon your input, my background,
experience, and leadership ability, I believe that I
possess the necessary skills and am best qualified to
fulfill the duties of the coroner. I am asking that you
vote for me on May 28th and elect me as your next
Coroner for Calloway County.

PLEASE VOTE MAY 28TH

•

Mark Lewis, Agent

www.pizzainn.com
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JUNIOR PITTMAN
*Life-Long Resident of Calloway County
•Experienced Businessman
01-lard-Working and Dedicated

A Candidate Who Will Work For All The People.
Paid for by the Candidate.

Magistrate District #2
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CDC research shows mixed results with healthy habits
CHICAGO (AP) — Americans
are buckling up but chugging down,
getting cancer screening tests yet
still smoking too much,according to
government research showing
fluxed results when it comes to
healthy habits nationwide.
State-by -state surveys of adult
health trends in the 1990s reveal disturbing increases in hinge drinking
— rising in more than a third of
states and falling in only three. Most
states showed increases in seat-belt
use, mammography and even adult
vaccinations, yet smoking increased
in almost a third and declined in
only one.
"It's a mix of good and had

news," said Dr. David-Nelson, who
helped conduct the research for the
federal Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
Improvements in insurance coverage for some cancer screening
tests may explain some results, but
reasons for other changes are
unclear. Nelson said, calling the
study "a jumping-off point for people to answer the 'why' questions."
Results appear in today's Journal
American
of
the
Medical
Association.
In a JAMA editorial, Dr. J.
Michael McGinnis of The Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation called
the findings "a reality check," indi-

cating a need for stronger public
health measures.
"It is easier to deliver services
than to change behavior," McGinnis
said.
As might be expected, the study
found obesity has increased in all 47
states surveyed on the topic and
"just confirms that this has been a
nationwide problem," Nelson said.
Among the most surprising findlogs was the rise in binge-drinking,
defined as downing five or more
alcoholic beverages at least once in
the past month, said Nelson, now
with the National Cancer Institute.
Increases were concentrated in
the South and Midwest, where

Wisconsin had the highest amount Medical Center, said ont reason
of binge drinking in 1999 — 19.6 may be that young adults, especially
percent, compared with 16.4 percent in the Midwest, tend to view alcohol
in 1991. Illinois had the greatest as "the lesser of two evils" and more
increase during the study, jumping acceptable than harder drugs.
from 7.3 percent to 13.9 percent.
Also. Angres said, as women
Illinois' public health chief, Dr. have become more equal in the
John Lumpkin, called the increase a workplace, many have turned to
concern but was unsure of lb cause. "the drinking culture." where doing
State programs have addressed business over drinks is part of the
binge drinking on college campuses, office dynamic. Minnesota was one
and more efforts are planned once of just three states that saw hinge
the state's budget crunch eases. drinking decline, perhaps due to
Lumpkin said.
extensive programs to reduce drinkPsychiatrist Dr. Daniel Angres, ing and driving, fetal alcohol expowho heads an. alcohol and drug sure and adolescent drinking.- the
dependency program at Chicago's researchers said.
Rush-Presbyterian-St.
Luke's
The researchers compiled results

from monthly state telephone surveys of adults ages 18 and over, collected randomly from 1991 to 2000.
Participants were asked about II
health behaviors: smoking. drinking. physical inactivity, obesity,
seat-belt use, mammograms, Pap
tests, colorectal cancer and cholesterol screenings, and flu and pneumococcal vaccines.
The total yearly number of participants increased from 87.846 in
1991 to 182.444 and were weighted
statistically to represent state populations. Nelson said. Data were
incomplete for some measures and
some years. and were not available
for Wyoming and Washington, D.C.

Please Re-Elect

PHIL,11/4ZILE
PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE
• 26 Years Corrections
Experience
• 18 Years Parole
Kentucky Officer
• 4 Years Kentucky
Parole Board Member
• 4 Years as Your Jailer

Member of

• American Jail Assoc.
• American Correctional
Assoc.
• Kentucky Council on
Crime
• Fraternal Order
of Police

TRAINING
1040 Hours Training
Dept. of Justice

EDUCATION
Masters Degree from MSU
Emphasis in Criminal Justice

Since elected Jailer, Phil Hazle and Staff have:
Photo proviripl

CHECK PRESENTATION ... Pictured, from left to right, are Kimberly Webb. SASW Secretary:
Patricia Estes, SASW Vice President: Eric Kelleher, Director of the Senior Citizens Center:
Holly Hudson Dixon, SASW President; Teri Cobb, social work staff. Not pictured are Merry
Miller SASW Faculty Adviser and Becky Resto-Mercado, SASW Treasurer.

Local Senior Citizen's Center
receives SASW donation
Officers of Murray Slate University's Student
Association of Social Workers(SASW) presented a
check in the amount of$500 to the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizen's Center on May I. The
SASW, which has been a part of Murray State
University for over three decades, choose the Center
as their philanthropy by majority vote.

The members it SASW are active in the-community. In addition to the Senior Citizen's Center, the
students volunteer at various organizations.
Additionally. the SASW contributes financially to
such organizations.as Needline and the Women's
Center.

• Maintained a secure Jail
• Treated the public and inmates fairly
• Expanded the inmate work program by renovating the old ,;. : producing over $330,000
annual revenue and providing over $500,000 worth of inmate labor for Calloway
County annually
• Expanded inmate rehabilitation and religious program, 78 inmate GED Diplomas have
been earned.
• Operated an efficient Jail; by receiving $12,000 rnuit-; income than operating expenses
last year; the first time in the history of Calloway County the Jail has made a profit!
• Saved $2.6 million dollars of your taxes and grant money which is set aside for early Jail
debt payment
• Required inmates with rsr.,..JrnQ +n) "nriv thc?;r

Keep the proven and most qualified candidate working for the taxpayers.
Your VOTE and SUPPORT is appreciated.
Paid tor h the Phil 11.iik.
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Prices Good Now Thru May 31

Windvane Poly Feeder

NO SIL4RP EDGES!

120 lb. lab
Capacity
•2 compartments

.
1

• One piece nood, trough
& dane assernoiy wont

12 ft. 6 Bar Economy Gate
• Latch chain & 2 lag

• Our District Court schedule requires the County Attorney to be in court three days a week with
lury trials being scheduled the other two days of the week. Despite time obligations each day for
Court and other duties, I have set aside at least one day per week
to schedule appointments with anyone.

15; 2,d Motto
High -Tensile
Barbed Wire

_

pt. 5.n. ASTM
Class III zinc coating

•4

Si299

0081-17090

S2399
Black Top

Wheelbarrow

.•.:•,. AM_E..5

f

Sealer
• No 52

4cm. rt.
capacity

• During this campaign, my time commitments in court and in
the office have made it difficult to spend as much time as I would
have liked campaigning. However, when I could get away from
•
work, I have tried to see and speak to as many of you as possible.
If I have not spoken with you personally, please accept this as my
request for your vote and support. I believe that my record and work ethic have shown that I am the
best man for the job. Thank you for your support.
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• Resists gas & oil spills
extends pavement life
• Coat tar emulsion
• For driveways, park id lots
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Pet Kennel
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Steady Gro
• 32-4-4 Premium Lawn
Fartii.zer
Now formulated with
METH -EX .1Vi, for long lasting
greening up to 3 months
• Will not burn when applied as
directed
•• Apply anytime during the

For more information, see my website at www.randyhutchcns.com

i

•

Nitwit,
Gni

•

Preassembled
0066-60372
set-up
in
•
wre,Easy
•l 15 min.
one wrench

growing season for green,
thicker lawn

•Covers 5,000 so ft.

Paid for by Larry Fngland, Treasurer.
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votefor Skill, Competence, Integrity and Honesty.
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Calloway County Attorney
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• I have been accessible to all county officials, law enforcement,
the fire district board, health department, road department, state
agencies and other county boards.

000-243,6

S95
'
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53599

,r'C2 40075
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neavv base with

greaseadie pivot

STATESMAN 1 Gallon
Sprayer

• I have personally met with thousands of people the last three
years. I have had an assis'tant handle traffic court one day so that
I could meet this commitment and continue to personally handle
the misdemeanors and felonies. I have done my best to perform
my many duties and still remain accessible.

Randy Hutchens

• Extra
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bolts included
• Double welded/braced
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-L.st or corrode
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See Us For All Your Farm, Lawn & Garden Needs

SOUTHERN STATES
Items may vary by dealer
SSC, Inc. Calloway Service
lit) Fast .S..amore Extended Murra. 270-751- 1421
VISIT US ON THE WEB wvv'w Southern States corn
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More abuse suits filed as archdiocese awaits hearing
By LORI BURLING
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tAP) — The
number of lawsuits against the
Louisville archdiocese alleging
child sexual abuse by priests
reached 87 Tuesday as church officials awaited a hearing on whether
records in such cases can be sealed.
Lawsuits against the Louts% ilk
archdiocese have been filed almost
daily since April 19; the dozen suits
filed Tuesday was the most in one
day.

In one of the suits, a plaintiff at.- 'mg child sexual abuse should be
cused Lexington Bishop J. Ken- sealed if they are more than 5 years
drick Williams of molesting him in old. Most of the recent accusations
1981. while Williams was a priest. are more than 30 years old.
The suits — which all name the
Diocese spokesman Tom Shaughnessy said Tuesday night that nei- archdiocese but not individual
ther Williams nor the Lexington priests as defendants — say the
diocese would comment until they church was aware of the abuse but
did not contact law enforcement or
had a chance to see the allegations.
Last week, the archdiocese filed adequately reprimand the priests. A
a motion in Jefferson Circuit Court dozen priests or former priests are
to seal future lawsuits regarding accused of abuse in the suits, and
abuse cases within the Catholic one, the Rev. Louis Miller, is accommunity. Attorneys cited a 1998 cused in nearly half of them.
Critics, including an attorney for
state law that says records regard-

many of the plaintiffs, say the archdiocese is trying to cover up the
abuse with its recent legal move.
"They shouldn't be sealed," lawyer William McMurry said.
"There's no question about it. The
plaintiffs are adults and have the
right to tell their story."
A day after the archdiocese
moved to seal the records. The
Courier-Journal filed a motion to
intervene. A judge approved the
motion; a hearing on the archdiocese's motion is scheduled June 14.
The Louisville newspaper

claims sealing the records would
violate the plaintiffs' First Ainendment rights. "That statute is being
used to hurt these victims," said
Jon. L. Fleischaker, attorney for the
newspaper.
Brian Reynolds, chief administrative officer for the archdiocese,
said the church wants records
sealed to ensure cqnfidentiality to
any victims who may come forward in the future.
"We're following the law that
presently exists under Kentucky
statute," he said.

Since the lawsuits filed in April,
two priests have resigned amid allegations of sexual•abuse. Among
the plaintiffs Tuesday was a local
media personality.
"My primary reason for coming
forward is for the other folks who
have been victimized," Jim Strader,
host of outdoors shows on Louisville cable TV and radio stations. "I
think it's extremely important for
the community at large to understand what a heinous crime pedophilia is."

Marine sergeant faces capital murder charges in triple slaying
ARLINGTON. Va. (AP) —
Marine Corps sergeant could face
the death penalty after being indicted for the fatal shootings of his
wife, his girlfriend and his 5-yearold daughter in a motel room in
January.
Zachary M. Cooper, 23, of Fort
Knox. Ky., will be arraigned Thursday on four counts of capital murder and three counts of using a fire-

arm in the commission of a felony.
Cooper. who is in jail without
bond, faces two capital murder
charges for the death of 5-year-old
Dessirc Cooper — once because
her death is part of a multiple
homicide and a second time because Virginia law allows a capital
murder charge when the victim is
younger than 14.
Before Friday's indictments.

Cooper had only been charged with
the death of Marie Gault, 20. of Arlington, a one-time girlfriend. Nobody had been charged in the
deaths of Maya Lajuan Davidson
Cooper, 22. or Dessire Cooper.
Zachary Cooper's attorney.
Bobby Stafford, has said that his
client "was in a horrific struggle"
and that self-defense would likely
be an issue at trial. He also sug-

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 2002, AT 4:00 PM
AT 1057 PHILLIPS DRIVE, HAZEL, KENTUCKY,
A 54 ACRE FARM LOCATED AT 1057 PHILLIPS DR. IN CALLOWAY
COUNTY WILL BE SOLD TO THE HIGHEST AND BEST BIDDER.
This small farm is well located at the intersection of Brandon Road and
Phillips Drive, just 1 mile off of Highway 641. It has 45.5 acres of cropland,7 acres wooded with a 1 acre farmstead. It has a 40 x 72 metal shop
building.
The minimum acceptable bid for the property is $79,880.00.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday. May 29. 2002. at 4 2t-., PM. at 1257 Phiiiips Drii.e. Hazel. Kentucky. in order to raise the sum of $118,087.71
principal. plus interest in the amount of $17.806.34 as of September 10,2001.and interest thereafter on the principal at $27.4999 per day from September 10,
2001, until the date of Judgement, plus interest on the Judgement amount(principal plus interest to the date of Judgment)at the rate of 3.02% computed daily
and compounded annually, until paid intuit and for the costs of this action, pursuant to Judgement and Order of Sale, being Civil Action No. 5:01CV00075-J
on the Paducah Docket of the United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky. entered on September 21,2001, the following described
Droperty will be sold to the highest and best bidder
Being a part of the Northeast and Southeast Quarters of Section 20. Township 1. Range 4 East. and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point, said point being the intersection of the west right-of-way line of Brandon Road with the south nght of way of the Steely Road; thence in
a southerly direction and along the west right of way of Brandon Road for a distance of approximately 850 feet to a point, said point being the northeast corner
of a lot owned by Charles Thomas Wallace; thence in a westerly direction and along Charles Thomas Wallace's north line for a distance of approximately 150
'eet to a point, said point being Charles Thomas Wallace's northwest corner and a corner of a tract owned by Buford Stone: thence continuing in a westerly
oirection and along Buford Stone's north line for a distance of approximately 2. 500 feet to a point, said point being the intersection of Buford Stone's north
iine with the east line of tract owned by Hershel Shelton, thence in a northerly direction and along Hershel Shelton's east line for a distance of approximately
350 feet to a point, said point being the southwest corner of a tract owned by Richard Nesbitt thence in an easterly direction and along Richard Nesbitt's
south line and continuing through a point which is Richard Nesbitt's southeast corner and the southwest corner of a tract owned by James F. Phillips, and
continuing in an easterly direction and with James F. Phillips' south line for a distance of approximately 2.200 feet to point, said point being James F.
Dhiltips' southeast corner and where James F. Phillips' south line intersects the south right of way of the Steely Road. thence continuing in an easterly
Ji recbon and along the south right of way of the Steely Road for a distance of approximately 450 feet to the point of beginning and containing 54 acres, more
or less.
Being the same property conveyed by deed dated April 21. 1982, and recorded in Deed Book 213, at Page 270, Calloway County Clerk's Office.
TERMS OF SALE: Ten percent(10%)of the bid price (in the form of a Certified Check made payable to the U S. Marshal) on the day of sale with good and
sufficient bond for the balance bearing interest at the rate of 3.02°c per annum until paid. due and payable in thirty (30)days and said bond having the effect
of a Judgement Upon a default by the Purchaser, the deposit shall be forfeited and retained by the U. S. Marshal as a part of the proceeds of the sale, and
"He properly shall again be offered for sale subject to confirmation by the Court.
This sale is intended, but it is not warranted tc be in bar and foreclosure of all right, title, interest, estate claim, demand or equity of redemption of the
the
Jefendant. and of all persons claiming by. through, under Of against them, provided the purchase price is equal to two-thirds of the appraised value. If
:urchase price Is not equal to two-thirds of the appraised value. the Deed shall contain a lien in favor of the defendant, reflecting the right of the defendan"
"io redeem during the period provided by law(KRS 426.530). Under law, the purchaser is deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the property of moor°
7 the local Count/ Clerk's Office.
FRED L. GILLUM. FARM LOAN MANAGER
riquiries should be directed to:
FARM SERVICE AGENCY rFSA)
Mayfield, Kentucky
Telephone: 270-247-9525

gested that more than one person
was responsible the shootings. Stafford was not immediately available
for comment Tuesday.
Arlington Commonwealth's Attorney Richard Trodden declined to
discuss the case in detail, but said
the evidence that Cooper shot all
three people "was sufficient to present to a grand jury."
He declined to say whether he
would seek the death penalty if
Cooper is convicted of capital mur-

der.
"We keep those options open,"
Trodden said.
The three slayings were more
than Arlington had in all of 2001,
when the county had two homicides.
Autopsy records show that
Maya and Dessire Cooper were
shot to death, while Marie Gault
died from 18 stab wounds and a
gunshot wound to the head.
An Arlington officer testified at

Harvard hands`out fewer honors
) — -Addressing-130S I
concerns about grade inflation.
Harvard University faculty voted to
sharply reduce the number of honors given to graduating students
and to change the university's grading scale.
Last June. a record 91 percent of
Harvard seniors graduated with
some kind of honors, and about
half of Harvard's grades last year
were A's and A minuses.
The new s stem, passed on
Tuesday. creates a quota for honors
awards. limiting the percentage of
graduating students receiving the
awards to 60 percent. It goes into

effect when the -class of 2005
graduates.
The faculty also changed Harvard's I 5-point grading scale to the
more standard 4.0-scale and made
differences between grade tiers uniform. so that the point difference
between a B and a B plus is the
same as the difference. between a B
plus and an A minus, for example.
That change is intended to encourage professors not to round up
when assigning grades, hopefully
resulting in more B pluses and
fewer A minuses. said Associate
Dean for Undergraduate Education
Jeffrey Wolcowitz. The change
goes into effect in the fall of 2003.

*SHERIFF*

Lat

*Life Long Resident Of Callowav Co.
*Army Border Patrol
*20 years With Murray Fin.'
*35 Years Business Experience
*Elected Constable

#1 On Ballot
#1 In Qualification
Paid For By Amos McCarty

MAGISTRATE #4

Calloway - National Guard Armory
Lynn Grove - Lynn Grove Fire Station
Coldwater - Coldwater Church of Christ
Kirksey - Kirksey Fire Station
Jackson - Murray Calloway Co. Airport

'has 4 years experience on fiscal court
•has 4 years experience as Road Commissioner
•knows how to get grant money
'has not accepted any campaign money and owes no
favors
•is 50 years old and a lifelong resident of Calloway
County
•is a retired teacher and has time to do the job
'has a B.S. and M.S. degree from Murray State
University
'is a membei of the Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board and Murray-Calloway County Health Board
'has attended seminars by the Department of Local
Government in Frankfort
'has a working relationship with area legislators and
public officials
'is fair and impartial
*has the ability to get things done
'asks for your support on May 28th, 2002
*thanks you for your consideration
Paid for by candidate Johnny Gingles

C
Llais

McCarty

jdiNGLE

Murray #9 - University Church of Christ

"I welcome the faculty's adoption of higher standards for honors,
mote transparent grading and
sounder grading practices in the future," Summers said in a statement.
Most Ivy League schools and
other top U.S. universities award
honors only for outstanding work
in a student's major. Some, like
Yale and Princeton, cap total honors at about one-third of the graduating class.

Amos"Moe"

year Cer01,
,Detrain
cate 0

Welcome to State Farm Bank'
mcne, to :,crk mth a variety of Certificates of Deposit earning competitive
rates And get the Good Neighbor service you deserve from your bank To find
out how you can Bank with a Good Neighbor', call me,
visit statefarm.com'or call toll-free 1-877-SF4-BANK

Put yOUT

Po

Member

Murray #6 - Special Ed Building MSU

In November. university President Lawrence H. Summers asked
faculty members to review their
grading standards after a Boston
Globe report on grade inflation.

IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE
VOTE

Please Re-Elect

PRECINCTS

Cooper's preliminary hearing that
he was called to the motel for a domestic disturbance. When he
reached the hotel room, he heard
loud voices and a gunshot. He
knocked on the door and Zachary
Cooper opened it. Inside were three
bodies and Gault's 19-month-old
daughter, unharmed but crying and
clinging to her mother.
A court affidavit states that Cooper said "Please help me, please
help me" as he answered the door.

Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270-753-9935

Fe&ralSavings

-Annue oeroentage Yell as of 05/22/2002 APT rates sutlect to chaniae Without nohhcanon
kAngmurn balance to ooen an account and obtain stated APT rs $500 A penalty May be rnposeci
/ Certifeates under $100 000 automaboally renew at mataro a,
for a wahdrawal poor to mature,
the then current rate for the same term Some products and servces not ava.latT4e in arl areas
LENM
It ONOIS
STATE FARM BANK • HOME OFFICE BLOOMINGTON

Stubblefield for Magistrate
District 3 Voters,
I am Bobby C. Stubblefield, a
Candidate for Magistrate in District 3,
and I am asking for your Vote on May
28. I enjoyed serving as your
Magistrate for 2 terms and would like
the opportunity to work for you again.
While in office, I had some influence in
achieving the building of 8 bridges,
'chip & sealing" 34 miles of road, and
paving 19 miles of blacktop in District 3. My policy was to
check the condition of all roads in our district at least once a
month. In addition to serving on the Park Board, I also attended ALL of the Fiscal Court Meetings.
If elected, my goals are:
✓ to continue to improve the work of the Fiscal Court and
County and City Officials
✓ to put taxpayer's money to work on our roads and bridges
✓ to improve subdivision roads
✓ to work with businesses, organizations, and industries to
bring jobs to Calloway County
Please vote for Bobby C. Stubblefield as your Magistrate
in District 3. I pledge to be there for you and to be a voice
for the people of District 3.
I attempted to see everyone in District 3. Some who were
not at home, sorry I missed you.
Thank you.
Paid for by Bobby C Stubblefield

Sheriff calls shootings
'politically motivated'
MANCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
Clay County Sheriff Edd Jordan
said a series of shootings involving
candidates for county clerk were
"politically motivated," although
Kentucky State Police have yet to
connect the crimes.
The shootings occurred between
Sunday night and Monday morning.
Billy Rowland Phillips, a private
investigator, was shot six times
about 9:15 p.m. as he pulled his car
to the side of Kentucky 80 near
Manchester, state police said.
About the same time, Clay
County Clerk Jennings White escaped injury when his van was riddled with 33 bullets. Jordan said
Tuesday.
About midnight Sunday, a bullet
was fired into the kitchen of Fred
Thompson. who's running against
White in this month's Republican
primary election.
About two hours later, a truck
owned by a White supporter, Martin Lawson. was shot while parked
in his front yard.
Phillips was the only one injured
in the attacks. He was treated and
released from the University of
Kentucky Medical Center in Lexington on Monday.
Phillips was wounded the day
after he delivered documents showing White had been charged with
assault and battery with intent to
rape in 1968. The charges were
later dismissed.
Kentucky State Police, who are
investigating the shooting of Phillips. have not discussed any motives.
"All I know is there were four
shootings in the span of four
hours," said state police Sgt. Barry
Engle. "I don't know if they were
connected or not."
Phillips said on Saturday he delivered a set of court documents to
Thompson from Indianapolis that
listed the charges against White.
White said he has nothing to do
with the cases.
"It's not me." he said. -Somebody else is using my name."
White pointed out that the birth
date listed on the court documents
is March 23, 1944, but he was born
on Feb. 23, 1944.
White said he was familiar with

the paperwork because he went Lo
the Indianapolis courthouse Monday, the day after the shooting. to
check the records.
To request the records, White
filled out an application form that
required his thumbprint.
The print, said Sgt. B.K. Roach
of the Indianapolis Police Department, matched that of the Jennings
White who was charged with attempt to rape in June 1968. The
charge was later dropped, court records show.
"That's his criminal history.
Thumbprints don't lie," Roach said.
Phillips said he was paid by a
Thompson supporter to find the
criminal charge.
Jordan and White made the
news earlier this month when the
sheriff shut down absentee voting
at the clerk's office. Citing public
safety concerns. Jordan said more
than 2(X) absentee voters had lined
up and they were getting out of
hand.
The state attorney general's office is investigating voting patterns
in Clay County. Traditionally, state
officials have interpreted large
numbers of absentee ballots as an
indication of vote-buying.
The shootings are the latest in a
series involving eastern Kentucky
political candidates in the past two
months.
Pulaski'County Sheriff Sam CaIron, who was running for a fifth
term, was shot and killed at a fish
fry and rally on April 13.
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MCCH blood bank
to award Mattel
Power Wheels
Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County
Blood Bank held a blood drive at
the Murray-Calloway County Relay for Life on May 3-4 and received 38 units of blood from
members of the community participating in the event.
One of the members of the Mattel team noticed the drive and decided to persuade Mattel to provide
the Blood Bank with a donation of
12 Power Wheels.
"We are thrilled to receive the
donation and plan to use them to
encourage residents of Murray and
Calloway County to give blood."
said Beth Wiggins, Blood Bank
Coordinator at MCCH."As we approach the summer months, blood
is often in short supply and donors
are crucial .
To encourage community mem

hers to donate blood, the Blood
Bank will give away a Power
Wheel every eight weeks to those
who participate in blood drives or
give blood at the Blood Bank.
'Mose who give every eight weeks
will have the opportunity to win
one of the Power Wheels. The campaign has already begun and the
first winner of the Mattel Power
Wheel will be the last week of
June.
A blood donor must be at least
18 years of age (or 17 with parental
consent), be in good health and
weigh at least 110 pounds and pass
the brief physical and health history
exams given prior to donation.
Anyone who would like to make
a donation can call the Blood Bank
at 270-762-1119 to make an appointment. -

Photo provided

REAL POWER ... Lou Smotherman, Mattel Plant Nurse, and
Keith Travis, Mattel Human Resources Director, present Beth
Wiggins, MCCH Blood Bank Coordinator, with one of the 12
Power Wheels the plant donated to the Blood Bank for its donor
campaign. The 12 Power Wheels will be given away in a drawing
every eight weeks.

What should a sheriff be?
According to the Kentucky Constitution a tax collector,
election regulator, court servant, law enforcer, while spending
a majority of his time on civil duties.

.murrayledger.cont
your Internet source

Amos McCarty's Qualifications
include:

Friendly, Courteous Service
365 Days A Year!
David L. Harrington
For
Calloway County Attorney

*35years business experience
*Served on Tax Appeal Board
*Graduate of Leadership Murray
*Elected Constable District 2
*Served on Army Border Patrol
*Retired after 20 years on Murray
Fire Department
*3rd generation Calloway County
resident
*31st degree Mason for over 30 years
*Kentucky Colonel
*Recognized By Senate & House For
Serving The Commonwealth

Elect

Amos"Moe" McCarty
SHERIFF
A Man Of The Community, For The Community

Paid for by Campaign for David fi.wrington • Dwaine Roger, to ,i,arer•5N7

B-).

Road. Murray rn

Paid For By Amos McCarty
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2002 Chevy Venture

2002 Chevy S-10
Stock tGT2I24

Stock t*C.,

Peppers Disc. &
Rebate

6,120.25

All 2002 Chevy Silverados
Regular Cabs and Extends

Your
Price

16,135.00
4,514.42

MSRP

$25,480.00

MSRP

Deadline
May 31st, 2002

$4,00n

Peppers Disc. &
Rebate

Your
Price

$11,620"
7
1%\

Up Front Discount*
Get Them While They Last!
*Includes manufacturers rebate

2002 Oldsmobile Alero Coupe
i27

A_

2002 Chevy Tahoe
S36,568.00

Stock

MSRP
Peppers Disc. &
Rebate

Your
Price

MSRP

$18,055.00
3,710.85

$14,34415

Peppers Disc &
Rebate

Your
Price

6,164.63

$30,40363
Stock CT2305

3rd Row
Seating

5300, V-8

Trailering
Package
Traction
Packa e

All prices after rebate. All prices are taxes, title
& license additional.
CHEVY

CHEVY

MAI BE THERE

Longest Lasting
Most Dependable Trucks

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

.
4 te

e- e -e I

"The Fusion of Design and Technology"

2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN 38242 • 1-800-325-3229 • 731-642-3900• Hrs.: M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Turnbows love with open hearts through foster care
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - A sign
standing beside the shrubbery outside O.B. and Norma Tumbows
home says it all: "Hugs and Kisses,
Cookies, Bedtime Stories, Kids
Spoiled Here."
The Louisville couple, both natives of Calloway County and former Mayfield residents, have eight
grandchildren and two great grandchildren to spoil, but for nearly 20
years. they have also opened their
home and hearts to foster children
serN ed by Kentucky Baptist Homes
toi- Children. This month the Turnbows. both in their 70s, officially
retire from the foster care ministry.
This is the third time in my life
l'‘e retired," said Norma, a former
kindergarten teaching assistant and
employee of First National Bank.
In their "career" as foster parents,
the Tumbows cared for 33 infants
and one teenager in their Southern
Park W ay home.

Norma said a co-worker at the
bank, now known as National City,
had become a foster parent and recommended that Norma consider it,
too. Norma said when she first
mentioned it to her husband, he
was less than enthusiastic. "I've always liked kids," O.B. said, "but I
was still working at the time, so I
told her she was going to be getting
up in the middle of the night, not
me."
When Norma told her friends at
Beechmont Baptist about the plan,
"they looked at us and said:
'You're going to do what?"
During orientation and training,
the Tumbows decided they wanted
to specialize in infant foster care.
All of the children they cared for
were in the process of being
adopted. The one teenager who
stayed with them was a birth
mother who, along with her baby.
needed a temporary home. Norma

How can you make your
retirement dreams a reality?
With a Woodmen deferred annuity.

I Competitive alternative to savings plans
Tax-deferred money until received
I

Guaranteed interest rate

said that as senior citizens, infant
foster care was perfect for her and
her husband.
"We had no illusions about
adopting a child ourselves." she
said "All we had to do was look in
the mirror to remind ourselves that
these babies were loanedto us for
awhile to love. We only took them
to give them away."
When Norma was working as a
kindergarten teaching assistant, the
Tumbows planned to do most of
their fostering during the summer
months. However, they received a
call the week before the end of the
school year, informing them that a
newborn needed a temporary home.
"The last week of school is not
the time to be taking off," Norma
said. "So, O.B. took maternity
leave."
The fellow who had told his
wife that foster parenting "was going to be her thing" found himself
at home with a newborn for a week.
From then on, foster parenting became a true team effort, even
though Norma was still the one "on
call" at night.
Despite the eyebrows that were
raised initially at church, the Tumbows said the Beechmont Baptist
family has supported them faithfully throughout the years "They've
been wonderful to us and the babies," O.B. said.
"Our family, our children and

daughter who had been in their
home for more than six months.
The baby's placement date was already set for later in the week.
While they were in Hazel, 0.B.'s
mother died.
During a time of such grief the
Turnbows made the long trip back
to Louisville to place the little girl
they had grown to love so much.
then they retraced the route back
for the funeral.
This placement yielded a special
blessing. Norma said. "That family
adopted us when they adopted that
little girl," she said. The families
are in constant contact and have
visited at each other's homes regularly. The baby the Turnbows cared
for so early in her life is now 15
"and wants to spend vacation with
us."
Sleepless nights with colicky babies, formula, bottles, rattles, pacifiers and tearful good-byes are now
part of the past for the Tumbows."I
hope we've made a difference,"
Norma said. "It's time to go with
no regrets."
KBHC provides care for children who have been abused, neglected. or whose families are in
crisis. The agency assists more than
2.800 children and adults each
year.
Residential programs include
Spring Meadows Children's Home
in louisville, Glen Dale Children's

grandchildren and extended family
have been so supportive." Norma
said. "These babies were their babies, too."
Some of the Turnbows foster
children stayed only a few weeks,
others stayed as long as six to eight
months. When adoption plans were
finalized, the Tumbows would receive a call with details on when
the baby would be given to his or
her new family. "Placement day is
always the best day," Norma said.
"There is just so much joy."
The satisfaction of bridging the
gap between the birth parents and
the adoptive parents," still brought
some sadness, Norma said. "I used
to tell people I'd leave a placement
and cry all the way to the mall and
then shop like I had money." she
said with a laugh, then added, "I
really didn't shop every time."
The Turnbows were always
ready to accept another new life
into their home. "When I changed
that first diaper. I was hooked,"
Norma said. "You ought to see the
looks from people when they see
two white senior citizens walking
through the mall with a black baby
in our arms.But there were also tears. One
placement came at a heartbreaking
time for the Tumbows. 0.B.'s
mother was gravely ill, so the couple made the long trip to Hazel to
see her With them was their foster

a;, KY 42071
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BUY - SELL - TRADE

(270) 759-0867

NOW OPEN IN MURRAY

To learn more, call your Woodmen
representative today'

MARIETTA. Ga.(AP) - A 7year-old boy who was playing
baseball in his front yard was hit in
the chest by a line drive and died of
cardiac. arrest.
First-grader Nader Parman II
was hit directly over his heart.
causing sudden cardiac death.
"So many variables have to fall .
in place for this fatal abnormal
heart rhythm to occur," said Dr.
Mark Link, associate professor of
medicine at Tufts New England Medical Center in Boston.

- IN STOCK

Tim Hilbrecht
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8113

(2) U.S. GI. Springfield Armory
M-1 Garand Rifles 30-06
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LD/OMAHA WOODMEN
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HOME OFFICE: OMAHA.!NEBRASKA
www.woodmen-com

(1)Colt's "New" Old M1911-A1 U.S. Army,
exact reproduction of the original.

- Classifieds Office Open -7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

‘Ve also have, Smith & Wesson, Taurus,CZ,Dan Wesson,Glock, H&K,
1% alther, NAA,Springfield Armory, Remingt9n, Browning,Savage,
Marlin, Beretta & More
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child care program in Kentucky.
The agency has been accredited by
the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
and is a member of the National
Association of Christian Child and
Family Agencies:

7-year-old boy dies after
being hit by baseball

FIREARMS SAFETY & SERVICE
.
Professional

It's easy to start building your retirement dream with a
Woodmen annuity. •

Home in Glendale, the Baptist
Youth Ranch in Elizabethtown,
KBHC Dixon Center in Dixon,
KBHC Morehead Center in Morehead, Genesis Home in Mayfield,
and the Wilderness Camping Treatment Program in Bronston.
KBHC also operates a pregnancy and adoption service; manages private foster homes; provides.
family intervention services; child
development programs; and independent living college and career
and other youth support services.
KBHC's Cornerstone Counseling ministry provides professional
Christian counseling to individuals,
couples and families through offices in Ashland, Berea, Bowling
Green, Campbellsville, Corbin,
Covington, Frankfort. Harlan, Harold, Hazard, Henderson, Hopkinsville, La Grange, London, Louisa,
Madisonville, New Castle, Owenshoro, Paducah, Pineville, Somerset
and Stanford.
Founded in 1869. Kentucky
Baptist Homes for Children is the
oldest Southern Baptist child care
ministry and the largest private

SUBSCRIBE

Come See Us For The Best Prices Around!

About five to 10 such deaths are
reported yearly. Link said.
The boy's parents said Nader
was playing Friday with a 15-yearold neighbor when it happened.
The teen told Cobb County police he tossed a baseball in the air
intending to hit a pop fly for the
younger boy. Instead, the teen hit a
line drive that struck Nader in the
chest.
Nader's mother, Sherri Parman,
said her husband ran outside, carried the boy indoors and performed
CPR.
The teen, considered a "big
brother to a lot of kids in the neighborhood," was devastated by the
accident, his parents said.

•
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SPRING
CLEARANCE SALE
DRIVE OWE 414/4Y TODAY/

1995 DODGE RAM 1500 SPORT - Reg. Cab, Custom, Black, 118,xxx Miles.

$22,100
$14,500
$18,200
$18,300
$13,200
$15,900
$13,400
$16,300
$14,600
$7,400
$10,900
$11,600
S10,400
$8,000
$8,400
$15,500
$15,300
$8,800
$16,700
$14,300
$10,500
$10,600
$6,200
$5,300
$8,200

1994 DODGE RAM 2500 SLT - Reg. Cab, LW,Diesel, Maroon, 108,000 Miles

S10,400

2001 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE LAREDO - 4x4, Burgundy, 14,xxx Miles
2001 JEEP CHEROKEE CLASSIC - 4x4, Red. 69,xxx Miles
2001 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SPORT - White, 27,xxx Miles
2001 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY LX - Blue, 29,xxx Miles.
2001 DODGE STRATUS SE - 4 Dr., White. 28,xxx Miles
2001 VOLKSWAGON BEETLE - Yellow, 12,xxx Miles.....
2001 DODGE INTREPID SE - Blue. 30.xxx Miles
2000 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SPORT - Green. 44 xxx Miles
2000 DODGE RAM 1500 CLUB CAB.- 4x4, White, 85,xxx Miles..
2000 HYUNDAI ELANTRA GLS - 4 Dr., Burgundy. 75.xxx Miles
2000 CHEVROLET IMPALA SEDAN - V6, Split Bench, Burgundy, 73 xxx Miles
1999 CHRYSLER SEBRING CPE LXI - Gold, 63,xxx Miles
1999 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX GT - 4 Dr., Black, 75,xxx Miles
1999 FORD TAURUS SE -4 Dr.. Black, 49,xxx Miles.
1999 MERCURY SABLE GS - 4 Dr. White. 49,ixx Miles
1999 DODGE RAM 2500 QUAD CAB - 4x4. V8, Black. 77,xxx Miles
1999 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED - 4x4, Burgundy, 74,xxx Miles
1999 MAZDA PROTEGE ES -4 Dr., Silver, 51,xxx Miles
1999 DODGE DURANGO SLT - 4x4, Red, 61.xxx Miles
1998 JEEP WRANGLER SAHARA - HDTP, Green. 61.xxx Miles
1997 FORD F-150 XLT 'Ext. Cab. 2 WD, Green/Tan.'109,xxx Miles .
1996 CHEVROLET TAHOE SPORT -2 Dr., 4x4, White. 96,xxx Miles ...
1996 CHRYSLER SEBRING CPE LX - Green 65,xxx Miles
1996 CHEVROLET CAVALIER LS 4 Dr., Copper. 83.xxx Miles

CEZEBRATES 01.0112
MIER/CM/S MOA/TH
•

SHE SAYS she wants

to keep living
in her home.
id111111111,

•

A senior citizens special celebrating with
new and old subscribers.

Come into the Murray Ledger & Times
office during the week of
May 20 thru May 24 for your newspaper
subscription and pay

6 Months-$35.50 Savings of$5
1Year-Moo Savings of$7
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1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1916

'Must be as least(0 years young, must pmvide proof of age Carrier I )eliverv Only

•

WE SAY it starts

by keeping her
on her feet.
Hip fractures can be a
serious injury for older people.
To learn how exercise and
home design changes can
reduce the risk of falls, visit
aaos.org.
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEONS
1-800-824-BONES

www.aaos.org
The most moving
advances in medicine.

•

Your A re invited lo Attend Our

H MECOM1NG
at the

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North, Murray, KY
(Located about s notes vt es! of Murano

Come and hear the word of God preached

May 26th, 2002
TIME OF SERVICES:
Sunday

Bible Study
Worship
Evening

9:30 a.m.
10.15 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

Speaker: Hayes Grady, of Murray, KY
S0
Cain9
CMYSLER P YHOUTP# DODGE EEP
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448

All

prices, tax title & lic
Call for details

Fellowship Meal following the Morning Service. We want all our visitors to feel welcome to stay for
our fellowship meal following the worship service.

Come and be our Honored Guest!
A Warm Welcome Awaits' You!

MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES
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North Accelerated Reader Winners

1ST GRADE WINNERS ... Aaron Nichols, Dugan Pearson. Janae
Smith, James Hudgins and Labront Scott.
4TH GRADE WINNERS ... Arian Cantrell, All Love, Wesley Potts
and Ernest Lee.
The 3rd annual Soap Box Derby,
May 31 -June I, is drawing near and
is sure to entertain the community
with fast-paced fun, kicking off that
Friday night with the adult race
beginning at 5:30 p.m., followed by
a block party at 7p.m. featuring the
Backwater Blues Band.

3rd Annual
Soap Box
Derby nearing

itsb
2ND GRADE WINNERS ... Joey Harrison, Zack Fortenbery. Sean
Lee, Mason Swift. Daniel Harper, Lauren Benson and James
Belisle.

The derby for the children, ages
9-16, begins Saturday. June 1. at 8
a.m.
Pete Lancaster, Rotarian and previous Soap Box Derby director,
expects about 80 participants in the
children's derby. Beverly Reed is
the director of this year's All-

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Food Market

94od 900-sd

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00

9
,
root 90exce 70144

We Accept Food Stomps. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Patties

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Ribeye Steaks
Spare ;
99
Ribs
14#
$ 1 99

Round Roast

Lb

Extra Lean

Pork

Steaks
19
I

Bryan Whole Boneless

Ground Beef

Lb

Extra

Owen's Best Family PacK

Pork Loin
1 99

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

U.S, Choice

_eon & Meaty Park

Nen s Best Ex'•3
Ground Chuck

3RD GRADE WINNERS ... Aaron Littlepage. Megan Gilbert,
Halley Tubbs, Marci Crouch, Victoria Jackson, Darcy
Stephenson, Aaron Clark and Mitchell Smith.

American Soap Box Derby.
Sponsored by the Murray Rotary
Club, the derby is a qualifier for the
National Soap Box Derby in Akron,
Ohio.
For more information, call
Lancaster at 762-2400.

WEN'S
Prices Good May 22
thru May 28

6,

5TH GRADE WINNERS ... Seth Fortenbery, Chris Eldridge,
Justin Palmer and Chris Sabinske.

Lean Boston Butt

Pork Roast

Best Yet
Family 24 Ct

Tea Baas
_)riceu nee

79'
Are you individually insured? Do you have a high-cost
medical condition? Do you need coverage? Now there's
an affordable alternative, Kentucky Access.
For complete details on eligibility, rates and benefits,
visit us at www.kentuckyaccess.com
or call us toll-free at 1.866.405.6145.
---5
— ACCe5

Country Fresh

Duncan Hines

2% Milk

Cake Mix

'2'9

18,25 oz.

CCoke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Cat Free Coke

In honor of Memorial Day,
we pay tribute to the
memory of the courageous
men and women who
served our country well.

Best Yet Hamburger

Sugar

Dill Slices

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Sprite, Cal. Free Coke

12 pk

$299

Orange Juice

Whole Milk

Kraft
American

Ky Goa
-oney-Roastec:

Cheese
$339

Turkey Breast
$ 1 99

Owen,::
BBQ Beef

ACTUAL SIZE OF PICTURE

Brisket
$589

1/2 gal $ 1 09

$1 49
48 oz

64 oz

2/s5oo

Tuna

602

Country Time Lemonade or

Kool Aid

2/$1'
$ 29

Owens Best
Baby Back
•

Lorge He00

,umbo

Florida

qi)
fl%

California

Ribs

Lettuce

Onions

Corn

$799

79'

69

25'

LC.

Rotisserie

Chicken
$389

11S.4

I

8 qt.2

xpmecassarcr

Owen s Best
Boneless P,`

Sno White
8 oz

Baked Ham
$399

Mushrooms

Tomatoes Bananas

$ 19

89' 39'

Lb

EDGERAMES

lea

99'

TSGT J.B. Burkeen

U.S. Army
3 Years

ett

Star Kist Oil or Water Pk.

Prairie Farms

I

I
- I MURRAY
I

32 oz.

Tropicana Pure Premium

ACIPAIIM'A.A111

27, 2002. Deadline to turn

2/$3°°

$ 1 79

Vegetable Oil

pictures in is May 22, 2002.
Cost is $10.00. Please include
name, rank, branch of service,
& years of service. Include a
self-addressed stamped
envelope for the return of the
photo. Contact the Classified
Dept. for more information
at 753-1916.

98'

Best Yet

2 Liter

Viessor,

You can do this by placing
your loved one's picture in the
paper to be published on May

General Mills
Corn Kix 9 oz., Cheerios 10 oz.
Wheaties 12 oz.

Large Vine
');rpnec4,
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A Work of Heart
Southwest students
exhibit mural at
Murray Art Guild

Photo provided

COLORFUL FANTASY ... Southwest Elementary fifth grade art students Robbie Passino, left, and Clara
Ainscough paint their favorite characters on the class. cooperative "mural" project, which was recently exhibited at the Murray Art Guild. The mural will be placed in the Southwest cafeteria.

The Murray Art Guild recently hosted
an exhibit by the fifth grade art class of
Pam Hyatt — Paps, Southwest Calloway
County Elementary School. The work
included both 2 and 3 dimensional artwork
ifl a variety of media including: painting.
drawing, collage, mosaic and plaster
masks.
The central feature — and pride of the
entire class — was a multi-panel mural of
fantasy figures designed by Tai Orton, a
Calloway County High School senior. The
image was projected and transferred onto
sheetrock.
The students scheduled one hour seg-

ments in which to outline and paint their
favorite character. As a legacy, the mural
has been presented for display in the school
cafeteria for all students to enjoy.
The Murray Art Guild student exhibit is
an annual event in support of local youth in
the visual arts.
The Murray Art Guild is a non-profit
educational and cultural organization open
to beginners as well as artists with varying
degrees of skill. The Guild is open on
Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday from
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. For more information call 7534059.

Old letters reveal Clark's views MEMORIAL DAY TENT SALE
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Letters written by William Clark of
the famed Lewis and Clark expedition offer insight into the explorer's
views on topics ranging from the
hardship of travel to slavery.
The 47 letters Clark wrote to his
brother Jonathan are "magical" and
offer a "window to William Clark
and his world," said James
Holmberg, the Filson Historical
Society's curator of special collections.
Holmberg edited "Dear Brother:
Letters of William Clark to Jonathan
Clark," transcribing the documents
that were discovered in two old
trunks in the attic of a Louisville
home following the death of
Jonathan Clark's great-grandson.
The letters were donated to the
Filson society.
Holmberg was among the national experts on Lewis and Clark who
discussed their research Saturday at
the society's public conference,

"Lewis and Clark. he Exploration
of the American West."
Lewis and Clark led a military
expedition to the Pacific Ocean from
1803 to 1806 to explore the nation's
new land west of the Mississippi
River. William Clark lived in the
Louisville area with other family
members before and after the expedition.
The experts who gathered for the
conference detailed the landscape
encountered
by
Clark
and
Meriwether Lewis, the Indians they
interacted with and the management
skills the explorers used during their
expedition.
But words pulled from the letters
that Clark sent to his brother
between 1792 and 1811 — five of
them during the expedition —
seemed to especially move the audience.
"No other letters reveal him to
this degree," Holmberg said to the
crowd gathered in downtown

Louisville.
interest in Lewis and Clark because
In an early letter, Clark, a young of the "whole concept ofdisCov-ery,- soldier, spoke of missing a certain of finding new things, of explounnamed lady, Holmberg said.
ration."
Years later he would write of his
Arensman said the letters sound
move to St. Louis, his marriage, the as though they will give a "personal
birth of his son and problems he bent on history."
encountered with his slaves, includMeanwhile, officials in Blair,
ing York. York joined the explorers Neb., are trying to get as many
on the expedition and became the males with the same last name of the
first African American to cross the two famed explorers to participate in
United States.
the bicentennial parade of the Lewis
The letters contain odd grammar & Clark expedition.
and misspellings. One letter
The parade, schedule for June 15,
described the merriment of vil- is a kickoff to Nebraska's celebralagers, noting they were visiting and tions of Lewis & Clark's expedition
"slaying," meaning sleighing. up the Missouri River to Nebraska
Holmberg said.
in the summer of 1804.
Karen Petach, a medical technologist who attended the lectures, said
Editor's Note — Readers intershe looks forward to reading ested in the parade or the bicentenHolmberg's book, noting the letters nial Lewis ct Clark celebration
reveal the explorer on a "more per- should contact the Washington
sonal level."
County Historical Society: PO. Box
Fred Arensman, a Louisville 25, Fort Calhoun, NE,68023 or call
physician. said he has always had an (402-468-5740).

4 HUGE DAYS
WED. - THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
'Polo
•Nautica
'Axis
•Corbin
'Austin Reed
•Gitman
'Cole Haan

.0a1431
...THE MOST UNIOUE MEN'S STORE
CHESTNUT Si. • MURRAY, KY

alloway County Judge E
o my family, I would like to tha • -everyone or eir
ness an encouragement Hn my can-if')'aign fo
re-election for Calloway County Judge Executive.

PLACE
LEADERSHIP
ABOVE
POLITICS

att

Front row: Jessie, I

$16.10
irr‘

Mkt, rillORMSF,

: Ii 1k e. Tracey, Cortnee &

Michelle.

We have attempted to personally contact as many of you as possible.
For those we have missed, we take this opportunity to ask for your vote on May 28th.
-79jr)Ij\\J-f
.]
Paid for by Larry Elkins Campaign Fund, Mike Hodge. Treasurer.
1
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Classifieds
Murrs, Ledger & Times lair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are ,equested to check the feel
insertion or their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger 8 Times ele be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediatehr so corrections An be made

AD DEADLINES
Monday.
Fri 11 am.
Tuesday
Fn. 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Mon.3 p.m.
Thursday
Thee. 3 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 3 p.m.
Saturday
Wed. 3 p.m.

All real CSIJIC adsert,ed herein is ..uhri.t
the Federal 14,
Housing Au *hish makes it illegal to adsentse ani preteren.
IIMIG111011 iii disrimin.aiisin ha.ed on rai.e. ,olor religion
handkap tanulial ',laws ii natkinal ,rigm or intention to
an.t, soi.h preteremes limit. lirins sir di.crimination
State laws lortsid Ji..rimination in the sak. rental or adsenising :
real e.tate based ii tadors in addition to tho,c prorei:ted under led
eral iasa
We *ill not linoviingls aii.ept aro, ohertising for real estate *hitch
in in ,kilation ii the U* All persons are herch!, informed that all
diacilinys adsenised are riailahic on An
cipportunuis basis
For further 1,1,4.111CC sith Fair Housing Adi.erhsing
requirements. ,ontact NAA Counsel Rene P Milam
i'0$ $45 1000

110111• NOM*

010
020
025
030
040
050
360
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490

495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & AT s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Wanted

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.00 Column Inch, 60‘: Diecount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
,.4.11 .1 Ads Must Run Within 6 Iku. Perim!,
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping(wide)

LINE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$254 extra for Shopper iTees. Chursinods go into Shopping Guide 12.50 extra for blind but ads

The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

VISA

Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

010
Legal

010

010
Legal
Notice

Notice

010

Legal
Notice

010

Legal
Notice

010

Legal
Notice

010

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

The Tri-County Drug Task Force
Calloway County . Sheriff's Department I,
actively seeking to purchase a vehicle for our
investigations division. We require bids to be
submitted in writing to the Calloway Count
Sheriff's Department at 304 Maple Street. ni
later than May 29, 2002 at 4:00 p.m.
The following is the bid spec information
atquired on the vehicle:
2000 Model or Newer
Sport Utility Vehicle with Trailer
Receiving Hitch
4 Door
V-6 Engine with Automatic Transmisston
Power Windows
Power Door Locks with Keyless Entry
112 Inch Wheel Base
2 Wheel Drive
Mileage Not to Exceed 75,000 Miles

PURSUANT TO KRS 424.290,"MATTERS REQUIRED TO BE PUBLISHED,"
THE FOLLOWING RACES WILL APPEAR ON THE VOTING MACHINES
IN THE PRECINCTS LISTED IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
FOR THE PRIMARY ELECTION, MAY 28, 2002.

OFFICIAL BALLOT FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRIMARY ELECTION HELD ON TUESDAY, MAY 28, 2002

The Sheriff's Office reserves
and/or all bids-.

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

the

right ti,

,iject any

Primary Election

Sheriff ST

:7' s'•

May 2B, 2002

UNITED STATES SENATOR
1st Congressional District

Tom

r

MAGISTRATE

BARLOW

(Vote for One)

'Gary
(Vote

WEINBERG
Dan

GALLOWAY I

CIRCUIT CLERK

r

Leanne

(Vote for One)

for Ore)

The Calloway County Board of Education
accepting sealed bids for Pest and Rodent
Control for the 2002-2003 school year. Bid,
will be accepted until 3:00 p.m., Monday. June
3,2002. Specifications are on file at the Board
office at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray. KY
42071. Further information may be obtained
by calling Karen Brandon at 762-7300. Thi
Calloway County Board of Education retain,
the right to reject any and/or all bids and ti.
waive any minor irregularities in the bids

Li

AHART
Charles 'Marty •L

CONSTABLE

,

DUNCAN

1st Magisterial District

Roger

CLERE
Cynthia CooperL
(Unexpired Term)

DUNCAN

1st Magisterial District

Lois Combs r

Invitation To Bid
Pest and Rodent Control

Gerald

BARNES

(Vote for One)

DAWSON

MURRAY #1 & #5, FAXON, ALMO, DEXTER
AND VAN CLEAVE

Vick

Invitation To Bid
Solid Waste Removal

WILSON

COUNTY JUDGE/EXECUTIVE

ELKINS
BOHANNON

COUNTY ATTORNEY

David L.

Junior

(Vote for One)

PITTMAN

Randall A.

HUTCHENS
MCCARTY JR.
Rob

L

MURRAY #2, #3, #4 & #7, NEW CONCORD,
CLAYTON CREEK AND CHERRY CORNER

Amos "Moe
'

SHERIFF

COWEN
Steve
LAX

2nd Magisterial District

r
HARRINGTON'.

The Calloway County Board of Education 1 accepting sealed bids for Solid Waste
Removal for the 2002-2003 school year. Bids
will be accepted until 2:30 p.m.. Monday,June
3,2002. Specifications are on file at the Board
office at 2110 College Farm Road. Murray. KY
42071. Further information may be obtained
by calling Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The
Calloway County Board of Education retains
the right to reject any and/or all bids and to
waive any minor irregularities in the bids

Mike

MAGISTRATE

Johnny

(Vote for One)

(Vote for One)

Larry

WWW.MURRAYLEDGER.COM

L.Nn

P

EddARRISH
William E. 'Mr'
(Vote for One)

Billy R.

MAGISTRATE

MARCUM I
Larry W.
ROBERTS

L

Phil

JAILER

3rd Magisterial District

Marcia D.

L

HAZLE

(Vote for One)

CORONER

(Vote for One)

David

I

HARRIS GROVE, HAZEL, PROVIDENCE,
MURRAY #8, #10 & #11 AND MIDWAY

,

BALENTINE I
(Vote for One)

Jim D.

KELLY

ALL PRECINCTS

MAGISTRATE

Johnny

4th Magisterial District

G INGLES
Edward

4th

(Vote for One)

PALMER

CONSTABLE

Billy J

(Vote

for

cltm36mboicscoctctoifoce
1\ RIGHT FARMS UTICK

L

/Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY

Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Satkrda”'.
Starting April 30th Until Season End

r

BALENTINE

Magisterial District

T,

One)

Notice

All stored items in storage units 46,96 & 99 at
Key Mini Warehouses. 1850 State Route 121
South. Murray. KY 42071, have been abandoned and if all charges for storage units 46,96
& 99 are not paid in full on or. before June 15.
2002. Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal
possession of all items stored in units 46. 96 &
99. A sale date for said items stored in storage
units 46.96 & 99 will be posted at a later time.

f

STUBBLEFIELDL

L

020
Notice

NOTICE

L

Bobby C.

DAWSON
GARLAND

L

BRANDON

Floyd B.
Mike

020

WYATT
Billy Paul 'BuckyL
ERWIN

Hours 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
4 p.m. • 6p.m.

MANNING

270-753-5410

STRAWBERRIES

MURRAY #6 & #9, JACKSON, COLDWATER,
LYNN GROVE, CALLOWAY HIGH
AND KIRKSEY

NOTICE
Ann's Country Kitchen at Hazel is stil)
open 7 days and 6 nights a week.

020

020
Notice

13013-N-K'S
Hwy 641
Puryear, TN
731-247-5995
Games. Food & Fun
Closed Mondays,
• Tues & Wed.
.50 drafts
5pm to 9pm
Thurs. night
$3.00 pitchers
Fri & Sat
Catfish or Prime Rib

•

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
ST RAWBEHHIES
You pick. hand picked
Copeland Orchard
Mayfield
623-8312

FOR THE MONTH OF MAY
Place your 2x2 Classified Display ad.
Your ad will appear for 4 weeks
in the Murray Ledger and Times & Shopper Guide
at the low price of $225.00
a saying of $207.00
Come by our office today or call
Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens

270-753-1916

WE ARE NOT CLOSING.

050

020
Notice

Lost and Found

%EOM 'r

LOST Diamond ring with
expand type mounting
keep sake of deceased
husband Reward Please
call 753-5881

PHOTO(;H PH)
811.1.55

16 years service
270-753-1001

i

The building and lot has a new owner only.
Ann & son Milton Stokes are still the owners
and operators of the restaurant business.
We thank everyone for your business and support.
Thank You
Ann & Milton Stokes

270-492-8195

Find The Best Deals....In The Classifieds!
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1

Legal
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
will conduct an accreditation survey of Lourdes HomeCare/Hospice on
June 24- June 26.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00004

The purpose of the survey will be to evaluate the organization's compliances with nationally established Joint Commission standards. The
survey results will be used to determine whether, and the conditions
under which accreditation should be awarded the organization.

UNION PLANTERS MORTGAGE, INC..
As Servicer for Union Planters Bank. N A.
f/cVb/a Peoples First National
Bank & Trust Company,

PLAINTIFF

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 23, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, June
10, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:

Joint Commission standards deal with organizational quality of care
issues and the safety of the environment in which care is provided.
Anyone believing that he or she has pertinent and valid information
about such matters may request a public information interview with
the Joint Commission's field represenatives at the time of the survey.
Information presented at the interview will be carefully evaluated for
relevance to the accreditation process. Requests for a public information interview must be made in writing and should be sent to the Joint
Commission no later than five working days before the survey begins.
The request must also indicate the nature ofthe information to be provided at the interview. Such requests should be addressed to:
Division of Accreditation Operations
Account Representative
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations
One Renaissance Boulevard
Oakbrook Terrace,IL 60181

Lot No. 1 in subdivision plat of Donald D. and Alice D. Brady
property in Calloway County, Kentucky. Said subdivision plat
being of record in Plat Book 4, Page 31, in the office ofthe Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.
Being the same property conveyed to Roger D. Runyon, and
wife, Sara Runyon,from Wanda Hobbs, a single person, by deed
dated September 22, 1995, and recorded in Deed Book 219,
Page 293. in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.

The Joint Commission will acknowledge such requests in writing or by
telephone and will inform the organization of the request for any
interview. The organization will, in turn, notify the interviewee of the
date, time, and place of the meeting.
This notice is posted in accordance with the Joint Commission's
requirements and may not be removed before the survey is completed.
Date Posted: May 20. 2002.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-C1-00048

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

U.S. BANK, NA (Successor by Merger to
Firstar Bank, MA,Successor by Merger to
Mercantile Bank, Successor by Merger to
United Commonwealth Bank).
TO THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY,
OF DAVID M.WATKINS
Notice is hereby given that Richard W. Jones, Attorney at Law, was
appointed on May 9,2002 as Warning Order Attorney by the Calloway
Circuit Court Case No. 02-CI-00188, Area Bank (formerly Peoples
Bank of Murray) v David M. Watkins, Unknown Spouse of David M.
Watkins. Susan R. Watkins, Unknown Spouse of Susan R. Watkins
and Calloway County, Kentucky for the purpose of informing the
Unknown Defendant, being the Unknown Spouse, if any, of David M.
Watkins concerning the nature and pendency of the action against the
Unknown Spouse, if any.
A Complaint has been filed in the above action for a Judgment against
David M. Watkins. Unknown Spouse of David M. Watkins, Susan R.
Watkins, Unknown Spouse of Susan R. Watkins and Calloway County.
Kentucky for the indebtedness owed to Area Bank and that certain
personal property described as a 1989 Clay Mobile Home, SN#6707,
Brown, be sold and the proceeds applied to Plaintiff's Judgment and
foreclosure upon the subject real estate more particularly described
as:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Southeast
Quarter of Section 8, Township 1, Range 6 East, and also being
Lot No. 1 of a Minor Subdivision Plat ofthe James Q. Wilson and
Guy S. Wilson property of record in Plat Book 23. Page 15, Slide
2128. and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the south line of
Buffalo Road located approximately 715.4' east of the centerline
of Kentucky Highway 444. Said point bears north 12 degrees
23'03" east 105.68' from a stone found, and being the southwest
corner of Lot No. 1 described herein;
thence; 25' from and parallel to the centerline of Buffalo Road
the following bearings and distances;
North 26 degrees. 22'54" east 70.17' to an angle point;
North 06 degrees. 5441" east 162.84' to an angle point;
North 12 degrees. 26'25" east 84.07' to an angle point;
North 32 degrees. 23'23" east 82.42' to an angle point;
North 42 degrees, 26'12" east 51.88' to an angle point;
North 46 degrees, 40'42" east 278.61' to an angle point;
North 48 degrees, 30'27" east 140.04' to an angle point;
North 54 degrees, 21'57" east 77.48' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set
on the south-side of an old abandon roadway;
thence; severing the lands of Wilson north 89 degrees. 04'03"
east 455.70' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the centerline of an
old abandon road, the property line of Willie Smith;
thence; with the centerline of said abandon road and with
Smith's north line and the north line of the Prescott Morris
property (Deed Book 167, Card 1068), the following bearings
and distances;
South 26 degrees. 50'14" west 131.41' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set;
South 36 degrees, 21'21" west 95.16'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set;
South 42 degrees, 28'21" west 188.51 to a point which bears
south 33 degrees. 40'21" east 25.00' from a 1/2" diameter rebar
set;
South 48 degrees. 00'12" west 203.24' to a point which bears
south 33 degrees. 40'21" east 20.00' from a 1/2" diameter rebar
set;
South 56 degrees. 02'53" west 264.36 to a 1/2" diameter rebar

thence; leaving said road north 52 degrees, 10'30" west 20.65' to
the point of beginning;
This tract contains 7.8247 acres, subject however to any additional right-of-ways which may be of record for Buffalo Road.
Being one and the same as that property conveyed to David
Watkins and wife, Susan Watkins. by virtue of a deed from
Matthew Lamb, a single person, dated the 27th day of
December,1999 and of record at Book 336, Page 232 in the
Clerk's Office of the Calloway County Court.
The Unknown Defendant, being the Unknown Spouse, if
any, of
David M. Watkins, is hereby advised that she must enter
an
appearance and answer the Complaint filed in the above
styled
action within 50 days of May 16. 2002, or a Default Judge may
he taken against her for the relief sought in the
Complaint.

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE
BILL BREWER,SINGLE,
a/k/a BILLIE BREWER,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 23, 2002,in the above cause,I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, June
10, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
TRACT I
Lot No. 184 of the Baywood Vista Subdivision as shown by plat
recorded in Plat Book No. 3,Page 48, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.
The.above described property is sold subject to the restrictions
as set forth in Plat Book No. 140, Page 257, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court, and such restrictions are
specifically referred to and incorporated herein as if same were
written herein in full.
TRACT II
Lot No. 185 of the Baywood Vista Subdivision as shown by plat
recorded in Plat Book No. 3, Page 48, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.

DEFENDANTS

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser To hilv -the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on-a
credit of 30 days,the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 1st day of May, 2002.

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 23, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction, on Monday, June
10, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with the
property address being 217 Pine Creek Lane, Murray, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the Community
of Coldwater in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky,
being Lot 2 of the Pine Creek Hills Subdivision of record in Plat
Book 9,Page 52. Slide 75i, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar found in the west line of
Pinecreek Drive, approximately 876' from the centerline of
Medye Lane, being the northeast corner of Lot 1, and the southeast corner of Lot 2 described herein;
thence, with the north line of Lot 1, north 79 deg. 10' 53" west
167.30'to a 1/2" diameter rebar found in the east line of the Cliff
and Norma Finney property:
thence, with Finney's east line, north 10 deg. 15' 13" east 144.60'
to a 1/2" diameter rebar found, the southwest corner of Lot 3, of
said Pine Creek Hills Subdivision;

thence, with the south line of Lot 3, south 79 deg. 44'47" east
176.47' to a 1/2" diameter rebar found in the west line of
Pinecreek Drive;
thence, 25' from and parallel to the centerline of Pinecreek
Drive, south 13 deg. 50' 45" west 156.53' to the point of beginning.

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.0I-CI-00367
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.
D/B/A AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LENDER,
VS.,

PLAINTIF

NOTICE OF SALE

CYNTHIA D. RUSSELL,
EMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION,

DEFENDAN'l

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 9, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, June 3,
2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
Beginning at the Southwest intersection of the ConcordBoydsville Road (Midway) U.S. 641; thence West with the South
right of way of Concord-Boydsville Road 90 feet to a stake;
thence South 155 feet to a stake; thence East with Tidwell's line
approximately 85 feet to the West right of way of U.S.641;thence
North with the West right of way approximately 155 feet to the
point of beginning.

This tract contains 0.5739 acres, but is subject however to the
restrictions and easements as shown by plat of record.

This deed conveys a lot 90 feet on the north side, 155 feet on the
West side, approximately 85 feet on the South side, and approximately 155 feet on the East side.

Larry E. Sciberras(being one and the same person as Lawrence
E. Sciberras), a married person, obtained title to the abovedescribed property by deed dated June 28, 1996, from Ruth R.
Oney, a single person, as recorded in Book 234, Page 236, in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.

Being in all respects the same conveyed to Cynthia D. Russell,
an unmarried woman, by Deed of conveyance from Richard B.
Beam,and wife, Rhonda G. Beam,dated November 22,2000,and
filed November 30, 2000, of record in Deed Book 361, Page 608,
in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days
with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if
sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit ten
percent of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to
execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price,said
remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall
be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes
shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject
to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash,but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one-third of
the purchase price on the date of the sale, and to execute bond with
good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2002
ad valorem taxes.

DATED this la day of May. 2002.

DATED this 17th day of April, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner

South 63 degrees, 07'59" west 145.40" to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set:
South 69 degrees, 15'25" west 229.77" to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set;

UNION PLANTERS MORTGAGE,INC.,
As Servicer for Union Planters Bank, N.A.,

Bill Brewer, a single person, obtained title to the abovedescribed real property by virtue of a deed dated May 20, 1983,
from Ralph L. McGee and wife, Dorothy McGee, as recorded in
Book 164, Page 1394, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office.

VS.,

LAWRENCE E. SCIBERRAS. a/k/a
Larry E. Sciberras, and
CHARLOTTE A. SCIBERRAS,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00032

The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions
as set forth in Plat Book No. 140, Page 257, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court, and such restrictions are
specifically referred to and incorporated herein as if same were
written herein in full.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

DATED this 1st day of May. 2002.

Richard W. Jones
Attorney At Law
304 North 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270)753-1268
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It' JONES gt,
STRAWBERRIES
U-Pick 750
We Pick $1.50
Bring Container
Call to place order 270-328-8543
1.8 Miles S. of Sedalia, Hwy. 381.
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*Caps *Jackets
•Shirts •Warmups
• Diecast *License Plates
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K ELY'S U.PICK,
CSTRAWBER
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6 miles northeast
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Van Cleave Rd.
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Help Wanted

Want to Buy

LABORATORY Technologist tor busy extensive
physician office lab
Chemistry hematology
bacteriology Days Apply
to Wendy at Dr Van Loon
M D (270) 527-2560

ANTIQUES
advertising
tents antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry

LOOKING for extra in
come? If you are hardworking. ambitious person
:ietween the ages of 18-28
call 270-345-2136 Ask for
Shane
MOVER Full-time benefits High school graduate
one year related experience. Good physical condition, lift 100 pounds maximum. Valid drivers liscence required (must obtain COL) Preemployment
drug screening. Salary
56.65 hourly Apply at Human Resources, Murray
University. 404
State
Sparks Hall, Murray. KY.
42071-3312 Women.,minordies encouraged to apply.EE0, M/F•Di. AA employer.

CASH paid fore
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Goods.
519_5 1210 Murray
GOOD used Air Conditioner refrigerator stove, carpeting 753-4109
WANTED riding mowers
that need work 436-2867

1

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00050
PLAINTIFF

KENTUCKY HOUSING CORPORATION,
NOTICE OF SALE
VS.,

DEFENDANT

ROBERT O'NEAL, ET AL..

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 26, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
June 3, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
A tract of land situated approximately 2700' north of (Dr.)
Douglas Road, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky,
being part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 27, Township 2,
Range 5 East, and being Tract II of a Minor Subdivision Plat of
the Shannon Harris & Shalisha Harris property of record in Plat
Book 25, Page 23, Slide 2337, and being further described as follows:
Commencing at a 1/2" diameter rebar found marking the southwest corner of the Shannon Harris and Shalisha Harris 5.0000
acre tract(Deed Book 188,Page 492); thence north 42 deg. 05'00"
east 129.81' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the southwestern most
point of Tract II described herein and the point of beginning.
thence, north 23 deg. 13'33" west 65.00' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set located north of an existing gravel driveway.
thence, north 66 deg. 46'27" east 227.25' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set;
thence, north 02 deg. 10'39" 174.07' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set
the northwest corner of Tract II.
thence,south 87 deg. 49'21" east 40.00' to 1/2" diameter rebar set
in the west line of the Georgia Bandarra property;
thence, with Bandarra's west line, south 02 deg. 10'39" west
179.54' to 1/2" diameter rebar set;
thence south 66 deg. 46'27" west 351.37' to the point of beginning.
ALSO the right of ingress and egress over and upon the lands of
the-Grantor, George Bandarra-and Raehelle-lAe-Bandarra, apermanent easement 20 feet in width along the West side of the
George Bandarra property extending from Dr. Douglas Road
Northward 2400 feet; thence, in a Northwesterly direction direction approximately 500 feet to the South Line ofthe Rachelle Lee
Bandarra 5.00 acre tract; thence, continuing in a generally
Northwesterly direction 180 feet to the West Line ofthe Shannon
and Shalisha Harris property; thence continuing in the same
general direction the west line of the 1 acre tract being conveyed
to the Grantees, Robert O'Neal and his wife, Beth O'Neal.
Being the same property conveyed to Robert O'Neal and Beth
O'Neal by deed dated June 11, 1998,of record in Deed Book 288,
Page 802,in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County,Kentucky
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit ten percent
(10%) of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, in two equal
installments, with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest from the
day of sale at 12% per annum until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 17th day of April, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Program
•Summer Reading

•

For Children K-12
•
•
Sessions Begin June 21
Program pmvides children with
• positive reading experiences and: •
Enhances reading skills
•
•
Develops reading comprehension.
•vocabulary, oral reading or study skill\•
Provides assistance with
learning to read
•
•
Program provided by MSU'A
4 Department of Early Childhood •
& Elementary Education.
• Deadline to apply is June 14. 2002. •
Cost is $60.
•For more information or to enroll
•
762-2500 or 762-6868.
•
•

Lost and Found

Help Wanted

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
cant find its way home

************
Drivers Class A-CDL
If You're Serious
About...

Just give us a call, well
be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger 8 Times.

*2800-3000 miles/wk
*Fantastic Cony
Equip
*Earning the income
you deserve
*Excellent home Time
THEN CALL NOW' —
Teams 8. Owner Ops
Needed
Our lease purchase
plan makes you
the owner
No money down. No
credit check. Min 25
yrs 0 mos OTR
w;school
BUSKE LINES, INC.
800-879-2486
EOE
************

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

AVON Earn $8-15/hour ful
or part time. Call now 1
888-570-6498 or /270554-3338. Great Opportu
nity.
BECOME a certified Nurse
Asst./ Paid training. Full
time position available on CONSTRUCTION carper
all shifts. Apply in person ters and laborers Prevail
at Britthaven of Benton. mg wages start immediHwy 641 S Benton. KY ately Call (270) 753-0140
42025. EOEJAAE.
060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
1

RANDY THORNTON
HEAT 81 AIR
Have openings for the following positions
SERVICE TECHNICIANS
JOURNEYMAN INSTALLERS
APPRENTICE INSTALLERS
Benefits include:
Retirement Plan
Medical Insurance
Vacation Pay
Holiday Pay
Wages and benefits depend on experience.
certification and licensure.
Applications may be picked up at
802 Chestnut Street. Murray. KY
No phone calls please.

Collections Manager/Customer Service Agent
for our Benton. Ky location:

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE
RICKY DEAN WATSON, and wife,
KELLY WATSON;
THE MURRAY BANK,
HUMANE SOCIETY OF CALLOWAY COUNTY,

Requirements:
- Good work history.
- Reliable transportation
- Collections & customer service experien,.,
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, Summary
Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 17, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at West Kentucky Livestock & Exposition Center, College Farm Road,
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on SATURDAY,JUNE 8, 2002, at the hour of 2:00 p.m., c.s.t.,
or thereabout, the subject matter to be sold being animals(horses and
goats) in the possession of the County as a result of the orders of the
Calloway District Court in the case of Commonwealth v. Ricky Dean
Watson, and includes, but is not limited to the following:
(1) Large paint mare with blue eye,(2) Bay mare,(3) Red filly
with white star,(4) Grey and white paint filly, (5) Black filly
with no markings,(6)Brown and white paint filly,(7) Chestnut
filly with white stripe and one white sock, (8) White spotted
pony,(9) Brown pony,(10) Chestnut filly with blaze,(11) Bay
colt with white flame,(12) Black stud with white mark on face,
(13)Appaloosa male,(14)Chestnut male with white stripe,(15)
Blue Roan stud,(16) Paint stud,(17)Palomino Colt,(18) Brown
& White paint colt,(19) Bay colt 6 mo. old,(20) Chestnut mare
with blaze and 2 back socks,(21)Gray mare Quarter horse,(22)
Paint colt 6 mo. old,(23)Sorrell,(24)Brown filly with white star
4 mo.,(25) ibbiano mare,(26) Bay brood mare,(27) Brown &
white paint stud, (28) Sorrel mare with white blaze, (29)
Chestnut mare with a star and snip,(30) Chestnut mare with
right back white sock and a white blaze, (31) Chestnut mare
with white star & stripe,(32) Black mare with white star,(33)
Black mare with blaze,(34)Red horse mare,(35) Red mare,(36)
Mule,(37) Red mare,(38) Red mare,(39) Blind bay mare,(40)
White mare quarter horse,(41) Bay Yearling mare,(42) Paint
mare with blue eyes,(43)'natal number of goats: 37.
('itle to the animals shall pass by sale by the Master Commission,
pursuant to KRS 426.574. The terms of the sale shall be for cash.
I)ATED this 17th day of May, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

interested? Please cull Asniey
the YMCA of Murray-Calloway
County at 759-9622 or stop by the
YMCA located at 808 Chestnut
Street.

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please

NUYEN Services Company, Inc.

060

050

Western Kentucky's leading payday Advance
Co. is hiring immediately for the position of
PLAINTIF I

AEROBICS
INSTRUCTOR WANTED

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COLLECTIONS1VIANAGER/
CUSTOMER SERVICE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00409
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT,

•••••••••
•r
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Benefits are as follows:
- Competitive wages
- Monthly bonus program
- Paid holidays & vacations
- Medical insurance
Please mail resume to:
Manger

Bos 976
Mayfield. KY 42066

A Maintenance service company. has immediate
opening for several "Multi-Craft Technicians" with
10- 15 years experience in Maintenance for the injection molding plastics industry. Individual inustliave
working knowledge of hydraulics/pneumatics. electrical/PLC or fabrication/welding. Some technical
college education with OJT is required. Must furnish
own hand tools and be able to travel.
We pay competitive wages and benefits. Send your
resume with wage history to PO Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

WANTED
MALE OR FEMALE
SALESPERSON
Outgoing. good personality.
honest individuals, sales background
important but not necessary -- will train
Hourly wage plus commission

Contact Diana Pierce. Gen. Mgr.
Apply in person at

Carpet World USA
1 mi. south of Hazel, KY
CASH Management Supervisor, Murray State
University. position to begin June 2002. Qualifications: Four years collegedegree in the area of Business along with three
years minimum of significant experience in the
handling of cash and credit
card transactions and supervisory experience is required: Knowledge of
business
bookkeeping,
communication (oral and
written), computers (network and mainframe environments), and Microsoft
Office computer software
and general office equipment is needed. ResponProcess insibilities:
quires and provides information on graduate, undergraduate and non-student accounts to internal
and external constituents.
Insure adequate internal
controls exist over cash
not only in the Cashiers
Office but also monitors
procedures in other •departments. Process payments received for tuition
fees, room board plus nonaccounts receivable cash
transmittals. Supervision
of the Student Account
Representatives and student workers. Application
Deadline: June 3, 2002.
To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, and
contact information for
three references to: Cash
Management Supervisor
Search, Murray State University. 200 Sparks Hall.
Murray, KY 42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an
equal education and emopportunity
ployment
M/F/D. AA employer.

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job opportun

Position:

Patrol Officer Recruit

Department:

Police

PHLEBOTOMIST/ Office
Procedures/Clerk for busy
office. Days Phlebotomy
experience required Apply
to Wendy pt pr. Van Loon.
M.D.(270) 527-2560
PRACTICAL DENTAL
ASSISTING
We are now taking applications for the class which
starts Sept 7th. 2002 You
will be trained on Saturdays for 11 weeks, allowing you to keep your present Job while you gain
skills -for—a—new- career.Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends,
& holidays off. For information call Dr. Charles
Bohle, 270-442-0256. Limited enrollment call now.
RN needed for busy physi
clan office. Must have excellent organization skills.
Be a self starter, and a real people person. Reply to.
PO Box 1040-A, Murray
KY 42071

Minimum salary for the position i depending on iraining and experience i S I
per year plus benefits
Applicants must have
• a valid high school diploma or GED
• hold a valid KY operators license
• no con',ictions or felonies
• no prohibition form possessing a firearm
• successful completion of criminal background check (include. fingerprints)
• successful medical exam i including drug screen)
• successful completion of psychological examination
• successful completion of polygraph test
• successful completion of physical agility test
• successful departmental interview
• honorable discharge from military I if applicable)
City of Murraybenefit package includes health insurance, life insuram
retirement plan. longevity. uellness plan. sick. vacation arid personal day
Job applications and descriptions for the above listed position are available at the
City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207 S. 5th Street. Murray. Kentuck
42071. If you have questions concerning this position, please contact it
Personnel Office at 27)).7(.()
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00 p.m. Thursday. May 30. 20112
1 he City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer

EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
Progressive local (region
al) telecommunications
firm seeks qualified applicants with background in
telecommunications operations. telecommunications construction. or electronics. High school diploma required. Resumes accepted until May 30, 2002.
no phone calls please. Respond to Operations Department. West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative, P 0 Box 649, Mayfield, KY 42066-0649.
FOSTER PARENTS
NEEDED
The Necco family has
been helping troubled children for over 35 years. We
believe in the power of a
strong family, and provide
the best service and the
most competitive reimbursement rates of any
foster care agency in KY.
If you're an experienced
foster parent and are looking for a growing statewide
family. If you would like to
learn more. about becoming a foster parent please
call: Tonya Jarobe
(270)444-6500 or
1-866-30-NECCO

NURSES
AIDE
Preter
experience but
will train. Do not
need CNA,
pleasant
atmosphere,
good working
'onditions Appi
in person at

FERN TERRACE
EOE

AAA A A .r

-r

Drivers

STABILITY!
USA TRUCK

Initially Part-Time
Possible Full-Time
UG to $19 an hour

Call
1 -800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard
NOW taking applications
Apply in person at
tireaktime Billiards 94 E

150
Articles
For Sale
FREE Dish Network
$22.99
Free
install
cemonth Some restrictions
apply 1-800-815-8324 or
270-444-0191.
FREE
Dish Network Satellite system, installed free Top 50
programming for only
$22 99 per month Call for
more information Beasley
Antenna & Satellite at
877-455-0901
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
lackets, vests, chaps, saddlebags Jerry Sporting
Goods in Mayfield (270)
247-4704
THREE Cemetary lots at
Memorial Gardens $500
each 769-8650
UTILITY service pole
$170 OBO 492-8723
Appliances
LARGE chest style freezer. $100.00. Phone 7535145.
160
Home Furnishings
AQUARIUM 33 gall-lexagon on oak stand w/accessones $75 00 Broyhill
loveseat
and
couch
$250.00.(270) 382-2485.
BALWIN Acrosonic piano.
51.200 Antique dining
room suite $850.00. 7532555
RAINY Day Sale
Great Discount Store
wide:
up to 40% off.
Furniture and Accessories
for youR home
Memory Lane Antiques
in Hazel. KY
Monday - Friday
10 00 - 4 30
Saturday
10'00 - 5 00
Sunday
- 5'00
•
180
Lawn & Garden
15HP John Deere mower
2001 model like new
Used very little 753-1389
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

tiow oflenng up to

430/Mile
A New DEDICATED
Opportunities Avail.
A 90% no touch freight
A Late model assign.
cony's
A Quality home time
800-237-4642
www.usa-truck.com
. EOE M/F/HN

1992 Buccaneer. 14X 70
2 bd. 2 ba new berbe
carpet. new linoleum, all
appliances included, gar
den tub. must be moved
$11,000 437-4210
1997 16x80 3br. 2 bath.
appliances gas heat, electoral services pole Must
move. 516.000 753-4757
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

SPORTSMAN'S Ancho
Marina needs store clerk
dependable, willing and 2BR.. Rent to own. 14x70
able to work, with calcula- Coleman RE 759-4118.
NICE 2br. No pets.
tor and cash register skills.
Boating
and
•
Fishing
753-9866
knowledge very helpful. SINGLE wide 2br. 1 bath,
Call Monday thru Friday new carpet through out
only, through October, in- Large utility shed on 3/4
volves weekends and holi- acres. 352-291-1932 352'days. rotating shifts. Locat- 2014-2009
ed on Hwy 68 Jonathan SMALL 2BR $225 per
Creek.
month 753-6012
THE Bull Pen
Steaks & Spirits
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Now Hiring
Servers, Cooks, HostessLOT for rent
es. Apply in person, Mon492-8488
de - Saturday. 9am - 4prh
09(1
Business Rentals
Domestic & Childcare

FULL Time RN position
available Must be license
in the stile of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton. Hwy
641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE
IMMEDIATE full-time position at Oakwood Studio.
Apply in person
INCREASE your income.
it1 party plan sweeping the
nation. Home and Garden
Party Get in on the
ground floor. High commission no territory, no
delivery, no inventory.
WILL do Housecleaning
small investment. See our
753-3802
product line Friday, May
24th from 3:00-7:00 p.m.
WILL do office and house
at Amenhost Inn. Route
cleaning 753-1016
641 North Room 127. For
more information call 7531)3
3584 or (618) 323-6810.
Business
INSTALLERS -Cable T.V.
Opportunity
Needed for a fast growing
company Fantastic opportunity Experience preferHOMEWORKERS
red but will train. Excellent
Needed.
pay and benefits. Call $635 weekly processing
1731) 267-0506.
mail Easy' No experience
needed
•
Call 1-888-517-2362
It( 1\ ,s
Ext. 4605 24hrs

S10,000 Student
Loan Repayment
College Tuition
j,areer Training
'40 Experience Require,

Oki lt-tyS

16*X50' Retail or Office
404 N 4th St. with gas
heat and air condition. Will
customized to suit business. Plenty of parking,
front and rear. Meets fire
code requirements Floors,
walls. ceils of Masonry
construction Long or short
term lease acceptable
759-3772.
Apartments For Rent

1 bedroom. some utility
paid. washer and dryer
available No pets 7679037.
I OR 2br apts near downSTAY home 8 do mail or- town Murray starting at
2flY1'mo 753-4109
der business Earn up to
182 bedroom Apts
58.000/mo PT FT Step
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
by step system We teach
902 Northwood Dr
you how Free booklet 1
Monday.
800 416 8471
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
120
Equal Housing
Computers
Opportunity
TUD *1-800-648-6056
MOM COMPUTERS
1-2 3br apts furnished,
A« Certified Technician
near MSU 753-1252 or
On site service
753-0606
759.3556
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Homes For Sale

Used Cars

Used Cars

WANT A CAR?

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Then why let just anyone install it?
Our owners are our installers!

David's Home
Improvement

Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!
upimajz

Vsater Damaged Floors
Braces (tic Floor Joists
Remodeling I& Plumbing

1505 Diuguid Dri‘e • Murray. KV 42071
ot snow Is
..Nxerstgei.rcdic not perfeeti • Siciudy Income hiskir'.
VF SHOW `I'M'
• I(MN loan. no money doxit n • Flexible. forgo mg program
•Ekt.ellern fixed rate - 30 yr

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283
One and'No Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Cr
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
131/41BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR APT for rent All appliances Pets allowed
$335/mo Call 436-6291
1BR Apt 5225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR Apt Walk to MSU
$235,mo 753-2084

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

FOR APPOINTMENT

EASTSIDE

RENTED

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
commerical prop for rent
1100 sq ft office area with
2 bathrooms in Spruce St .
Industrial Park
Call 753-5976
6,200 sq ft warehouse
with office in Spruce St
Industrial Park
Call 753-5976
380
Pets & Supplies

'louse with 11
acres of land. Has a
30'x100' metal building. 2
bedroom mobile and other
out buildings $66,000.
Phone 731-642-5556.

CREEKVIEW STORAGES20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

'Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING iunk clean up cleaning out sheds, gutters. tree
work 436-2867

, BY owner 2br, 2ba. brick
home built in 2000.
2-car garage. all appliances. 270-519-4004

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858.
VERY loveable 5 week old
Husk Wolf pups. 4 black,
$75.00 each Three other
marked S12500 each
759-3214.
430
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth
435
Lake Property
1 6 acres, boat dock, 950
ft joint TVA, $29.500
Terms (270)753-9302
2 lots (162 acres) in
Crawford's Landing Sub
Affordable price with
possible owner financing
owneragent
753-8251 559-3272
440
Lots For Sale
LOT #6 in LBL Gateway
development, walking distance to boat dock. Barkley
bridge
in
view
S15.000. (870) 379-2068
LOT 200 x 280 zoned
commercial- 8th and Arcadia Ask for Bette 270753-4259
450
Farms For Sale

FOR Sale, 3 BR,2 B. Central HVAC, Nothing Down.
905 Southwood Drive 7535_061
MOVING" Priced to sell.
Home in Gatesborough
Sub Ranch style- 4brirm.
2 bath, large den large
kitchen, living Rm. Brick, 1
car garage, central H/AC.
plus work shop with own
H/AC system_ Shown by
appointment only. 7531205
NEAR Kentucky Lake. lbr.
1 1/2 bath, 950 sq. ft plus
300 sq ft. basement.
Large deck 1 23 acres,
new central beat and air
As is 20 minutes from
Call
Murray. $46.500
(270)354-9404

3 Br. - 2 Ba
Central FRAC
905 Southwood Dr.
270-753-5561
THREE Br, 1 bath brick
house on one acre lot, all
appliances included. 5
miles from Murray 94E.
547,500.00 Call 270-4742320.
470
Motorcycles & ATV s
1984 Harley Davidson
customized sportster, new
paint, all new 753-2605.
2001
Yamaha Raptor.
5_4 500 436-2263
92 Kawasaki Nino, 600R.
Black & silver, new tires,
low miles. 2 new helmets
S2.300. 753-4437 or 2104219
Used Cars
1995 Geo Prism. 4-Door,
-sharp" Automatic. air,
wheels, spoiler. Excellent
condition S2,400. 37E2146
1996 Lumina, one owner
89,000 miles, $4.500
Seen at 413 S. 9th Street
753-3958

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal.
492-8737,
437-3044.
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts. etc.
Free pickup, delivery. 43E2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience_
New Constructions
Remodeling* Repairs•
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding. Painting, Decks.
Call Larry Nimmo,
753-9372, 753-0353.
Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
•References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
•Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
'Paint *Lawn *Mulch
'Shrubs 'Tiling •Bushhog
4270)436-5277
CLEAN - IT
Professional
Cleaning Service
Window Washing
Carpet Cleaning
Tile Floor Strip + Wax
Business, Residential
Pat Walsh (270) 623-8813
(Call For Free Estimate's)
CONCRETE Finishing,
sidewalks, driveways, patios, general maintenance
Free Estimates 435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 836-5E81
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work, Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters 751-2592
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley 759-1519
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood. Insures:L.489-2839
GET your yard mowed
trimmed or raked it needed, for a great looking yard
at low prices call 270-47421211
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
-Asphalt paving
•Seal coating
*Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537
MOWING and Trimming
Small to large yards
within Murray area
Steve 767-9178

1985 Ford Truck, 6 cyl
good condition Call 7535109
50
Campers

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates
753-5827.
MASSAGE
By licensed Massage
Therapist Coldwater Rd
Murray 853-1172
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-i66R
MOWING
'Small to Large Yards
'Light Dirt Work
•Pressure Washing
'Large Field Mowing
'Handyman Service
'Junk Hauling
'767-9067
MULCH
A-1 Grade
Delivered or U-Haul
(731)782-3524
Terry Wheatley
MULCH Delivered
Murray,
436-5560
MULCH Delivered Murray,
436-5560
PAINTING
Pay less
Call Dan 753-9618
PROFESSIONAL
Lawn
Care. Mowing, trimming,
landscaping, hauling. Reasonable Rates, free estimates. For All your lawn
care needs call B&B Lawn
Care at 753-8407

1

Brick, carport garage,
beautiful yard Wants offer.
S72.500
2000 21 ft Suntracker
1605 Hermitage Dr lmme- Party Barge w/trailer 40
;hate possession 3 BR 2 Hp Mercury engine, like
1,2 ba Neat and clean
new. Priced below whole1 32 acre lot Reduced sale for quick
sale
$119.900. Grey's Proper- $12,750 Tommy Vance
ties 759-2001 Jean 753- Farm Equipment Home
3584
731-641-0197. cell 731E97-2397
3BR brick home with large
530
bath, large kitchen and livServices Offered
ing room combo new appliances carpet and water
heater Fenced in back A affordable hauling junk
yard with patio, C1-1/A, car- clean up tree work gutter
port with storage room cleaning 436-5141
574,000 759-5443

TOM'S Window Cleaning.
paint, pressure washing
767-9014
The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times

Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Now scheduling summer
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at
pI

(270)753-1916

560
Free Column

Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing
*Well Pumps
*Water & Sewer Lines
*Water Heaters
*All Repairs - Big or Small
*New or Remodeling

FEMALE mother cat aban
doned with kittens Free to
good home Call 753-3555

FREE to good home Female Golden 2 years old
Registered male yellow lab
1 1/2 years old Having to
move 767-0218

1111111
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GARAGE

log
a.
a.

SALE

•

HUGE MULTI-PARTY GARAGE SALE
Corner of N. 16th and Utterback Road
Thursday and Friday
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Appliances, upright freezer, gas grill,
some furniture, almost new
bedspread/matching curtains, toys,
puzzles, trinkets, encyclopedias, books,
lots of glass items and dishes, clothes,
and much more!
Additional items added on second day!
5 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
1541 Mockingbird
Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
May 24 & 25
7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Lawn
mowers,
women's
clothing
size 8-16, men's
clothing large to
2XXLT, misc. & craft
items

GOODIES
PLANT
SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. - Noon
1145 Robertson
Road N.
Tomatoes,
peppers and
marigolds
15C per plant

HUGE 6 PARTY
YARD SALE
356 Farris Rd. - 121 5th turn
right on 983. Watch for signs.
Thurs., May 23rd •8 a.m.- 7 p.m.
Doc., Reebok, Nike. Adidas. Old Navy,
Gap, antiques, cookbooks, all size clothes,
day bed. desk, 9x12 rug, 6x9 rug, bicycles,
porcelain dolls, 50's & 60's CD's, cassettes, movies, knives, much more.

GET YOUR GARAGE
SALE GOING!
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

$8.00
$13.00
$16.00

1x2 ad 25 WORD MAX.
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

Murray Ledger & Times • Classified

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
&
Order before 11
pick up some day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Lab BrOtherts
Moving Co.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

A

Wiggins Furniture
Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb
-

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price
S

Mark Lamb's
Tree Service
CURB 759-3124•1190/541-5282)
Free Estimates •
Tree & Stump Removal
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Hedge Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of Equipment

LIUNSED

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning •'

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water •Parking Lists & Driveways

INSURED

Owner: Mark Lamb

Specializing in Roqf Repairs
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

"One Shingle or Whole Roof"
Free Estimates - 10 Years Experience

489-6155 or Cell 339-7

#1 & #2 available in most colors

North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5•Sat. 9-4

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

1 r

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

270-759-0610

David

Borders

1

FREE to good home, 2
black kitten 1 male. 1 female 753-5280 or 7594934

270-759-4979

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645

520
Boats & Motors

731.247.5422

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

2 miles
NICE 1994 Prower cam,per 35 foot CH/A. S9.500
489-2598 OR 339-9434

, plod

SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
753-0260

i M &T Painting
work.

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors I shutters
'No lob too small
'Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

d

Your Home improvement Headquarters

KY. Master Plumber 6059

[Used Trucks

Will Do Insurance Work

Nszei, KY

270-437-4838

APR, $500 plus tax and license down CAC

Services Offered

f

Starting at $12,500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages

189"
Month

530
Services Offered

•

Sat dawn!taloa TM"lim11111.115011yrda

270-210-0479

The First United Methodist Church of
Murray will accept sealed bids on a house and
lot located at 408 Sycamore Street in Murray.
Kentucky.
Bids must be in writing and received in the
office of the First United Methodist Church
located at 503 Maple Street. on or before 12:00
noon on Wednesday. May 29, 2002. Property
may be inspected by calling 7.53-3B12.
The seller reserves the right to reject any and
all bids.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
5100 Deposit
1BR From S280
2BR From $325
21 acres, fenced and
Call Today!
cross-fenced with 2 acre
•
753-8668.
pond, barn, and modular
SMALL 1 Br mobile home
home on permanent founPiivatc lot in M irray. all
dation Asking S118,500.
erectrrc S190 rent deposit
(270 759-2374
753-795a_
Manor
Apts
'Southside
Acreage
Now available for
immediate occupancy
tbr elderly disable units,
•32 ac lake highway. 5
also available
miles to lake, beautiful
1 & 2br apts.
building sites, will divide in
• Section 8 housing
half Seller pays closing
753-8221
•50+ ac Henry Co 2 miles
EHO
from Hazel Ky. North of
ARY nice large 1br, apPuryear on Crossland
pliances includes WI)
Road wooded & open 5
7 9-5885
ac or large Some restrictions
•197 ac Henry Co 5
miles south on 77 HWY.
2BR New washer/ dryer Open & wooded. deer &
air conditioned, carport Turkey galore fenced,
storage shed. S400.' mo creeks_ will not divide
lease + deposit required
731-610-0039 days
No pets 753-7920
934-4090 nights
PANORAMA Shores. Partly lake front 2br. 1 bath.
460
Cil-frA, lake assets S400
Homes For Sale
per month plus deposit
Available June 2002 270436-2136
306 S 11th 2 BR 2 ba.
Storage Rentals

4-, 6.6 rr0^S 13 95'‘

MurreY
-

LOTS FOR SALE

99 Buick
Century

104W. 5th St.
Benton, KY 42025
877-280-7970
270-527-8671

HOUSE FOR SALE BY PRIVATE BID

AKC Lab puppies
Chocolate's
Charnpion bloodlines
Priced to sell fast'
$135 each
436-5587

iart $41

1601 Parklane Drive • Murray
3 bedrooms. I bath vi/room for full 2nd bath, 1660
sq. It. under roof, Central Heat/Central Air, Vinyl
Thertnapane Windows, 2 Car/Carport, Fenced Yard,
New Paint Inside/Out, Hardwood Floors, Ness
Landscaping, Lovingly Kept. All Appliances.
S79,900

David Gallimore, Owner

Tam
Taylor

"isa &

753-7728

Toll Free! 1-877-280-7970

Ask for Susan
99% Approval
GUARANTEED!

RC

Over 34 Years Exp.

MAKE A CALL!

lir in Pui It It • Darren Jones • Jilt quel‘n
753-7407 • III N. 12th St. Suite It

1BR Apt Walk to MSU
$235 mo 753-2084
28R duplex at 1304-a Valleywood Dr. S375 per
month 759-4406
2BR duplex at 204-A Irvan Near college. No
pets.. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit S300,rno
Leave message after 4.30
p m. 753-5421.
EXTRA nice 1 bedroom, 1
bath, appliances turn.,
CFA, 1 yr lease 1
month deposit 753-2905
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances fur!),shed, WC). 1yr. lease. 1
!runth deposit No pets.
Zvi-2905
EXTRA roomy 2Br.. 2
bath, sat, garage, appliances furnished. lyr. lease &
I month deposit. No Pets
753-2c105
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St..
now accepting applications
jr 2br townhouses, basic
cent 5325; month. Office
Hours. 10- 2. M-F Cali
753-1970 -Equal Housing
Qflportunity...
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units. Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible Phone:
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
10-12am TDD No
Equal
1-800-648-6056
Housing Opportunity
.
LARGE 1 bedroom Apartment close to MSU, No
Eels, Available 5-1-1)2
753-5980
LARGE Studio Lott Apartment Cable and all utilities
included Furnished or unfurnished $550 month,
5250 deposit 354-5182
between 10am to 5pm, or
leave message.
LUXURY 2br. 2 bath duplex garage appliances
includes_ MIL 759-5885
NEAR University- Extra
large 2 B. R apt. Large living room Kitchen dinette
combo Central elec. H.:A.
Range. refrigerator, disposer, dishwasher, washer

CARPET & FL

Global Mortgage Link

360
Storage Rentals

Services Offered

Services Offered

Phone 12701759-4734

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

)jli

1-800-821-6907
LICENSED& INSURED
rç

Free Estimates
24 Hr service

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Servic,'

Full Line of
Hedge Trimming Equipment
Commercial &
Tree & Stamp
Residential
f?errwt al

To Advertise
Your Business
Call Our
Classified Department
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT Based on an
endoscope test and biopsy, I was diagnosed last autumn with Barrett's
esophagus. I have persisting heartburn, was given Reglan for reflux and
was told to have another test in two
years.
I am a woman, 68, in good health
but I'm not at all sure what my acid
condition is and whether I should wait
two years to be retested. Please
advise me.
DEAR READER: Gastroesophageal
reflux disease (GERD) is a condition
marked by the backwash of irritating
stomach acid into the sensitive esophagus, leading to heartburn, indigestion and cough. The affliction often
accompanies hiatal hernia (weakness
of the muscular valve between the
stomach and the esophagus) and
other peptic disorders. If left untreated (or inadequately treated), GERD
will eventually cause chronic inflammation of the lower esophageal lining,
which may — in some cases — result
in pre -malignant changes called
Barrett's esophagus Over time, such
changes can progress to actual cancer; therefore, preventive therapy is
crucial.
In my experience. Reglan is not particularly well suited to treating this
disorder. I would be more inclined to
prescribe more powerful medicine (to
reduce gastric acidity), such as
Protonix, Nexium or Prevacid. Ask
your doctor about this.
If your drug therapy is effective,
your symptoms will disappear, the

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

pre-malignant changes will resolve
and you need not undergo endoscopy
for two or more years.
On the other hand, if your symptoms persist, you can conclude that
the treatment is sub-optimal and
needs to be altered or increased. In
such a situation, the continuing
esophageal irritation is a real danger
and should be reevaluated with more
frequent endoscopy.
Truly resistant cases may require
surgical treatment to repair or correct the cause of GERD.
In my opinion, you should be under
the care of a gastroenterologist.
A NOTE TO READERS: For an
updated and revised Health Report on
"Losing Weight" (formerly Winning
the Battle of the Bulge) to include my
No Flour, No Sugar diet, send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and
$2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure to
mention the title. Also, be on the lookout for more updated Health Reports.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a book
that claims vitamin E and zinc supplements can reduce swelling of the
prostate gland. Am I being led astray,
or is there truth to this theory?
DEAR READER: You're being led
astray. Vitamin E does not shrink the
prostate gland. Period.
Years ago, researchers discovered
that infertility in animals could be-corrected by zinc, a mineral that is plentiful in a balanced, human diet. The
zinc/fertility relation has not been
shown to be important for humans —
unless a zinc deficiency exists, an
unlikely condition in the vast majority
of adults.
I suggest that you have your
prostate gland checked by your family
physician. An enlarged prostate is
universal in men over 60 and does not
need treatment unless it leads to urinary blockage or is caused by prostate.
cancer, a condition that is often diagnosed by a Prostate Specific Antigen
blood test. In my opinion, men over
the age of 60 should have PSA tests
done every year or two.

DEAR ABBY: For the past three
months,.I have had a long-distance
relationship with a man I met
through an Internet dating Web site.
He claims he's not interested in
meeting anyone else, but has not
yet deleted his Internet profile. He
still receives e-mail from women —
and has continued to meet them —
all the while insisting he wants a
serious relationship with me!
This situation is making me very
uncomfortable. While he says all the
right things, I cannot completely
trust him.
When I confronted him, he said
these women are just looking for
friends loh, really?), and he feels
sure about where to "draw the line."
What do you think, Abby?
Should I trust him?
HANGING IN THERE
IN TUCSON

size, self-addressed, stamped (57
cents) envelope, plus check or
money order for $10(U.S. funds
only) to: Dear Abby Cookbooklet Set, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, IL 610544447.(Postage
Is included.)
Fruit is plentiful in the markets now, so I'll go ahead and
give you the recipe for the Summer Surprise Dessert, and since
you've made my mouth water, I
may make one for myself this
weekend.

DEAR HANGING IN THERE:
No. You are looking for an
exclusive relationship, while he
is still looking — period.
Actions speak louder than
words, and it's clear that he's
not leveling with you.
***

10 years ago
A joint meeting among-the board
of commissioners of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, the Murray
City Council and the Calloway
County Fiscal Court has been
scheduled for June 29 to discuss the
hospital's building program.
In the fourth in a series of articles on the upcoming May 26 primary elections. Charles T. Banken
Jr., a candidate for the Democratic
nomination in the 31-county First
Congressional District, said the
United States' taxation system is
destroying the country's work ethic.
Recent births reported include a
girl to Guy and Tina FUR on May
16.
Stanley Rutledge, son of Ms.
Maydean Rutledge of Murray. received a Bachelor of Science degree
in graduation ceremonies on May
10 at Bethel College in McKenzie.
Tenn.
20 years ago
Members of the All-Volunteer
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad are circulating petition forms
to create a fire protection district in
the county, excluding the cities of
Murray and Hazel.
Dennis W. Crawford of Murray
is a member of the first Kentucky
State Police Cadet Training Class in
three years, which began May 17 at
the Kentucky State Police Academy
in Frankfort:Murray High School held commencement exercises for 137 seniors on May 20. Tracy Bcyer was
valedictorian and Erin O'Brien was
salutatorian of the class.

SUMMER SURPRISE DESSERT
•I cup fresh seedless grapes,
halved
•I cup fresh whole blueberries
•I cup fresh strawberries,
halved
•I cup fresh peaches, cut in
bite-sized pieces
•I cup firmly packed brown
sugar
*2 cups dairy sour cream
In shallow 9-by-12-inch glass
dish, combine all fruit and mix well.
Sprinkle brown sugar over the fruit.
Top with sour cream. Cover with
plastic wrap; refrigerate 3 to 4
hours or overnight. The sour cream
will seep through the brown sugar
to the fruit.
To serve, gently stir the fruit;
spoon into sherbet glasses.
TIP: Any combination of fruits
may be used: fresh plums, kiwi,
raspberries, pitted bing cherries,
etc. However, fresh peaches, fresh
grapes and fresh blueberries are a
necessity. Frozen or canned fruits
are not recommended.

DEAR ABBY: Last week, I visited my Aunt Bess in Mississippi.
She is a great cook and served a
delicious trifle to us and the 30 or so
relatives who came for the family
reunion. Although the dessert she
presented was wonderful, I was disappointed she hadn't served the
wonderful fresh fruit dessert she
served last summer when my children and I visited. I told her how
ace
much we had enjoyed the fruit
and her daughter
Phillips
Pauline
dessert and asked her for the recipe.
Jeanne Phillips share the pseudonym
Sadly, she said she no longer had-it.
Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
She said she had loaned her Dear
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 89440,
Abby Cookbooklet to a friend who Lou Angeles, CA 90089.
had subsequently lost it.
Abby, does a fresh fruit dessert
ring a bell with you? If you give me
CONTRACT BRIDGE
the recipe, I'll send her a copy — or
better yet, how can I get your cook- South dealer.
just 100 points;it also costs him the
booklet? I'm sure with a recipe that North-South vulnerable.
820 points he could have scored for
good, your cookbooklet must have
NORTH
making his game and winning the
others that are also outstanding.
Q 94
rubber.
TRICIA IN TAMPA,FLA.
✓ 10 72
Observe the application ofthis
•J 8 5
principle in the accompanying deal.
DEAR TRICIA: As a matter
+9632
South takes the king of diamonds
of fact, it does ring a bell. That
WEST
EAST
lead with the ace and sees that his
dessert has always been a
K62
4853
favorite summer taste-treat
potential losers are a spade, a club
J
Q 98 5
in my family. It's called Summer
and an uncertain number of trump
Surprise Dessert and is extr- •K Q 107
•96 4 3 2 tricks. How many trump tricks he
emely easy to make.
+J7
+Q 1084 will lose depends on how the trumps
My cookbooklet set can be
SOUTH
are divided or on how he plays the
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
ordered by sending a business4, A J 107
suit.
VAK 643
At trick two,declarer plays the
1:›AIL_le" COMICS
•A
ace of trumps, on which East pro• K5
duces the jack. If South carelessly
L_CON DIE
The bidding:
continues with the king, he goes
South
West
North East down, losing two trump tricks, a
2 4*
Pass
2 ***
Pass spade and a club. But South should
PLEASE HOLD n-115
FOR ME A MIN6ITE-,,---2V
3V
Pass
Pass not play the king after East's jack
0,.
.
4
appears,since ifthejack is a single*strong, artificial
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making the contract. Thus, if can limit himselfto one trump loser
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South makes exactly four hearts in either case. This safety play will
in the present case, he scores 820 cost him a trick if East has the
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points; if he makes an overtrick, doubleton Q-J, but South can easily
he scores850 points; but ifhe goes afford to lose 30 points to ensure
down one in four hearts, he it the contract.
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by making five hearts are obvi- trumptoward dummy attrick three,
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IT IN TtIE TRUNK OF
ously a drop in the bucket com- he loses only one trump trick —
OF THE CENTUR`f.
M4 BODY WRAPPED IP
MY CAR ... ON REALLY
pared with what he can lose if he regardless of which heart West
A TOWEL SO PART Of
ROT DAYS, I'LL CARRY
THE TOP Of 'THE STRAPS
goes down trying for an overtrick. chooses to play — and so makes the
IT IN A 'TOTE...
MIGHT PEEK OUT
Going down doesn't cost declarer contract.
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30 years ago
Melissa Gilbert was crowned as
Murray High School Prom Queen
for 1972.
New officers of the Murray
Chapter of National Secretaries International are Anna Ruth Hams,
Annie Nance, Mary Alice Trotter,
Ann Thompson and Wanda Hendon.
The Rev. Pete Carlisle is new
minister of Kirksey Baptist.
Mrs. Eli Alexander, Mrs. Max
Brandon, Mrs. Lewis Hudspeth.
Mrs. Gene E. Hendon and Mrs.
W.B. McCuiston are new officers of
Murray High School unit of the Parent-Teacher Association.
40 years ago
Murray Municipal Housing commissioner opened bids on 62 low
rental housing units today. Hardaway Construction Company of
Nashville, Tenn., was the low bidder at $599.400.
50 years ago
The Unites States Army is planning to form a recreational area on
Kentucky Lake. The area will be
used by soldiers from Fort Campbell.
New officers of Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club are
Tennie Breckenridge, Betty Sue
Outland, Ruth Lassiter, Laurine
Doran and Ruby Pool.
The new bridge over the Cumberland River on U.S. Highway 641
will be dedicated on May 26. This
is the new federal highway. 641,
which has just been opened from
Evansville, Ind. to Paris. Tenn., and
runs through Murray

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. May 22.
the 142nd day of 2002. There are
223 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 22. 1972, President
Nixon began a visit to the Soviet
Union, during which he and Kremlin leaders signed the SALT I arms
limitation treaty.
On this date:
In 1761, the first life insurance
policy in the United States was issued, in Philadelphia.
In 1868. the "Great Train Robbery" took place near Marshfield.
Ind.. as seven members of the Reno
gang made off with $96.000 in loot.
In 1900, The Associated Press
(founded in 1848) was incorporated
in New York as a non-profit news
cuoperative.
In 1969, the lunar module of
Apollo 10 flew to within nine miles
of the moon's surface in a dress rehearsal for the first lunar landing.
Ten ,years ago: After a reign lasting nearly 30 years, Johnny Carson
hosted NBC's "Tonight Show" for
the last time, telling his audience,"I
bid you a very heartfelt good night."
(Carson was succeeded by Jay
Leno.)
Five years ago: In a case that
drew national attention, Kelly Flinn,
the Air Force's first female bomber
pilot certified for combat, accepted
a general discharge. thereby avoiding court-martial on charges of
adultery. lying and disobeying an
order. The defense began presenting
its case in the Oklahoma City
bombing trial of Timothy McVeigh.
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Buffalo Bill and
John Philip Sousa
alive on computers

Murray High School
Project Graduation

Photo provided
A PROFESSIONAL DONATION ... Members of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club donate a check to
Murray High School's Project Graduation. Pictured, from left,
are Faye Rogers, Jeanne Fleming. Murray High School senior
Heather Bosse and Carol Block.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Anyone who wants to hear Buffalo
Bill's own voice at home or John
Philip Sousa's original band can
tune in by computer now, courtesy
of the Library of Congress.
Many new computers have the
necessary sou ndboard
The library announced Monday
it has put on line the I I Ith and
112th collections of materials on its
"American.Memory" Web site. The
site now includes more than 7.5
million items, which the library
says is the world's largest collection of online educational material.
Buffalo Bill — William F. Cody
— rode for the Pony Express and
fought in the Civil War. Soon afterward he won his nickname hunting
buffalo, or bison, to feed workers
who built the Kansas Pacific Railroad. His outdoor exhibition "Buffalo Bill's Wild West" remained on
the road for 30 years. with Annie
Oakley and Sitting Bull among its
performers.
On the Web site, he can be
heard expressing his views on the
situation in Cuba that led to the
Spanish-American War.
Sousa played in the U.S. Marine
Band when he was only 13 and in
later life became its leader before
forming his own group. The Sousa
band toured the United States and
abroad for decades, playing some
of his famous marches, including
"The Stars and Stripes Forever."
..The other new collection on the
site is "The First American West
The Ohio River Valley. 17501820." which contains more than
15.0(X) pages of original material.

Horoscope
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May
23, 2002
You have the drive and energy to make
what you want happen. Don't shy away
from the inevitable. Your ability to think
through a decision can make the difference between failure and success. Others
often seek you out for answers
Sometimes at work, it might be difficult
to determine who is the boss and who is
the employee. You will gain through
strong leadership and diplomatic suggestions to supenors. Foreigners also play a
strong role in your year. If you are single,
you will draw many to you. though
sometimes suitors could back away
because of your strength and energy. You
will meet someone quite important to
you around August. If you are attached,
work on a major project together and
draw each other closer SCORPIO works
well with you
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Deal with others with your customary strength. A family or domestic
matter stars as an immediate problem.
Unexpected developments with a friend
or in a meeting could have you trotting in
a new direction. Keep smiling. Tonight:
Work with a loved one.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Others demand a lot from you.
Stay on top of work and personal matters, despite an onslaught of calls and
requests. Curb socializing at work, as
someone close might become quite irate
as a result. Think in terms of success and
new choices. Tonight: Say "yes."
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Recognize what is going on
around you. Your efforts could clear out
quite a few problems. Don't try to

Dr. Dana S. Koym
announces the opening of

..

SOUTH MARSHALL
ANIMAL CLINIC
(270) 527-9495

instruct or lecture anyone. just do Be
cautious with spending, as it might get a
bit out of control. Financial matters
spark. Tonight. Off to the gym.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
***** Your high energy helps others jump over an obstacle. Do not let
yourself be triggered into an argument,
be it over money or feelings. Allow your
ingenuity to sleuth out a solution. 'Think
in terms of resolution rather than contradiction. Tonight. Let off steam.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Keep your temper in control.
You could be frustrated by someone.
Learn to express your feelings before
they ignite like kindling Others will hear
you, provided you communicate in a
fashion that means something to them.
Tonight: Make an easy dinner.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** A friend lets someone know
where he or she is coming from. Your
friend pushes hard for what he or she
wants. It might be necessary to make a
professional adjustment. You might be
unnerved by the amount you need to do.
Tonight: Finish up phone calls and clear
your desk.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Expenses easily could have you
concerned, causing you to work even
harder. Unexpected developments affect
a budding tie or existing relationship.
Your unpredictable behavior easily could
unnerve someone. Use your good will
and personality. Tonight: Your treat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You're personality plus. Reach

FREE High Speed Internet
In All Rooms
Pay-Per-View
Pool, Whirlpool, Sauna
& Exercise Room
FREE Deluxe Continental Breakfast
Suites Available
Deere Soso

out tor someone at a distance. You might
need his or her feedback, even if it aught
be a bit uncomfortable. Recogruze the
role that unpredictability plays on the
home front Gather information and act
on it tomorrow. Tonight. Beam in what
you want_
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Where your friends are is
where you want to be. Deal with an associate who might be on a tear right now
Certainly, putting this person on the hack
burner could only cause more of a problem Lighten up about what could be
possible. Tonight: With your friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Aim for more of what you
want. Listen to feedback that comes your
way when dealing with a long-term
objective. A partner makes a big difference in how you achieve your goals.
Work with others, emphasizing teamwork. Tonight: Start your weekend early.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
***** A trip or news could toss you
into a tizzy. Stop and remember how
much you enjoy excitement. Flex and
reorganize your workload. You'll find a
solution and manage to squeeze in everything that must be done. Tonight: Work
late if need be.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your relationship with someone proves again to be your strength.
Work with an associate, brainstorming to
your heart's delight. Answers naturally
come from you. Seek out hard answers.
You gain unexpected insight. Tonight:
Take in a movie.
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GET A NEW SABRE' THIS SPRING...
AND A 3-MONTH VACATION FROM PAYMENTS
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH. NO DOWN PAYMENT THROUGH MAY 31, 2002*

General Practice
Photo provided
A HEALTHY CHECK ... Murray High School senior class officers, from left. Marshall Welch. Chelsee Thompson. Catherine
Sivills. Brittany Overby and Michael Swain accept a check
from Sivills. planning and marketing director for MurrayCalloway County Hospital. for Project Graduation.

14.542GS Lawn Tractor
• 14 5-hp overhead-valve engine
•42-inch mower deck
•Revolutionary Caro° Mount System''5
lets you hook up front and rear
attachments and accessories
without tools
• Exclusive UV-resistant hood

ONLY ri,399
.v.vw SabreTractors co
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Old Country Store

Olw peeImp Mg II XL.

650 N. 12th St.• Murray • 762-0081

FRIDAY FISH FRY
Home Style Battered Codfish Fillets
r0,s.10C10. Jol,n nee, le,.

Served With Cole Slaw & French Fries

*7.49 Adult $3.99 Children

EXPRESS LUNCH
Served Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
In & Out In 30 Minutes Or Less
Specific Items On Menu
GREAT FOOD AT A GREAT PRICE!

"The Fun Starts Here"
Hwy.94 East • Murray •(270) 753-8078
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'Offer ends May it. 2002 Subiect to approved credit on John Deere Credit Revoiving PIan, tor nor
commercial use No down ;payment required If the balance is not paid in tun by the end of Same 0.
Cash promotional period, interest wall be assessed from the original date of purchase at 198% APR
with a SOSO per rrrInt
Other special rates and terms may be available, encluding installment
f nancing for c •
t oarticipattng dealers Prices and models may vary by dealer
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America's Top 50 includes these favorite channels:

ESPN, MTV, TNT, Cartoon Network, Discovery
Channel and CNN. Plus. dozens more!

1801 Bell Ave • Paris. TN 38242
(901)642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

YAMAHA

yarnaha-motor.com

Get a FREE DISH Network digital satellite TV system and
FREE Basic Professional Installation (S199 value).
Just subscribe to
America's Top 50 for only S22.99 per month.

500 N 4th St. •Murray. KY 42071
(270)759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

753-2571 • Chestnut St. • Murray
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00, Sat. 7:30 - 3:00
murrayhomeandauto.com
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MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
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GOOD welt!;
Cheer them on with a special good luck ad in the
Soapbox Derby Program to be published in
The Ledger & Times on May 28th
and handed out race day.
Come by our office at
1001 Whitnell Avenue to place
an ad for your
special kid today!
Good Luck
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Matt Brown
from everyone at
Grace Baptist Church!

ONLY $10
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